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50-CENTS

Iraqi rebels report clashes
with Saddam's forces in capital

.
11
;

By MONA ZIADE
Associatod Pras• Writs,
MURRAY, KY

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
ISTANBUL, Turkey — Gunmen shot to death an American
businessman at his Istanbul
office today. police said, and a
terrorist group claimed
responsibility.

STATE
DELRAY BEACH, Fla. — The
chairman of the board of Churchill Downs racetrack in Kentucky has been arrested for making harassing telephone calls to
a focal real estate ,investor,
police Said.

SPORTS
CHARLOTTE. N.C. — Kansas
and Arkansas breezed into the
Southeast Region final meeting,
crushing Indiana and Alabama.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The Bush
administration is counting on
the quick victory in the Persian
Gulf War to translate into a
quick end to the U.S. recession,
but so far the reports from the
domestic front have not been
encouraging. •

FORECAST.
Mostly cloudy with thunderstorms likely tonight, some possibly severe. Windy with lows
50 to 55. Southwest wind 15 to
25 mph. Chance of rain 70 percent. Mostly cloudy, windy and
cooler with a chance of showers
Saturday. Highs 55 to 60.
Chance of rain 30 percent.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Like
354.5, 0.00; below 318.0, -0.1
Barkley Lake
354.6, 0.00; below 324.1, 0.00

INDEX
One Sections - 16 Pages
Classifieds
14, 15
Comics
11
Crosswords
14
Dear Abby
5
Dr. Gott
7
Horoscope
6
Murray Today
5-7
Obituaries
16
Perspective
4
Sports
8, 9
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 2.111. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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Thursday's performance of the U.S. Navy Band at Lovett Auditorium featured
particip
ation
by two
Murray State Universitv graduates: Musician First Class R. Scott Alexander
of McKeryie. Tenn., and
Musician First Class Russell V. Gross Jr. of Radcliff. pictured seated
at far right.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper

Navy Band stirs patriotism
By JO BURKEEN•
Murray L•dger St. Times StaH..Wrtist
It was grand finale for Thursday's National Patriots Day events when the United States Navy Band
presented a special tribute to the Armed Forces personnel serving in the Persian Gulf at their corkert at
Murray State's Lovett Auditorium.
The American flag was unfurled over the banner of
The United States Navy Band in the back of the stage
as the sontwas sung by three soloists accompanied by
the band. Also, "Uncle Sam" appeared off stage and
mingled with the audience while the song was
presented.
_Another special feature of the performance was he
band-playing the anthems of each branch of the Armed
Forces. and having those persons who have served or
are serving in the branches stand as their theme song

was being played.
Philip Howard Field. commander: U.S. Nay. was
the conductor. Two Murray State University graduates
playing with the band were Musician- First Class R.
Scott Alexander of McKenzie. Tenn., and Musician
First Class Russell V. Gross Jr. of Radcliff.
Local students featured wii.h the, band in the sCict.ion of "National Emblem Mardi" were Amy Waldrop, alto sax, Ami Barnett, trumpet,-and Ryker Wil.son, snare drum, Calloway County High School; Lori
Heltnich, flute, Philip Brown, trombone, and Chris
Tucker; etiphoniUrn, Murray High School; Bret Cuthbertson, alto sax,.Gina Kinney, flute, and James Hutson, trumpet, Henry COunty High School. Paris. Tenn.
The perfomarice was sponsored by Murray State
University, the Murray Ledger & Tunes, Winchester
Printing, Innovative Printing, WPSD-Paducah and the
Paducah Sun.

NICOSIA, Cyprus — Iraqi rebels reported sporadic clashes with government forces in Baghdad today, the Muslim sabbath, amid
growing
anger over the alleged arrest of the elderly patriarch of the Shiite
branch
of Islam.
The opposition also reported fierce battles north of Najaf, the
Shiites'
-holiest city, where Imam Ali, the founder of the sect, is
buried.
Iran's official Tehran Radio, in an unsourced report, also said
rioting
against Saddam Hussein has spread to Baghdad. This,could not
be confirmed independently.
Tehran Radio said in an earlier report that Saddam had ordered
a state
of emergency in the capital.
Meanwhile, Kurdish sources said Jalal Talabani, leader of the
Patriotic
Union of Kurdistan, and aides were on their way to northern
Iraq by road
from Syria.
The Kurds claimed they captured Kirkuk. Iraq's north
. ern oil center, on
Wednesday and that most of the mountain region has been purged
of government forces. They said they would continue to push south
to link up
with the Shiites, whose rebellion apparently has been
less successful.

Second Iraqi jet shot down
RIYADH', Saudi Arabia (AP) —
An American warplane shot down
an Iraqi Su-22 jet fighter today
after Baghdad violated cease-fire
terms for the second time in two
days by flying military aircraft, the
U.S, military said.
The Air Force F-15C fired a
single Sidewinder heat-seeking
missile at the Iraqi plane, downing
it at 11:40 a.m. (3:40 a.m. EST).
the U.S. Central Command said in
a statement.
It was the second Iraqi plane
shot down in less than 48 hours,
and came after Bush warned Iraq
that U.S. forces would not hesitate
to shoot down any other Iraqi
planes that fly.
The U.S. military statement said
the plane downed today was hit in
the vicinity of the key northern oil

city of Kirkuk, which has been the
scene of fierce fighting between
government forces and Kurdish
rebels.
The fate of the Iraqi pilot was
not immediately known. The Central Command said the F-15C was
one of two that were sent to the
scene to visually identify the Iraqi
warplane before engaging it.
It said a second Iraqi aircraft, a
PC-7 propellor-engined trainer, was
flying with the Su-22 but was not
engaged. Preliminary reports _indicated the pilot of the trainer ejected
after the Fitter was shot down, the
command said.
Other details, such as the unit
the U.S.'planes belonged to or the
number of American planes on patrol over Iraq at the time, were not
released.
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Area chambers preparing to host Concert in the Park Weekend May 1011
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger & Times Stan Writer
Area chambers of commerce are preparing to host a Concert in the Park Weekend in which the Kentucky General
Assembly will be the guest of honor.
The event, May 10-11 at Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park, is planned to bring legislators together with business and economic development leaders and residents of Calloway, Marshall, Graves and McCracken counties.
"We feel that we can entertain and inform them at the same
time," said Robert (Bob) Qualls, president and CEO of Mar,shall County Chamber of Commerce.
"The main thing is to get the legislators down here to Western Kcntucky, and take a look at industry, particularly to see

what our industry has done to help decrease the pollution of
water and air, and to see what their allocations of public
money has done. We also want to discuss tourism at length,"
Qualls said.
The Murray and Mayfield chambers of commerce will host
a reception for legislators and invited guests. scheduled for 5
p.m., May 10 at the lake pavilion behind the Activities Center. The reception will also give the chambers an opportunity
to meet. make presentations of proposed or completed projects, have' discussions and give legislators status reports.
A concert by the Paducah Symphony Orchestra will be just
one of the many entertainment features planned. The concert
in the park will be Friday, -7 p.m., in the Activities Center at
Kentucky Dam. Village State Park. A dinner will kick off the
weekend. The dinner is open to the public at S25 per person

Hospital board adopts 1991-92
fiscal budget including rate hike
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Liodgar & Times Stall Writer
The 1991-92 fiscal budget for
the Murray Calloway County' Hospital was adopted at Thursday
night's hospital board meeting.
Stuart Poston, the hospital's
chief administrator, said the budget
will induce an overall increase in
rates amounting to 5.5 percent or
S1.8 million.

Fire in transformer
knocks out power
to Safeguard plant
An apparent fire in an electric
transformer temporarily knocked
out power at Safeguard America
Thursday, according to a report
from the Murray Fire Department.
The fire, reported around 2:15
p.m.. was out upon arrival and the
electric company was called to
repair the damage, according to a
department spokesman.
Smoke was also reported at
McDonald's around 10:15 p.m. in
the basement of the building but no
cause could be found, according to
reports.

"Wagcs, policies, projected room
rates and services all contribute to
the increase. We needed to make
adjustments in our market to meet
the competition. We compared our
hospital with four area hospitals
and found that basically our rates
remain lower here than others"
Poston said.
Room rates for a semi-private
room costing $210 will increase
S15 and private rooms now S225
will increase $20, effective April 1.
In other business, the board:
— Recognized Dr. Melvin Henley, Dr. Tim Miller and Connie
Talent for reappointment to the
board.
— Named Henley chairman of
the board; John Youngerman, vice
chairman; Ella Van Tidwell, secretary and Connie Talent, treasurer.
— Approved to proceed with the
plan for expansion with schematic
drawings to continue projeci
— Announced the medical staff
continues revision of tin bylaws.
— Will be opening bids on the
Medical Arts expansion April 9.
— Reported completion Of DT.
Klapper's office and beginning of
work on the unoccupied office in
the Medical Arts Building.
— Commended Miller for past
two years as chairman.

which includes the meal and entertainment by musical humorist Al McCree, based on an upbeat patriotic theme
Also on the agenda is a tour of the Calvert City Industrial
complex planned for May 10 for the more than 50 members of
three interim legislative committees vital to this region: Agriculture and Natural Resources, Tourism and Economic Development, and Energy.
"I think we will have a good turnout: so far we have had a
positive response," Qualls said. "We are hoping for around 50
or 60 legislators to come out.:
Reservations may be made by calling the Marshall County
Chamber of Commerce at 527-7665, and reservations should
be made before April 30. Concert in the Park tables, which
seat eight, are available for $120. Partial tables or individual
seats can be purchased for S15.

Cut ups

Weaks, Brandon
to discuss trade

•

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Editor

Workers were busy trimming trees and chipping them into debris as
sort of an outdoor spring cleaning Thursday. The work was being
done in front of the First Baptist Church in downtown Murray.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper

Calloway County Judge/
Executive George Weaks and developer Howard Brandon will "probably get together pretty soon" to
try to work out differences between
them before finalizing the park
land trade, according to Weaks.
Weaks, who returned from
Frankfort Thursday, would not
comment further on his refusal to
sign a finalized draft of the contract needed for the swap of two
12-acre tracts of land.
Weaks refused to sign the deal
when it was presented Feb. 27
because he said he feels the developers are responsible for building
a bridge across Bee Creek between
existing park property and the new
park property and erecting fencing
along the boundry of the land to be
traded to Howard and G.T. Brandon located just north of Chestnut
Hills Shopping Center, according
to reports.
Brandon, however, contends that
an earlier agreement signed by
Weaks and Murray Mayor Bill
Cherry "does not mention" fencing
or the bridge.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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'Coincidence' explains contributions

-

Sprucing up

1

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
clerical error or coincidence may
explain why 21 people affiliated
with team of architects and engineers donated S60,000 to Martha
Wilkinson's campaign on the same
day, a group member suggests.
The contributions poured into
the first lady's gubernatorial campaign treasury on Aug. 9 — just 10
days after the donors *on a lucrative state _design contract for a
550-bed prison in Muhlenherg
County.
All the donors are officials or
relatives of officials of DQW &
Associates, Kaiser-Taulbee Associates and other firms that teamed up
to seek the contract. The Co..••cJournal reported in its ed
today.

Donald Q. Wallace, of DQW, contract. "I track
ed the Muhlenttrat ttte ConIfibOiins—'berg thing from basically
tile day it
might have been listed on the same passed in the budge
day because the Wilkinson finance keenly interested t because I was
in it," he said.
reports were wrong, or because of
The donors, whose contributions
"a coincidence, I suppose."
ranged from S1,000
Wallace said he expected the are officials or relatito $4,000 each,
ves of officials
contributions were made on diffe- of DQW, Kaise
r-Taulbee or the
rent days but merely deposited in a other firms
that
campaign account on the same date ing the contra teamed up in seekct.
bv campaign treasurer Asa Hord.
Doug Alexander, spokesman for
Neither Hord nor Martha WilkinWilkinson's husband, Gov. Walson's campaign finance chairman.
lace Wilkinson, told the newspaper
Frank Shoop. returned phone calls
on Thursday that political contribuThursday.
tions have nothing to do with who
In any. case, state law requires
gets contracts.
that the date listed on the campaign
Worth up to S1.3 million, the
finance reports be "the date of the
contract for designing the prison
contribution...
Muhlenberg County was the largest
Wallace said he believes his
architect-engineering contract the
team's experienoe won him• the
state Finance Cabinet awarded last
year.
Danny Shearer, commissioner of
the Finance Cabinet's Department
.
for Facilities Management, recom.
Lertain emergency situat
Staff Report
ion.s.
The DES allo discussed the mended the DQW-Kaiser group for
murray Ledger & Times
Plats for the gospel concert featur- the contract in October. Finance
Secretary Rogers Wells accepted
T. d Glory bound.
The Disaster &. Emerge'. s recommendation and the group
the
vice (DES) Rescue Unit
The DES also formed a building
was
notified in a letter dated Oct.
day night at the Murray ClTy Ft7.:
rlimittee and Dam'.y. McCuiston
Department for their regalar and Max Parrish were nominated to 31.
Shearer wouldn't answer any
meeting.
.00k
:his pri.T.li,„'LL
Deputy Chief Paz Sou spoke to
Tre Rescad In.: a:so received a questions Thursday because the
the group on the relations hetweet donatiot from Calloway' County cabinet spokeswoman, Jennifer
Street. was out of the office.
the Murray Fire Departmen:
.E‘e,:aii%e: George Weaks.
the DES Rescue Unit and sl:gw.sning to join or
gested ways how each of the
do so by- calling
,in
could help each Othc7' 17.
(Cont'd from page 1)
"We've had no agreement to
that," Brandon said. "The judge
just grabbed it out of thin air. He
(has) refused to live up to the
contract."
-1 ha % e
Ai- Rated
Cherry said Wednesday that the
health comp,cnc,
)(x1 'rates- city remains happy with the agreement and is ready to sign.

•

DES Rescue Unit meets

Th
Teget
of MI
20 ar
frienc
ledan
ment
On
will r
Icy Ri

Thursday's warm temperatures brought shoppers
out in full force on the first day of spring,
plants to spruce up homes and gardens.

plaChasfflt;
Staff photo by Marianna Alexander

Walesa appeals for investments
WASHINGTON (AP) — Polish
President Lech Walesa appealed to
American business leaders today to
invest in his economically troubled
country, telling them, "We want to
be the America of the East."

In a brief address at the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, Walesa
described his three-month-old government efforts to encourage foreign investment and privatization of
the state-owned economy. "Every
second company should be American," he said.
"We welcome all foreign partners," said the first democratically
elected president of the former
communist country. "Do come."
Closing out a state visit to
Washington and embarking on a
countrywide search for private
investment, Walesa told the chamber, "The situation in Poland today
could be compared to the great
American move to the West in the
last. century."
"The returns will be nil4ch greater than the outlays," he promised.
Walesa added that German business people have been the most

Weaks, Brandon...

Looking for Health Insurance
Tim Herndon

The

Insurance Center of Nlurra
901 Sycamore

753-8355

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 6,1 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

This Week's Sp.eCial:
Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & Fries
s259
•••••

!'"

Friday Night Buffet

••••••-

Rarsvc"Cat:Sh
C.-,CKer, Ctunt'y Hart'

F ilets
;cod E:'
:eSSe"

pr

Ezr•

-g

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

TJ's Bar B-0 & Burgers
Murray

753-0045
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush today'
proclaimed April 5
to April 7 as National Day's of Thanksgiving as
American troops triumphantly return home from the Persian Gulf
War.
"I urge Americans to unite in prayer and
turn to our greatest pow-er,- the president said. "We give thanks for the
ourr, people throughout the conflict and especially remarkable unity of
for the strong support
shown for our troops in the field.
"I am confident that our nation will emerg
e stronger and more
united to face the challenges and opportunit
ies that lie ahead." he said.
Bush said prayers had inspired U.S. force
s during the conflict.
"Now the liberation of Kuwait is complete."
Bush said. "Offensive
oper:itions in the Gulf region have ceased and
American troops are
coming home. As' they return, and with the
hope that a safer. more
peaceful world may finally be at hand, it is right
that Americans should
thank God for the many blessings and guida
nce.'
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LOUISVILLE! Ky. (AP)
— Here are Thursday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
4-0-5 (four, zero, five)

ISREAL

AFGHANISTAN

JERUSALEM — Israeli troops today shot ant
Killed two guriniiila infittraors during a preclawri
firelight in the occupied West Bank near the
Jordanian border, the miirtary command said it
said the clash, the second this month wrth
thators from Jordar. occurred at about 3 am n
• he northern pan of the Jordan Valey near
Lhe
Jewish Settlement of ShadrflOt Mahola-

PHH.IPPENES
MANILA — Imeoa Marcos can return to the
Philippines, [Kr, the'amooyant widow ol ousted
President Ferdinant Marcos will !ace charges i!
she does, Prestent Corazon Aouino says Mrs
Marc, who applied for a passport Thursday at
the Phi ppine consulate in New York, will return
eve" !, they arrest her w"e" she gets
7ne
0,ane, sad he,lawyer. James Linn -The goverh—erry t Trying 10 re'--eve the DilliOna ItOlay175
”'•• Marcoses ernbezz ed during his 20year
nuie Mrs Marcos' return may be the key to
recovenng government !writs but II could also
so the stage 'or hie, to help determine Mrs

A'gnaris'ar said Thursday that Paitistani
any forces led Muslim guerrillas in cross-b
order
raids 7's wees on the eastern garrison town
o'
Knosi Pa. star's Ambassador Jarnsheed Marker denied tIre &legation in a meeting with UN
Secretary-Genera Javier Perez de Cuellar_
Marker Verret! that' Pakistan's forces
attacked Kttiost or engaged in a buildup on had
the
border. In a iettert9U N officials. Afghan Foregn 1.4-nisier Abdul Wa. Saud Pakista
ni forces
iatonched their attack on Khost wrth a rocket
and artillery barrage on March 14, followe
d by a
ground offens!ve On March 18 and 19"
•Knost is a garrsor town in the eastern Palcia
Prownce o' A'ghanistan, about 20 .es from
"he border veh Pak van It has often
been
besieged by Ire Mus m guemilas,
but nas never been !Oxen

PERU
LIMA — Ii' ,ust ore wee« the death tor'
Peru s choiera epidemic has jumped more 'rpm
Thar
70 percent to 535, in a Crisis compounded
by a
heath workers' strike and reports of dwindi
"medical supwies A Heath Ministry spokes ng
wo-hien Warned tne sadden increase in
pari on a
campaign waged by President &Deno FujithOr
i
.0 urge peticie 7o eat cevIche, a popular
raw
dish, des; te
warnings nO1 to ea,
cooked sea'oot

CANADA

If you are the victim of a crime or an
accident or have any information about
a crime
or an accident call the Kentucky Sta
te
Police.

Peg.$50
anet s', e ant les gr
•
charge Sale price effective
through Saturday March 23

d . ...;

OTTAWA — In a decision that coi/Id have
bearrg or the abortion debate, Canada Suprem
's
e
Court has rued •n a medical neglige
nce case
teat a fetus is ncs a person and has no guarantee of life The decision Thursday. which
also
hadimplicarons for the growing practice of mid

WERE AT YOUR
BECK AND CALL...

14(

One Bee

••• •

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday
10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessar
y
JCP•nney Company In.,
Or Call 759-9811
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ULSTER— Mas.ect gunmen snot arid *pular.
7ne widow of a bacemar can by the l's'
Republican Army 'our years ago and 7oday 7ne
outlawed group clamed 'esPons.b
:he
attack, dOl!ce said Margaret Coo«e s.,"ered
gunshor wounds in Thursday s s.0o1
whion occurred as she at n 'er
a! a
!ratc light close to the Londonderry poi.ce sta
:ion where she worked O0i Cie sat

SOVIET UNION
ALMA ATA — Sir.icng
-ers in me Soviet
Untn's third !argest coa--procl.cmg
'ego'have agreed lo suspend her
rigai.0.J..
exchange tor higher wages and
rnore
controi
o'
the mines, officios said
today
arreernent
with the miners of Karaganda,The
in the centre:
Asian republic of Kazakhstan, was
likely to sot
ten the effect of a three-week
strike that has been sappingnatoonwicie coo
prod./Yon o'
steer iron and Other matenais
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Prices Good thru
March 30, 1991

Two New Servicemen Now Avai
lable

I I NDERWOOD

Off ICI

759Cata
759-,
1-801

APPLIANCE 759-1505
Village Shopping Center
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APPLIANCES •

Hwy. 641 North
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NORTHERN IRELAND

Sale

0

This is• public servic• announcement by
this newspaper
and the Kentucky State Police

• 4, •

JOHANNESBURG — The
s
De asked tO nfrp in
"; .1]
einies to South Atrica-as pa- o' o ars
apartheid government c" a s
.
Foreign M nister Pik Botha said 'ne
Commission for Refugees cod ass
return Of exiles from nations
Sr....Africa does not have d 0ac re a' s-s
Mutuatly acceptaba" cone --c-s rgo.dd -age 7c
'be worked out, Saha said it- a statement
which gave no details

LU

Lit
U'S

Callers may remain anonymous.
We are a full-service law-enforcement
agency, 24 hours a day, year round.

FJ

SOUTH AFRICA

LU

P1111 I(' SERVICE
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te,y. was the latest o' sever:a n.
1 S
the It gh court has rejected o' -e'...sed 'et cons.:
er assenons of fetal rights

'
'Magic Chef*

Or from anywhere in Kentutky call us toll
free:
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NEWS OF THE WORLD

Shell

43.99

active in Poland so far, but he
added, "We are now waiting for
the Americans."
Referring to his 10-year struggle
as a labor leader to unseat communist power, Walesa thanked the
United States for its support and
said, "We have together overcome
a terrible system without a single
shot."
The Polish leader received a sustained standing ovation both at the
beginning and the end of his talk.
Earlier in the day he held an
hour-long meeting with Secretary
of Commerce Robert Mosbachcr
and more than a dozen leaders if
major American corporations.
Walesa announced Thursday that
he will begin admitting American
citizens without visas to ease their
travel to Poland. -And he planned
an address later today to the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce.

Bush proclaims National
Days of Thanksgiving

Lawn tractor kills
McCracken Co. man

wig*
II

The bridge and fencing was
mentioned originally during the
early stages of negotiations last
year but was dropped as talks continued, according to reports.
Brandon criticized Weaks for
waiting until the last minute to
voice opposition to the deal, which
would swap two equal tracts of
land and provide the park an additional S75.000 for improvements.
"Originally the closing on this
was set for Feb. 27." Brandon said.
"Thai ,was the first time we knew
wouldn't sign. That was the first
time I- knew there was any
problem."

A Marshall County man was
<al in critical condition at the
Nlarray-Calloway County Hospital
Friday after being dragged by his
tractor about 12:30 Thursday afternoon. according to a published
report
Melvin K. Rives. 70, of HenAcie Woods. 75. apparently fell
drin.-died Thursday afternoon in a
from.. the _tractor or was on the
freak accident at his home on
ground working on it when he got
RosewOod Ave., according to a
entatzled and was dragged ab-ut
publis
hed report.
60 feet across a field before the
Rives apparently fell as he was
!ra:::or .stalled against a barn,
backing a 12-horse-power lawn
according. to the report.
tractor out of his garage about
Woods managed to free himself , 12:30
p.m. The tractor ran over
and was sitting in a chair at his
him and pinned him to the concrete
tame when help arrived, according
floor with one wheel on his chest.
to the report The aCcident occurred
according to the report.
behind Woods' <house on Ky. 80
Rives died of "mechanical
between Hardin and Brewers. the
asphy
xiation," according to the
report said.
coroner's report
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Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good
Food.
Chestnut St.

Tractor drags,
injures Marshall
County farmer
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Tegetthoff to visit MSU again

•

Nineteen Murray State University students were
among 78 singers from nine universities in Kentu
cky who
participated in a vocal competition sponsored by
at MSC. Fifteen MSC students were in the semi-fthe National Association of Teachers of Singing recently
inal round of competition, with MSU placing nine
dents in the field of 20 finalists. Among the
stuMSU students were (front row, from left) Susan
Taylor,
second place, senior women; Shay Dodson, first,
fresh
junior women; Lara Granstaff, second, Junior women men women; Kathleen Tayloe; Tina Esterle, third.
; Angela Hudgin; Melissa LaForge; Amanda Sims,
first, junior women;(back row, from left) Kay
Gardner Bates, associate professor of music at MSU;
Gina
Scaggs, visiting instructor of music at MSU; Thoma
Shannon Peery, first, senior women; Bart Dawso s Clary, second, sophomore men; Karl Thomson:
n, first, junior men. Janet Kinney, third, sopho
more
women; Jared Garrison; and Dr. Randall Black, NISC
vocal instructor. Not pictured are Brett Burton,
Dallas Street, Jeff Holden and Valerie Riley.

MSU students to participate
in Sigma Xi paper contest

FOR MEN

250.0

OFF

CIV to sponsor tree planting ceremony
Murray's Community Improvement Volunteers (CIV) will sponsor a tree planting ceremony to
honor the men and women who
served in Operation Desert Storm
on Saturday, April 6, at 9:30 a.m.
in the Murray-Calloway County
Park on Arcadia Circle. •
Following opening remarks by
CIV spokesperson Jo Benson and
an invocation ty Rev. Clarence
Helmich, a memorial tree will be
planted. The tree is being donated
by Robert Stanfa of Rolling Hills
Nursery, and a commemorative
stone is being proVided by Charles
Bell of Murray Memorial Gardens
and will be presented by Roy
Hammond.
Patriotic music will be included.
George Lewis, Jr. will sing the
national anthem, and a Murray

State trumpet quartet will perform cial breakfast from 10 a.m.-2
p.m.
"God Bless America." The quartet Proceeds from the S4.99
breakfast
represents the Phi Mu Alpha music price will be donated to the
C1V's
fraternity, and is composed of Allan city/park beautification
program.
Emerson, Glenn Shaffer, Mark
More information on the special
Benningfield and Wells Woodard. program is available throug
h the
Following the ceremony. Sho- Murray-Calloway County Chamb
er
ney's Restaurant will offer a spe-, of Commerce, 753-5171.

c:Nie COMPARE MY RATES
lk
Dan
McNutt, AA1
753-4451
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Regular prices are offering price* only. Salim may
or
may not have been made at regular price.
Sale paces effective March 23rd Percen
tages
off represent savings on regular prices or
original prices.
Intermediate markdowns may have been taken
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onginal prices. Reductions on original priced
merchandise effective until stock is depleted.
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exdude JCPenney Smart .Values.
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
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-ALL JUNIOR
COORDINATES

(including

OFF

•ALL UNDERWEAR &
SOCKS FOR BOYS
AND GIRLS

•ALL MIXED BLUES'
KNIT TOPS

25%

,z

2504

FOR WOMEN

PLUS...
LOTS OF ADDITIONAL
OFF
SALE PRICES CURRENTLY
IN EFFECT FROM OUR
•ALL MISSES & JUNIOR
COTTON KNIT SLEEPWEAR
ANNUAL EASTER SALE!

•

OFF

•ALL PAJAMAS FOR
BOYS AND GIRLS

•FRENCH NAVY
T's & SHORTS

Office Phone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone:
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

407 Maple St.

25%

FOR WOMEN

•ALL ATHLETIC
SHORTS AND
T-SHIRTS

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt

FOR
CHILDREN

ONE DAY ONLY!
SATURDAY, MARCH 23RD
10 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

OFF

On
•Life -Health -Annuities
•Nursing Home 'Cancer Policies
'Medicare Supplements

.

30% OFF

30%

a

MSC photo by Barry Johnson

•ALL MEN'S
SUITED SEPARATES
FROM
TOWNCRAFT

•ALL YOUNG
MEN'S
SPORTSWEAR
FROM
THE ORIGINAL
ARIZONA
JEAN CO
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Participate in vocal competition

The Austrian writer, Folke
Tegetthoff is again on the campus
of Murray State University, March
20 and 22 at the invitation of his
friend of ten years, Dr. Dieter
Jedan. a professor in the Department of Foreign Languages.
On Friday, March 22, Tegetthoff
will present a lecture in the Barkley Room of the Curris Center at 7
p.m.."- The public is cordially
invited.
This is Tegetthoff's fifth visit to
Murray. This visit is co-sponsored
by the Austrian Cultural Institute,
New York. the Non-Formal Education Committee of the Center for
-International Programs at Murray
State and the College of Fine Arts.
•
Tegetthoff believes that fairy
tales are not just for kids, they are
•••
for everyone. He began writing
fairy tales in 1978 and has since
Folke Tegetthoff
then published 25 books. He has
his.own -TV series on Austrian telesymbols, such as the TV„ book
Tegetthoff lives with his wife.
vision and has written various TV
shelf, pet and many more. His sto- Astrid,
and
plays and films. Tegetthoff is
ries, a mixture of traditional and monestary his three girls in an old
in Styria. Austria.
known the world over. He has premodern tales, according to TegetFollowing the public lecture on
sented skell over two thousand lecthoff, they live.
Friday evening in the Barkley
tures around the globe.
"Old stories help the child with Room
of the Curris Center, TegetHis first English translation
his imagin
appeared in 1989, titled Fairy "This is ation," Tegetthoff said. thoff will authograph copies of his
important because children first English-l
Tales. now in its second edition.
anguage edition. For
are losing the use of their imagina- more
This autholog.y brings the wealth of
tion because of TV, for instance." Dr. information, please contact
Dieter Jedan at 762-4522.
topics home to Folke Tegetthoff's
American audience and fans.
.At Mi.irray State, Tegetthoff is
no s:ranger. In 1986, Dr. Jedan was
instrumen:al in bringing to Murray
State University The Folke Tegetthoff Collection which is housed in
Both undergraduate and graduate
Waterheld Library. the world's
chapter of Sigma Xi, The Scientific
first an only repository of Teget- students at Murray State University Research Societ
y: anthropology,
will participate in the second annutoff's primary and secondary
biology, chemistry, geoseiences,
al MSU Sigma Xi Club Student
.Aritings.
home economics, mathematics,
Tcctlhoff, according to Dr. Research Paper Competition on the. nursing, physics
and psychology.
Jedan, wanted to provide the campus Saturday, March 23.
Judges for the competition are
Scheduled to begin at 8:30 a.m.
Arneri(an public and especially the
Dr. Gary Boggess, dean
Murray State family with the corn- in the Barkley Room of the Curris lege of Science; Dr. of the ColRobert Etheret of his works. "Murray Center, activities will include paper ton, chairman of the Department
of
itaic Umversity was receptive to presentations by students in both Physics and Astronomy;
and
Dr.
Divisi
on
I
(gradu
ate) and Division
Tegetthoff said. "This
II (undergraduate) prior to an 11:50 Neil Weber, chairman of the
Department of Geosciences.
w 7.a: a university.is all about." a.m. awards cerem
ony.
Tegelthoff will read from his
Begun in the spring of 1990, the
A panel of judges will award
•40r.K. in Nev. York, Cincinnati. St. cash prizes of
S100, $75 and $50 to student research paper competition
---L-nere- and Louisville.
was described by Carstens as sigthe top three papers in each diviAL oriing to Tegetthoff, fairy
naling a new stage of development
sion, said Dr. Ken Carstens, profestalcs arc mOte than just literature, sor of anthro
pology and president for the Murray State club after a
hc.y are a philosophy. a way of of the Sigma
Xi Club at Murray decade of growth.
ite• "Everything I write is a fairy State.
Established in 1886, Sigma Xi
Tegeithoff said.
He said research papers are eligi- has about 125,000 members. in
-1gettho!I's fairy tales include ble from students
in any of the
North America and abroad, includne
kings, queens and dra- academic disciplines with nine ing
44 faculty and research staff
active
cons
addition to many modern faculty or staff in the
members at Murray State.
Murray, State

'
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PERSPECTIVE

Navy Band: superior

Rewriting the Constitution

It was an inspirational performance Thu
rsday
evening by the United States Navy Ban
d
at
Lov
ett
Auditorium in Murray. We've been told
by
man
y
of the thousands who attended that the
patr
ioti
c
fervor of the audience was aroused by
the
ban
d's
selections and professionalism. The
ing ovations from the audience. proof: standWe are talking about some of the finest
musicians in the country: add to that the fact
eac
h
is a
member of the U.S. Navy and the com
bin
ati
on
causes goose bumps. The concert spo
nso
red
by
Murray State, the Murray Ledger
& Times,
Winchester Printing, Innovative Printing
Paducah and The Paducah Sun was attr, WPSDmusic lovers, often because, of the vers active to
atility- of
the selections.
It is Commander Philip Howard
d who led
"The Worlds' Finest"- as the bandFiel
is
in the concert at Murray State. Many of known cians in the band are graduates of somthe musination's best universities and schools e of the
of' music.
For those in Calloway County and the
nearby
areas who had a chance to see and hear
the
m,
they
knew they were in for a treat. This was
the
sam
e
band which performed during our nation's
Bic
entennial in New York celebrations in 197
6, at the
rededication of the Statue of Liberty in
at the annual Independence Day Cele 1986, and
bration in
Washington:
It was our privilege that they brought
their fine
music and outstanding professional
ism
to our
home and we thank them for including
our
young
students from area schools in the band.
The
local
Navy Recruiter is Clay Hedrick. The
,
plac
e
was
packed. as usual when such fine perfor
mer
s
are
invited. It is testament to their repe
rtoi
re,
styl
e
and success. And they made us rem
emb
er.
The
selection "Not While I'm Around," fro
"Sweeney
Todd." was dedicated to the servicmeme
.
n and
Women in Saudi Arabia. The U.S.
Nav
y
Band
caused each person to not ,only hear a
son
g. but
feel a message.
The community would welcome
Field and his U.S. Na‘' Band backCommander
anytime.

Today In History
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THE NEXT 'DESPOT?'

Step aside, Elvis, it's Saddam's turn
_I shoid. also mention that Weekly World News is not to be cOnfused with The National Enquirer.
which is always being sued for telling scurrilous lies about movie
stars getting drunk and being
unfaithful or fat. As far as I know'.
The Weekly World News has never.
been sued and probably won't be.
especially if Idi Amin ate his
lawyer.
.
But to get back to the allegation
that Saddam is gay. (I pass the
story along only because many of
you are too inhibited to buy the
paper when you are in a supermarket. I am •too. so I have my
wife pick it up.)
The story' says the "shocking
reyelations were made by Sad dam's gay' playmate. Terry Hammett. who spent four weeks holed
up in the dictator's swanky private
bunker before escaping to France
in late February."
This fellow Hammel!. 26. supposedly' alleged that Saddam often
wears women's garments and "has
a Mad. pass1enite crush on Cuban
kingpin Fidel Castro. whom he
calls the most handsome and brilliant man of our time.... He admitted to me more than once that he is
madly in love with the man.- The tstory was accompanied by'
two photos of a man who looks
like Saddam hugging a scantilyclad young man identified as the
kiss-and-tell Hammell. The pic-

lures. the paper says. were snapped
many months ago at Saddam's
hideaway in Greece.
Ancl these photos are the reason
Terry had to flee to France. Terry
says.

It seems thai they' were first published by The Weekly World News
four months ago (I missed that
issue) but they' were eventually'
seen by Saddam's wife. Sagida,
who has:a jealous nature.
As Terry is quoted: "After the
pictures came out, things started
getting a little too hot for me in
Baghdad.
"When Saddam's wife found out.
she was very upset. particularly
after the war started and he took
me into the bunker to live with him
while she stayed at home.
"Finally, Sagida got word to me
that she would help me get out of
the bunker safely and return to my
home in France: If--1 refused to
leave, she said she would see to it
that I was shot dead."
(Saddam may have his faults, but

DEAF
ter in yo
0..tsufl

thikwould indicate that Wife Sagida is the spunky sort who. will not
tolerate a home-wrecker.)
The story goes on to say: "Trembling Terry arrived in Paris Feb. 21
and immediately agreed to spill the
beans on his lethal former lover."
• "I lizied Saddam," Terry said.
"but I lived in constant terror when
I was around him because he is so
totally crazy."
And he revealed this shocker:
Saddam believes he is a great
Chinese checker player and always
wins "because his .pals know anybody! who beats him will be shot on
the spot."
A Chinese checker cheat - and
to think that we once gave him military' and financial aid. It shows
that you just can't trust anybody.
There's more, but the details are
too shocking for me to repeat here.
You'll have to send your wife to
the supermarket to get a copy.
As for why Idi Amin ate his
lawyer, the circumstances are
believable. Amin, the former dictator of Uganda. now lives in Bahrain, a Persian Gulf state.
Amin retained the lawyer to represent him in a camel custody fight
with a neighbor and. it appears, the
lawyer did a poor job.
So Amin got angry and ...
you'll have to read the rest yourself. I don't publish recipes. People
get angry if they' don't turn out
right.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Murray-Calloway County Community Theater's fourth anniversary will be celebrated with the
production of a three-act comedy'.
"The Fourposter." on March 26-28
and April 2-4.
New officers of Chapter M of
P.E.O. Sisterhood are Dr. Joan
Maupin, Susan Ramp. Ann Herron.
Mrs. Edwawrd Nunnelee, Mrs.
John Twomey. Mrs. N.T. Beal and
Mrs. Howard Titsworth.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Don Cox, Feb. 27
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Icebe
amot

isn't mean: :o be a criticism
of the man: -That - would .vioIate
'today's standard of sensitivity and
political correctness. But can i: be
that Saddam Hussein is gay?
I raise the question only hecuse
a nationally ciriculated newspaper
the 73-year-old patriarch of "The Flying Wal•••.%
fell to his death while attempting. to walk a cable
. recently ran a story with the head.:wp - hates in San 'Juan. Puerto -Rico.
"Saddancs' day Lover Tells
in Fall River. Mass.. convicted two men of aggra
AIL'
as well as another headline
vated
others in the case of a woman gang-raped- on a
that said "Iraqi Madman Wore
- while spectators cheered. (Two other men were conLadies' Undies In His ,Baghdad
a sepa:-.,...! trial.)
Bunker. Says Limp-Wristed
. a garbage barge. carrying 3,2(X)/tons of refus
Playmate."
e. left Islip. N.Y..
on a six-month journey in search of a place
Before I go into furthet detail. I
to unload. (The barge was
...rned away by several states and three other count
must concede that the paper. The
ries until space was
found baJ, in Islip.)
Weekly World News, is not considTen years ago: The Warsaw branch of the Solidarity
ered
one of the nation's more repulabor movement in
Poland announced it had canceled a two-hour warni
table publications.
ng strike threatened
for the next day.
It is distributed through superFive years ago: World financier. Michele Sindona
marke
ts and usually carries stories
died two days after
ingesting cyanide in his Italian prison cell in what
about new sightings of UFOs, sex authorities later ruled
'was a suicide.
crazed hippos trying to make love
One year ago: A jury in Anchorage. Alaska. found forme
to
swimmers in Africa and other
r tanker captain Joseph Hazelwood innocent of three major charg
fascinating but little-known events.
es
in
conne
ction
with the massive "Exxon Valdez' oil spill, and
For example. the current issue
convicted
charge of negligent discharge of oil. Secretary of State him of a minor
has
a story headlined: ''Did Idi
James Baker met
with South African President F.W. de Klerk in CaAmin Eat His Lawyer?: 'My Huslie-Town.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Karl Malden is 78. Actor Wern
band was barbecued and served on
er Klemperer
is 71. Pantomimist Marcel Marceau is 68. USA Toda
a buffet.' charges attorney's wife."
y founder Allen H.
Neuharth is 67. Composer-lyricist Stephen Sondheim
And this issue's UFO sighting
is 61. The president
of :Harvard University, Derek Bok. is 61. Actor Willi
was
out of the ordinary. It conam Shatner is 60.
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, is 57. Singer-guitarist Geor
cerned a pretty North Carolina
ge Benson is 48.
Composer Andrew' Lloyd Webber is 43. Sportscaster
woman who insists that handsome
Bob -Costas is 39.
Singer-actress Stephanie .Mills is 34.
space creatures took her aboard
their UFO and made love to her so
Thought for Today: "Never lose your temper with the
-pres
public is a major rule of polidcal life." - Dame Christabel s or the
enthusiastically that she has since
Pankhurst.
kicked her inadequate husband out
English suffragist (1880-1958).
of their home.

Milerray Ledger & Times

whole system of presidential election through state electors. They
would provide for direct election
by the people.
Several resolutions deal with the
sensitive matter of congressional
salaries. Rep. Robert Lagomarsino,
R-Calif., would delay any increase
in the members' pay until after an
intervening election to the House.
This is not exactly' an innovation.
The same amendment was
approved by Congress in 1789. It
failed to win ratification at the
time, but the proposal is still
actively' pending. Thirty-two'states
reportedly have ratified, leaving
only four to go before we could
have a merry time in the federal
courts.
Rep. Andrew Jacobs. D-Ind., has
introduced a cryptic resolution. Its
purpose is "to repeal Clause 11. of
Section 8, of Article I of the Constitution." That. is all it says. By my
count. Clause 11 is the clause that

permits Congress to declare war, guag
e could be used for official
grant letters of marque and reprisal.
proceedings. Rep. Bill Emerson,
and make rules concerning captures
R-Mo., has a proposal that requires
on land and water.
a little syntactical attention. He
And thinking of repeal resoluwould prohibit "compelling the
tions: Republican Guy Vander Jagt
atten
dance of a student in a public
of Michigan wants to get rid of the
schoo
l
other than the public school
22nd Amendment altogether. This
is the amendment that limits a pres- nearest the residence of such
student."
ident to two terms.
There are lots more. One proposOn the matter of term limitation:
al deals with presidential pardons
Half a dozen resolutions are in the
hopper. One would limit a presi- (these could be granted only after
convi
dent to six years with no chance IQ wouldction). Another resolutions
require the government to
Seek a second term. Another would
guarantee everyone a job. Several
limit members of the House to
propo
three terms of four years. Rep. Phil gress sals deal with financing conional elections.
Crane, R -III., would amend the
Thus far, only two proposals of
'Constitution to say that no person
could be elected to the Senate more constitutional amendment have
gone anywhere. A Senate subcomthan once. The Crane amendment's
mittee has reported two proposals
chances in the Senate arc not
to mandate a balanced budget, one
regarded as especially hot.
from
Rep. Jack Fields, R-Texas, other Sen. Paul Simon, D-I11.; the
from Sen. Arlen Specter,
would require that- federal judges RPa. During the last Congress, the
be reconfirmed by the Senate every
Senate Judiciary Committee
10 years. Rep. James Sensenbrenapproved a similar resolution of
ner. R-Wis.. would cut through the
futility and folly. The resolution
red tape of impeachment by' authornever made it to the floor.
izing the U.S. Supreme Court to
A couple of old conservative
remove a judge for cause.
principles apply. One of them
Some other notable resolutions teach
are kicking around. Rep. William to es us that if it is not necessary
amen
Dickinson. R-Ala., would write necessaryd the Constitution, it is
not to amend the Constiinto-the Constitution an amendment tution
. The other is to the same
requiring that only the English lan- effect
: If it ain't broke, don't fix it.
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lodaysis Friday. March 22. the '81st day of 1991. There are
284 days
left in --he year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 22. 1765, Britain enacted the Stamp Act to raise mone
y from
the American colonies. The Act set off such a strong prote
st that it was,
repealed the following year.
L7•
date:
V. :63S. re,igious disident Anne Hutchinson was expelled
from the
.Pay. Colony.
4:Congress passed a law prohibitin
g American vessels from
s.:ppt-ying slaves to other countries.
" •In :s2,-). U S naval hero Stephen Decatur was killed in duel
a
v.:1h
.1.ntes Barron- near Washington D.C. .
•
Congress outlawed polygamy. /ho.key's first Stanley Cup game was played. Montreal. iht.:
defeated 0::a' a. 3-1.
Prohibition. President Franklin D. Roosevelt signe
d
Al% and beer containing up to 3.2 percent alcohol legal.a
1•,4
:e.'••:;S ago. the Grand Coulee Dam in Washington.stat
e went'
I
•27.1 the proposed Equal Rights Amendment to the
:us 1r ratif_iciation. (It fell short of the two-thirds

1

WASHINGTON - Poor old
Constitution! Look at what congressional doctors are proposing.
As of March 15. no fewer than 88
resolutions of constitutional
amendment had been introduced.
. and two of them actually have been
approved by a subcommittee in the
Senate.
Lust, that's what it is - a lust
for innovation. By' my tally, 24
resolutions would mandate a
balanced federal budget. You could
trade the whole lot of them for 24
old ticket stubs and a copy' of the
Congressional Record. Seven
would give a president the power
of a line -item veto: seven others
would punish 'desecration of the
flag: six would deal with abortion;
and five would authorize prayer in
schools and other public buildings.
That is only the beginning. Sen.
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.. and
Rep. Don Edwards, D-Calif., have
resurrected the old proposal to say
that equal rights under the law' whatever that means - shall not
he denied on account of sex. That
particular turkey flopped around
for ten years before it collapsed in
1982.
Rep. Charles E. Bennett..D-Fla„.
and- Rep. Alan' Wheat: D-Mo.,
would perform major surgery on
Article II. They would - abolish -the

Twenty years ago
Sinclair, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Sinclair, has just completed his tour of service with the
Peace Corps. He served in the city
of Cajamarca, Peru, South
America.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Key, March 12:
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James Dale
Miller, March 15; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Crain, March 16; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Garrett, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Knostman and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Mitchuson, March 17.

Thirty years ago
Edward Craig Morris of Murray
is among 39 new members of Phi
Beta Kappa to be initiated into
Tennessee Alpha Chapter of
national scholastic honorary fraternity at Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, Tenn., on April 4.
The Hazel Gospel Chorus will
present a special program at Wayman's Chapel A.M.E. Church on
March 23, according to P.H. Jones,
pastor.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Lovins.

-Ken

and we I
My pmb
son,and

Forty years ago
Elected as officers of Hazel High
School Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association are WS. Robert Gass,
Mrs. Zack Holmes, Mrs. Billy
Strader and Mrs. A.F. Myers.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde D. Jones and al
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Zelnar Redden, March 14; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Simmons, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Tom Haltom and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Pat Wallis,
March 15; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Leon T. Smith, March 17.
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White and Edwards wedding planned
JO'S DATEBOOK

Dr. Ruth Jacquot

Woman's Club
event Monday
Murray Woman's Club will hear
Dr. Ruth Jacquot speak at its general meeting on Monday, March
25, at 7 p.m. at the club house.
"Recycling" will be the subject
of Dr. Jacquot, director of the Center for Environmental Education
and assistant professor in the
Department of Elmentary and Secondary Education at Murray State
University.
She received her doctorate at
Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, Ohio, and came to
Murray from Midland. Mich.,
where shc was director of Chippewa Nature Center.
Barbara Brandon, club president.
will preside. An election of officers
for 1991-92 club year will be held.
One-minute reports will be given
by each of the chairmen of the 10
departments of the club. Each
chairman will present a written
overview of the year to the club
secretary, Hazel Matthai.
All club members and interested
persons are invited and urged to
attend, said Gerry Reed, program
chairman.

Icebergs show small
amount of total mass
GODTHAAB, Greenland (AP)
— Icebergs, the enormous chunks
of ice that break free from glaciers.
show only from one-eighth to onetenth of their total mass above
water.
•
Some arc as large as 200 miles
long and 60 miles wide. In color,
icebergs are generally blue, green
or marble white.
Formed by fresh water, thcy
often carry boulders and gravel
from their glaciers. Most North
Atlantic icebergs form along
GreenlancVs west coast and are prevalent during April, May and June.

Miss Angela Gay White and Ray
McAlister Edwards, both. of. Nashville: Tenn.. announce- their
engagement and approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack A. White of
Lebanon. Tenn. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lona Graham of
Dowelltown, Tenn.
The groom-elect -is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Harris of Richmond and of the late Ray Edwards
of Mayfield. He is the grandson of
Mrs. Samuel McAlister of Melbourne,Ela., formerly of Mayfield.
Miss White. a graduate of Lebanon High School, is an administrative assistant at Vanderbilt Medical
Center. Nashville.
Mr. Edwards is a graduate of
Mayfield High School and of
Centre College. Danville. where he
was a member of Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity. Formerly with the Murray Ledger & Times, Murray. he is
employed as an account representative by Eastman Kodak.
The wedding will be Saturday...
April 20, at Glenleven Presbyterian
Church, Nashville. Tenn.

Southwest Calloway Elementary School has voted
to participate in
School Based Decision Making (SBDM) for 199192 school year. The
process of SBDM includes the election of a school
council consisting of
three teachers, two parents and the principal. Nomin
ations are now being
accepted for the parent representatives on the SBDM
tions must be in writing and can be sent to the school Council. Nominain a sealed envelope
no later than 3 p.m. on Friday, March 29. The
election for the two parent
representatives will be at the April 9th PTA
meeting at Southwest
Elementary. In order to vote in this election, you
must be a PTA member
and must be present at this meeting. For questions
concerning PTA membership or to join the PTA, contact Coleen Linn
at the school. For more
information call election committee members, Joan
Amy Fotsch, 753-0618, or Michael Hicks, princi Weber, 759-4428,
pal, 753-5343.

Memorial Easter Pageant
The Music Ministry of Memorial Baptist Churc
h will present an Easter
pageant,'The Lamb,' on Saturday and Sunday,
nightly. Kurt Simmons will direct the pagea March 23 and 24, at 7 p.m.
nt featuring members of the
church. The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, invites
the public to see this
pageant either on Saturday or Sunday evening
at
the
church located at 906
Main St., Murray.

Sports Complex Benefit
A benefit basketball game between Paglia
97-FM will be played Sunday, March 24, at i's of Murray and Paducah
1:30 p.m. at Racer Arena, Murray State University. The admission will
be $1 per person with all proceeds
to go to the fund for the new sports compl
information call 1-442-8231 or 753-2975. ex at Murray State. For more

Angela Gay White and
Ray McAlister Edwards, to marry
•

Locust Grove revival

k

Westside Church Easter pageant to be Silnday
The Mu4ic

Ministry of Westside
Baptist Church will present an Easter Musical of Restoration, "In The
Gardens," on Sunday, March 24. at
7 p.m. at the church, located at 300
South Johnny Robertson Road off
Highway 94 West.
Tommy Scott will direct the
program with Steve Arant, Tripp
Tibbetts and Martha Yezerski as
narrators.
..
Soloists will be Janice Morgan.
Patricia Bailey, Kathy Ligon.
Lucretia Thompson, David
Smotherrnan and Reid Hall.
Choir members will include
Delores Dunn, Brenda Jones, Jan
Tabers, Jean Fleming. Wanda
Walker, Linda Orr, Evelyn Willie,
LaWanda McCallon. Danna Hut- .
+ son, Susan Tibbetts. Beverly Stc- •

phcns. Youlanda Grooms, Mary _
Sue Hubbard, Cindy McClure. Pam
Scott, Randa Cunningham, Sherri
Ross, Lu Farmer, Wanda Crutcher,
Nancy Covey, Pam Jetton, Annita
Peeler, Nadine Beane, Ronnie Hubbard, Ronnie Walker, Rudell Parks.
John Yezerski, Andy Jetton, Bobby
Farmer. Charlie Peeler, Frank Finley, Leland Peeler, Randy McClure
and Danny Richeeson.
In charge of the sound and lights
will be George Ligon and Sherma

DEAR ABBY: I,just read the let- -Kenny" on the
phone ti 'ay hello
ter -in your column from a minister and chat
awhile. She does this so the
's "flat broke" and doestit think rest ofthe
.time he will be quiet and
r. that he has to pay college hoperully we can
witho
.
.t .
uitio for his two children who live whinin
- ut his
g.' with/us ex-wife.
Kenny. is a very bright boy. hut
A by, you should have checked once he's on
the phone he doesn't
with the Missouri Bar Association
want to gitt off. a
- nd I find this very
before you told him that "nowhere is irritating
Thi, has annoyed me for
it written that a parent who is flat over a year
now so)finally wrote to
broke must pay to put his children • Julia irskin
g hr htit to pat. Kenny oh
through 'college." No doubt my ex- the phone
every time we talk. She
husband,on reading your reply, will was highly
offended and said I didn't
he on the phone with his attorney. understand
her life or I wouldn't
quoting you.
have made such an insensitive rePlease be assured that it rs writ- quest.
ten somewherel My ex would do
Abby.. my children are grown noy.si,
anythirg he thought he could get _ .J..i ut when
they were young: I never
away with to avoid supporting his put them on
the phone to talk to any
children. He presently works in a job of my frien
d, unless they requested
paying one-third of his former an- it.
nual income so that he could -poorI'd like to add that all during
mouth" to the judge when it came
conversatii ins with me. Kenny
time for the court to order him to pay
keeps interrupting to get his mother's
support. Thejudge can't force him to attention --and when she sends him
get ajob at the salary he is capable of away and asks
him to please .be quiet,
earning as long as he's employed he makes
all /kinds of disruptive
somewhere full time.Guess who loses noises just
to bug her.
in this situation?
Abby. was I out of line to request
In Missouri. the non-custodial this courtesy? parent who pays child support must
JULIA'S FRIEND
pay the equivalent of half the total
cost ofstate university for four years
DEAR FRIEND: No, butsome
— tuition, room and board. books —
proud parents have tunnel vino matter where the student ma- sion wher
e their children are
triculates.
concerned. A quick "hi"and then
ST. LOUIS WOMAN "goodbye" would not
be considered an imposition by any reDEAR WOMAN: I'll take your sponsible adult
,hut in your case,
word for it. Who said it's a man's I think I
smell a very spoiled
world? It's not — if he's the non- child. And
his name is Kenny.
custodial parent and lives in Missouri.

Scott.
The Rev. 'Glynn Orr, pastor.
invites the public to hear this special musical and also to visit thecongregation at its new church

12th St

!THEATRE S

1:30
Teenage Mutant
3:15
Ninia Turtles II
7:00
Secret of the Ooze 9:00
1:30

Class

Action (R) 3:30

starring Gm, Hackman

7:10
9:15

White Fang
(PG-)

1:30
3:25
7:15
9:10
1:30
3:10
7:05
9:00

Perfect
Weapon (R)

• Rent )our movies•at the monies
•
• 1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
•
•
Open 11:am to 10:pm

Living Lord's Supper
Palm Sunday
March 24 - 6 p.m.

Murray First Assembly of God
Highway 94 East
753-6695

A drama you will never forget

B... popular request. Abby shares more
of her favorite prite-winning. easy•to.
prepare ret•ipes. To order. send a long.
business-sire, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.951114.50
in Canada) to: More Favorite 'Recipes by
Dear Abby, P.O. Box 447. Mount Morris,
61054. I Po.tage is includeda

DEAR ABBY: One of my best
friends."Julia." has moved far away.
and we keep in touch by telephone.
My problem: Julia has a 3-year-old
son.and every time we talk.she puts

Gospel singing at Coldwater

Oak Grove Baptist Church, located south of Crossl
and, will have a spring
revival starting Sunday, March 24, and contin
uing
March 27. Speakers will be as follows: Calvin Wilkin through Wednesday.
s at 11 a.m. and Sammy
Cunningham at 6:30 p.m. Sunday; Kenny Carr
on
on Tuesday and Charles Anderson on Wednesday,Monday, Randal McClain
all at 7 p.m. The public
is invited to attend, a church spokesperson
said.

CPR Certification Class
A CPR (cardio-pulmonary resuscitation) Certifi
cation
day, March 23, at 1 p.m. in Educational Area of MurraClass will be Satury-Calloway County
Hospital. Ann Ingle R.N. will be the teacher. To registe
r for the class call
Peggy Billington, executive director of Calloway
County Chapter of American Red Cross at 753-1421.

Arabian Horse meeting
Western Kentucky Abrabian Horse Association, Inc., will meet Sunda
y,
March 24, at 2 p.m. at Majestic House Restaurant, Princeton. For more
information call Spring Creek Arabian Horse Farm, 753-6825.

Chestnut Grove event
A special Palm Sunday program by Sheba Chapter No. 109
Order of the
Eastern Star of Paris, Tenn., will be Sunday, March 24, at
nut Grove A.M.E. Church at Hazel. A social hour will follow3 p.m. at Chestthe program to
which the public is invited to attend.

Civitan Pancake Day Saturday

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

753-4567

The annual Civitan Pancake Day will be Saturday, March
23,
to 2 p.m. at Rudy's Restaurant on the court square in downt from 5 a.m.
own Murray.
Members of the Murray Civitan Club will work as hosts,
cooks and service
personnel, Funds from this annual event help Civitans financ
support handicapped clients at the local WATCH. Centere programs that
and in the city
and county schools. 'Murray Civitians have sponsored the
annual Pancake
Day for about 30 years,' said Hoyt Roberts and Nick Horton
, co-chairmen
for the event. Tickets are $3 per person which gives
one all
they care to eat. 'Civitans are proud of the quality of food the pancakes
and service we
are able to provide our guests for all these years, said Prenti
ce Dunn and
Coffield Vance, long time veterans of Civitan Pancake
Days.

Retired Teachers will meet
The April 1st 'April Food Meeting' of Calloway
Association will feature two local programs. Mrs. County Retired Teachers
information on THEOS (They Help Each Other Opal Howard will present
Spiritually) service to this
community. Linda Horner, director of Nation
al Boy Scout Museum, will discuss opportunities for volunteer services in the
Boy
State University campus. Mrs. Lilly Williams will be Scout facility on Murray
in charge of the CCRTA
program. 'Retired educational personnel who
are not presently members of
the late RTA are invited to attend as well as membe
rs of the late media
organizations and other interested citizens, said
CCRTA President Wilson
Gantt. The meeting will be at Ellis Center, 630
Ellis
refreshments and at 1:30 p.m. for program. For more Dr., at 1 p.m. for
information contact
Gantt at 753-4500.

Easter Sunrise service
An Easter Sunrise service will be Sunday.
March
house in Park at Murray-Calloway County Park. 31, at 6:30 a.m. at Playsponsored by Murray-Calloway County Ministe This annual service will be
rial Association. The public is
invited to attend.

Eastwood Kindergarten
--DINNER SPECIALS-

(After

Mon. - Salisbury Steak
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
il
fa
:
Wed. - 11 oz. Co. Fried Steak
''Pse5tautert +Thurs.- Baked Va. Ham
12th &
Fri. - Count
Sycamore Sat. - Fried ry Ham__.
Chicken._
OPEN
Sun. - Chicken Livers
a.m.- 10 p.m.
Served with Salad, Choice of Potato
Daily
and
ow Homemade Rolls

-""r:011111177.7."---,

4 p.m.)
3.95
3.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
2.95
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United Way of Murray-Calloway County will have
meeting on Monday, March 25, at 7 p.m. at Georg its annual membership
e Weaks Community Center, Poplar and South Seventh Streets. All contributors
invited. A reception will follow in the United Way office and agencies are
on the lower level of
the center.

vougmennui..-- • - -

•

••• ,.%.

United Way meeting Monday

Everyone Welcome
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Beautiful Music

Pastor Jerry Hendley

• •
•'
ff `••

Eastwood Christian Academy will conduct registration
for kindergarten
students for the fall term, starting Monday, March
25, and continuing
through Friday, March 29. This will be from 8:30 a.m.
to
This fall the school will offer morning sessions for five-y 4 p.m. each day.
and afternoon sessions for four-year-olds, according to Libby ear-olds
Conley, assistant
school principal. Persons may visit the school from
8:30
ing the week of March 25 to 29 to see the kinder to 11:30 a.m. durgarten facilities.

Live Animals
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Oak Grove spring revival

J. Cathryn Christopher, bride-elect of
William M. Brown,
has selected her decorative accessories
from our bridal
registry.
Cathryn and William will be married
April 27 1991.

Happines2Place

A Family Revival at Locust Grove Baptist
121 South on Locust Grove Church Road, will Church, located off Highway
continue through Tuesday. March 26. The Rev.start Sunday, March 24, and
Bob Swift will be speaker at
services at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Sunday and
The theme will be 'Making A Good Familyat 7 p.m., Monday and Tuesday.
State of the Family Today and Characterist Better.' Subjects will include:
ics
Concept of Husband/Wife Relationship (leave of a Happy Home; Biblical
,
al Concept of Parent/Child Relationship (child cleave and weave); Scripturprovoke not your children); Health Commu ren obey your parents, parents
nication Skills for the Christian
Family. A nursery will be provided for
each service.

A gospel singing featuring The Gant Family
of Tiptonville, Tenn., will be
Sunday, March 24, at 2 p.m. at Coldwater
Baptist Church. The Rev. Jack
Geurin, pastor, invites the public to attend
.

a/S)ikaeyistT

DE
AR ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren

•* *

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
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l services at First Baptist
Dr. T.T. Crabtree, pastor of First
Church will start Sunday, March
Baptist Church, Springfield. Mo..
24, and continue through Friday, since 1971, will be the speaker for
March 29.
, services at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
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Crabtree is evangelist for First Baptist Church revival services
Reviva
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by Jeane Dixon
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Sunday, and at 11:50 a.m. and 7
p.m., Monday through Friday.
Luncheon will be served each day
at noon at a cost of SI per person.
Music will be directed by James
NIcMurtrie, minister of music at
First Baptist Church, Madisonville.
Dr. Crabtree served as pastor of
Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove,
from 1946 to 1951. His other pastorates have been at _Cotton Grove
Church, Jackson, Tenn., Bethel
Church. Humboldt, Tenn.. Leawood Church, Memphis, Tenn..
Immanuel ChUrch, Tulsa, Okla.,
and Putnam City Church, Oklahoma City, Okla.
A graduate of Union University,
he received his Bachelor of Diviinity and Doctor of Theology from
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary., Louisville, and Honorary
Doctor of Sacred Theology from
Southwest Baptist University, Bolivar, Mo.
McMurtrie is a graduate of Florence State University and received
his Master of Church Music degree
from Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville. He served
two churches in Alabama before
coming to Madisonville. He and his
wife. Donna, have two children.
Todd, graduate of Murray State.
and Kim who attends Western State
University.
Dr. dreg Earwood. pastor,
invited the public to attend the
services.

Dr. T.T. Crabtree

•

James NIcMurtrie
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Friday, March 22
,
Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.

Saturday, March 23
Dance/8 p.m.-12 midnight/Murray
Moose Lodge.

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./J.U. Kevil
Center. South 10th Street
Extended. Mayfield.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./5 p.m.-12 midnight. In1o/753-TEEN.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info -753-TEEN.

Murray State University sports
events/Men's Tennis/9 a.m./Bennie
Purcell Tennis Courts; 'Breds
baseball/1 p.m./Reagan Field.

\
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Parents' Night Out/5:30-11.
p.m./First United Methodist
Church.

Mk Pageant/7:30 p.m./Lovett
Auditorium.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
inciude Mass/l2 noon. Lenten
Prayers/7 p.m.

Ken-Ten Iris Association/7:30
p.m./First United Methodist
Church. Dresden, Tenn.

All Night Singing/7 p.m./Martin.
Term. Church of- Christ.
Poet Donald Revell/7:30
p.m./Clara NI. Eagle Art Gallery-.
NISL. Free admission.

•

RENT-TO-OWN

Specials

Offered

.Quasar
Entertainment Center
'20' per wk.

0
•//k7,

•

k Rentals

tritral Shopping 'Center

An Easter

-hello Coh9or dr .Nrin L\;;Iilxr

In Helping You Chof,4
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•
•',%'indow Trearmi.Ttr• Acces5ories
• Furniture se.e.•• -

753-7670
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For Appointment
502; 7511-7027 et 753-11406 After
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Musical-of Restoration

4nke

RDE1-4

Akernoon Tea/Alpha Mu #4760
Epsilon
Sigma
Alpha
International/2:30 p.m./home of
Kathie Fleming.
Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club/10 a.m./club house.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

•Will take trade-ins
•No money down financing
to qualified buyers

of

Sale Conducted by
Suntanning unlimited

Sunday, March 24 7 p.m.
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Witnesses attend conference

. •

.
•
•

More than 1,700 Jehovah's Witnesses from western Kentucky and
southern Indiana have returned to
their home congregations after
attending a two-day conference at
Veterans' Nlemofial coliseum,
Evansille. Ind., March 16-17.
The highlight was a public
address on Sunday by J.C. Howard

on "Acting Wisely in a Senseless
World."
Another feature of the weekend
convention came on Saturday when
17 new Witnesses were baptized.
„Meetings for the Murray congregation will resume the regular
schedule at Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses, North 16th Street
at Utterback Road. Murray.

School lunch menus sponsored by Youn
g-at-Heart.

Inc.
Children's
Fashions

C.)

Human
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H
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Industry
Toys
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Menus for the various funchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of March 25
to 29 have been released by Joanna
Adams and Margot McIntoslf, food
service directors for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional
change. are as follows:

Lunch
Monday - fried chicken, corn dog:
Tuesday - chili and cheese topped
pbtato, chicken fillet sandwich. Wednesday - lasagna, tuna salad sandwich, Thursday - breakfast for lunch scrambled egg, sausage and biscuit,
peanut butter and jelly sandwich: Friday - steak nuggets, pizzaburger
Salad bar, hamburger, cheeseburger,
pizza, fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches, milk and fruit drinks are available daily.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
East. North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - buttered toast and jelly.
Tuesday
scrambled egg bacon
toast. Wednesday - cinnamon raisin
biscuit. Thursday
ham and cheese
on English muffin, Friday • sausage
on biscuit. Milk, juice, cereal and toast
are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets, Sloppy
Joe sandwich, Tuesday - corn dog
barbecue sandwich, Wednesday chili and cheese topped potato. Nam burlier, _Thursday - Mexican pizza,
fjsSahawich. Friday - sack lunch ham and cheese sandwich, hot dog
Peanut butter/jelly sandwich, grilled
cheese, fruits, vegetables, fries.
desserts, milk and fruit drink are available daily
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - sausage and biscuit.
Tuesday - deli ham and cheese, Wednesday - biscuit/sausage gravy.
Thursday - blueberry muffin, Friday egg and cheese on English muffin
Cereals, fruits, milk and variety of
juices are available daily.
sliceLtidniCuhrkeMonday y/gravy, hamburger, hot dog bar; Tuesday - barbecue chicken, pig-in-a-blanket potato
bar, Wednesday - pizza, barbecue rib
sandwiCh, taco bar. Thursday - Mexican Enchilada, beef hoagie. salad bar.
Friday - sack lunch - ham and cheese
sandwich, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich, pasta bar Fruits, vegetables. fries, milk and fruit drinks are
available daily
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - deli ham and cheese.
Tuesday - sausage and biscuit Wednesday - French toast stix and link
sausage Thursday - breakfast pizza.
Friday - chicken fritter and biscuit.
Breakfast bar, cereal, fruit, donuts,
juice and milk are available daily

MURRAY CITY
Murray City Schools will not be in
session on Good Friday, March 29
This will be an in-service day
Elementary breakfast
Monday - pancakes. Tuesday - cinnamon toast: Wednesday - Honey
Bun. Thursday - sausage and biscuit
Juice or fruit and milk are served each
day
Robertson
Monday - hamburger, wiener winks
Tuesday - pizza Sloppy Joe sandwich Wednesday - taco salad fish
nuggets Thursday - corn dog, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich Choice of
fruits, vegetables and milk are available daily
Carter
Monday - bacon and egg, hamburger. Tuesday - pizza, grilled cheese
sandwich. Wednesday - spaghetti.
Chuckwagon sandwich,"-Thursday chicken nuggets roast beef Choice of
fruits, vegetables and milk are available daily
Middle, High
Breakfast
Monday peach turnover, Tuesday
- scrambled eggs. Wednesday - pancakes and bacon, Thursday - sausage
and biscuit Cereal, milk, fruit juice or
fruit are available daily
Murray Middle
Monday ravioli, ham and cheese.
Tuesday - roast beef sandwich, chicken fried steak. Wednesday - baked
potato ham sandwich; Thursday steak nuggets wiener winks French
fries, pizza, choice of fruits and vegetables. milk and fruit drinks are available daily. •
Murray High
Monday - barbecue sandwich, submarine Tuesday pasta bar, spaghetti, Wednesday - burritoes, grilled
cheese sandwich Thursday - salad
bar, fish sandwich Pizza, hamburgers,
French fries baked potatoes, nachos,
soft bread pretzels, choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and fruit drinks are
available daily
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753-0005
408 South 12th Street
(Hwy. 641) Murray, Ky.
Sizes Infant thru 11
f

tanning units
as low as

'1995

FRIDAY (12-8) & SATURDAY (9-6)
MARCH 22-23
HOLIDAY INN, 121 NORTH, MAYFIELD
(502)753-9274

for as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall be made alive.
--I Cur. 15:22
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"The Taming of the Shrew" :1
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.

tanning .beds

So. Johnny Robertson Road

•• ..1":._.

Murray Art Guild exhibition
opening and awards ceremony/14
p.m.

WOLFF SYSTEM FACTORY AUTHORIZED SALE

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
300
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Rodeo, sponsored by MSU--Rodeo
C1ub/2 p.m./Expo Center.

Truckload Sale

EDEN••
GETHSEMANE_
GARDEN OF THE TOMB...
presented by the Music Ministry

American Legion Post 89/Russwood Sho-res, Springville,
Tenn.,/tu•rkey shoot/I p.m.
Info/1-901-644-1922.

LBL events include: Deer Up
Close,9.:15 a.m.. Hawks and
Intercollegiate RodeO/7:30 Owls/11:30 a.m.:
Red Wolves/1
p.m./Expo Center. Admission S5 p.m.. Eagles' Up
Close/2 p.m., Hike
for achi4ts, S4 for stodents. S3 for -to`tiOnler/3 p.m..
WNC; Planetarchildren 5-12.
ium Show/12 noon. 2 and 3 p.m..
GPVC. Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
Saturday, March 23
and/ 1:30 p.m. and Muzzleloading
S'pring Fling/6-9 p.m./Calloway
Rifl
e Match/1:30 p.m..
County High School/sponsored by
Student Council. Open to public. Homep!ace-1850.
Sundav, March 24
Kirisey Ball Club/sign up for
Singles Organizational
boys and girls, 5-18/9 a.m.-12
Society/1:30 p.m./Chamber of
noon/Kirksey Ball Park.
Commerce to go to Playhouse in
Singles Organizational Society St. Park.
Patrick's Dance/7-11 p.m./Curris
AA and Al -Anon elosed
Center. MSU.
meetings/4 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Spring Brunch/MSU Women's
Streets. Info/75.9,14059 or
Society/9:30 a.m./Lowry Center.
753-7663.
"The Taming of the Shrew"/8
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m.: Playhouse in the Park..
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Faculty recital/Scott Erickson.
Intercollegiate Rodeo/7:30 John Schlabach. Richard Scott/2
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall. NISU,
p.m./Expo Center.
Admission free.
Easter Bunny/i0 a.m.-3
p.m./Wal-Mart/picture making/ Senior clarinet recital by Nico:c
Whitten/3:30 p.m., Farrell Rect.::
benefit Children's Miracle TeleviHall. MSC. Admission free.
sion Network. Drawing/2 p.m.

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING

Remote VCR with on
,ce.en S8(K) per w k.
Remote 19" TV
s 1(r per w k.
.

•.r

••••
' •• t:
Murray Preschool Coop will hold an open house and preregistrat
ion
on Sunda), March 24, at 2 p.m. This will be at the preschool
located
in First Presbyterian Church building at Main and 16th Street
s. Sara
Hussung is the teacher. Anyone interested in the preschool for their
children is urged to attend the open house. Pictured are Kara
McCoil
and Michelle Bailey painting at the school.
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Preschool open house Sundav

month

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS'
AND GARDEN TILLERS
—Prices To Flt Any
Budget—

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Chestnut St

753-2571 or

753-4110
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McManamay-Yuill wedding June 15

1

Miss Carol Ann McManamay of
1186 Drennan Park, Fort Campbell,
and Lee Wallace Yuill of Rt. I.
Kirksey, announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride -elect is the daughter of
Kitty. McManamay of Fairfax. Va.,
and Col. Tom McN1anamay of Fort
Campbell.
She is the granddaughter of
Della Sumner and of Frank and
Lura McManamay of Beckley,
W.Va.
The groom -elect is the son of
Gary and Margaret Yuill of Rt. 1,
Kirksey.
lie is the grandson of Brown and
Barbara Tucker, Rt. 1. Kirksey. and
of Darlene Yuill and the late John
Yuji!. Mulberry, Ind.
Miss McManamay received her
bachelor of science degree with an
area in accounting.
Mr. Yuill received his bachelor
of science degree with an area in
accounting. He will be pursuing a
law degree at the University of
Louisville.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday. June 15. at 6
p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. Murray.
A reception will follow at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
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Sunday, March 24
Humane Society volunteer recruitment reception/2-4 p.m./Calloway
Public Library.
LBL e‘ents/Deer Up Close/9:15
a.m.. Hawks and Owls/11:30 a.m..
Attracting Bluebirds/12:30 p.m..
Red Wolves/1:30 p.m.. Eagles Up
Close/2 p.m.. Snakes Alive/3 p.m..
WNC. Planetarium Show/12 noon.
2 and 3 p.m., GPVC: Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m..
Toys and- Games/2-4 p.m..
Homeplace-1850.
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Murray Ledgor & Times Staff
WM.(

A luncheon was served at the
noon style show and a dessert at
the evening show.

-

Funds from the show are used to
give scholarships for students pursuing a career in the musical field.
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Carol Ann McManamay and
Lee Wallace Yuill to marry

Lighting fixture tips given by magazine
By DECORATING
A. Meredith Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
The artistic side of lighting corns in how assorted fixtures are
mixed and 'matched. Better Homes
lnd Gardens Decorating magazine
Jliers this rundown on the basics.
Recessed fixtures are unobtrusively built into the ceiling. Most
recessed fixtures direct a beam of
light to surfaces below. Specialty
fixtures, however, can angle light.
upward and spotlight, too.
Track lights suspend fixtures
from an electrified track, where
they can be easily adjusted.
Ceiling-mounted fixtures, which
are used for general or task lighting, may use an incandescent or
fluorescent source. (For natural-

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals released by hospital

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
DEAR DR GOTT For the past than 5 perce
nt ultimately prove to be County Hospital for Thursday.
year. my 10-year-old daughter has malignant
Skin cancers in the mouth March 21. have been released as
had a problem with urinary inconti- appea
r most often as red, inflamed Tollows:
nence Within minutes upon
areas.
Newborn admissions
Because your husband's lesions are
English baby boy, parents, Kathy
large and tender, they should be biop- and Phillip, Rt.
10, Box 213, Benton:
sled because skin malignancies may
Lamb baby boy. parents. Karen and
exist adjacent to for beneath)Such ar- Kevin. Rt 5, Box
1239, Murray
eas To my knowledge. there is no
Dismissals
medicine that will cure leukoplakia or
Mrs Mary Nell Griggs, Rt.
mouth cancer Your husband should 46, Dexter: William Galloway, 1, Box
Rt. 1,
be examined by an oral surgeon.
Box 109, Sedalia: Mrs. Debbie Hill, Rt
t99 I %I.:14,
4'41'ER I.:NTERPRISE ASSN
1. Box 23, Buchanan, Tenn.;

Mrs Isabel Parks, P O. Box 132,
Murray, Mrs Betty Wagar, 300 South
16th St., Murray; Mrs. Dona Holland,
Rt. 1, Box 262, Almo,
Mrs Elaine Etherton, P0 Box 871,
Murray; Fred Mullins, Rt. 1, Box 64,
Wingo, Frederick Wolfe, Rt. 3, Box
287-A4, Dover, Tenn.:
Alfred Jackson, 717 Cooper, Paris,
Tenn , Miss Jessica Lynne Rowlett, Rt.
2, Box 36H. Buchanan, Tenn ;
Mrs Kelly Hamilton and baby boy,
169 Noel Dr , Cadiz: Mrs. Peggy Sue
Rhodes and baby girl, Rt 8, Box 5,
Murray

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
;

Auto
*WM
Life
turrat>,,
Home
var.
Health
Business
Annuities
A tradition in wrutre
since 1981

r
1 753-0632 1

Jim Fain

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.
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Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Desion Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve IV
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321
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One of the opening events of the
spring season is the annual Style
Shows by the Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
This year's theme of "Gettin' All
Dolled Up" featured the doll collection of Louise Weatherly, a
member of the Music Department.
Special entertainment was by
Gale Vinson, Susan Tarvin and
Kim Black, singers, who performed
as dolls. Their accompanist was
Oneida White.
Ann Adams was the narrator for
the style show with Tamara Outland, Karen Isaacs and Laura Miller was general chairpersons for the
event.
The built-up runway for the
models to show the fashions added
to the fashion show as the guests
were able to see the clothes, shoes.
and accessories.
Cory Buie. dressed in tuxedoes
Cory Huie, left, in top photo, assists Sue Over
for each of the two parts, met the
bey down the steps after
modeling one of441he fashions. In bottom
photo is Nancy Haverstock
models at the end of the runway
modeling another of the many spring and
and escorted them down the steps.
summer fashions at the
annual Style Shows by Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Models were Edna Vance, Nancy
Jessup, Susi Boschel, Gerry Erwin,
Sheri Wildey, Beth Boaz, Sue
Overbey. Janece Franklin, Laura
Kauffman, Cathy Elias, Cathy
Young, Janna Hughes, Anne Marie
Boner, Gayla Hollins, Mary Ann
Lamb, Samantha Bragg, Mary Lou
Joseph, Breshia Buie, Angela
looking color, fit fluorescent fix- Brown, Sarah Wallace, Betty
Lowry, Donna Jackson, Pat Santures with warm white tubes.)
Suspended fixtures such as pen- ders, Janet Finch, Linda Burris,
dants and chandeliers are stylish, Reta Gray, Gaye Haverstock, Mary
but are not intended to be the sole Jane Jackson, Nancy Haverstock,
Monica Walston, Cynthia Garland,
lighting source.
Dana Fristol, Jan Davis, Felisha
Wall-mounted fixtures can be Lamb
and Kim Higgins.
either functional or decorative. An
Fashions were from Behr's,
opaque half-moon seonce, for Bright
example, pools light on the wall ley, 's, Cherry Branch, DK KelFashion Bug, JCPenney Co.,
but doesn't add much general light. Lady
J's
Strip lights are used in lengths, Shop, -Mr. J's, Mademoiselle
Maurices, The Place, Suzie
often concealed under or over Q
Shoppe, The Showcase, the Shoe
cabinets or behind a cove.
Shack and The Shoe Tree.

Gott. M.D.

Mon Md alien & Maryann ('the

•
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Spring fashions modeled at style
shows
By JO BURKEEN

DR
. GOTT
by Peter

standing
after urination, she experiences an involuntary release_ Urinalysis is negative, but the problem persists. Could it
be anatomical'
DEAR READER: Yes. it could. The
sequence of events you describe suggests to me that your daughter may
be unable to empty her bladder completely. then, when she stands, the internal sphincter - one of two rings of
muscle controlling urination - relaxes, leading to incontinence.
Pediatric urology is a complex subspecialty because children's urological problems are often unique and result from congenital abnormalities of
the genito-urinary tract Therefore. I
urge you to have your daughter examined by such a specialist
After appropriate examination.
which should include an IVP (kidney
X-ray) and cystoscopy (during which
the specialist introduces a lighted
instrument into the bladder). the doctor
will be able to advise you about
treatment'
To give you more information. I am
sending you free copies of my Healt
h
Reports "Kidney Disorders" and
"Bladder " Other readers who would
like copies should send $1 25 for each
report to PO Box 91369. Cleveland.
OH 44101.3369 Be sure to mention
the titleis)
DEAR DR GOT'T My husband has
leukoplakia The areas in his mouth
become large and tender hut never
go
away completely Is there a medic
ation you would recommend for
treatment'
DEAR READER Leukoplakia are
flat, painless. pearl!,•-white irregular
skin lesions in the mouth. commonly
caesed by tobacco products In the
past. dentists and doctors were incorrectly taught that leukoplakia are
pre-cancerous. this is not true
Less
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Sale Hours:
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Seton Hall will try to work magic on UNLV

•

SEATTLE (AP) - P.J. Carlesirno, who works his best
magic in the big games, gets another chance to make UNLV
and coach Jerry Tarkanian disappear.
Carlesimo's No. 13-ranked Seton Hall Pirates (25-8) and
the top-rated Rebels (33-0) will meet in the NCAA West Regional final on Saturday.
- Seton Hall earned a rematch with the high-powered Rebels
by surprising No. 8 Arizona 81-77 in the West Regional semifinals Thursday night, UNLV then went out as expected
and
defeated No. 10 Utah 83-66 in the second semifinal game in
the Kingdome.
UNLV was seeded first and Scion Hall third in the West
Regional.
Saturday's West Regional finale will he a rematch of the
1989 West Regional final in Denver that Scion Hall won
84-61.
UNLV starters Stacey Augmon, Anderson Hunt, Greg
Anthony and George Ackles were with the Rebels two years
ago. Larry Johnson of UNLV was in junior college, however.
"If anything, it's a negative," Carlesimo said of his team's
23-point victory over Tarkanian's club two years ago. "I'm
sure- Stacey and Anderson and -Greg remember that game.
"They were much younger and all our older guys are gone.
Now we're younger."

KARI

Kentucky

UNLV has a 44-game winning streak and Sewn Hall has
each getting three points.
won seven in a row, but the Pirates from the Big East may
be
With Seton Hall ahead 80-77. Matt °thick of Arizona
the team to beat the powerhouse 14(am the Big West. They'r
e missed a 3-point shot with 4,5 seconds left. Deher
e added a
red hoe
free throw with 3.8 seconds to go.
Seton Hall won the Big East tournament before heading
Williams led the Wildcats with 21 points and teammate
into the NCAA tournament. The Pirates have won 12 of their
Chris
Mills had 20.
13 games. And Scion Hall sophomore guard Terry Deherc is
The 1989 Seton Hall team that beat UNLV
averaging 27.3 points in three tournament games.
lost to Michigan
Even Carlesimo is optimistic about his team's chances of 80-79 in overtime in Seattle's Kingdome in the -NCAA
championship game. This team doesn't have
getting to the Final Four.
that experience.
"It's a great opportunity," Carlesimo said. "If we can play but Carlesimo likes its heart.
"These kids are so resilient," Carlesimo said.
the way we're capable of playing, we're going to Indianapo"They're so
mentally tough. Those are cliches, but
lis. It's as simple as that.
they're true.''
Carlesimo is fast earning a
* "But I think for anybody to beat Vegas, they've got
to best big-game coaches. Despitreputation as one of the nation's
e having the worst career record
cooperate a Tittle bit.'
Dehere scored 28 points, 17 in the asecond half, against of the 16 West teams and the third -worst in the entire 64-team
Arizona (28-7) and Seton Hall was strong down the stretch tournament, he now is 9-2 in the tournament.
.
In 16 seasons, he has a 223-241 record. a .482
The Pirates' front line of Anthony Avent, Arthuras Karwinning pernishovas of Lithuania and Gordon Winchester held their own ,centage. Compare that to Tarkanian's 482-102 record in 18
against the "Tucson Skyline" of 6-foot-11 Briah Williams, years at UNLV and 598-119 in 23 years as a head coach.
Tarkanian's tournament record is 36-15.
6-11 Sean Rooks and 7-foot reserve Ed Stokes. Rebou
nds
Avent, a 6-10 forward who is the key player
were even at 32-32.
in Scion HaIrs
inside
game, picked up his third foul with 7:01 left
Scion Hall' was better wh& it counted. The Pirates outin the first
half. But he didn't get another foul and
scored Arizona 10-4 in the final 3:39, with Avcnt and Deher
finish
ed
with 15
e (Coed on page 9)
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of the Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. -- This
year's Girls State Tournament
may be a little sweeter than
some of the others for Marshall
County's Howard Beth.
Beth has taken the Lady'
Marshals to 11 straight Sweet
16 shows. And how long has
Beth been at the Draffenville
school? Eleven years.•
"I never get tired of going
to the tournament.'' said Beth,
whose Lady' Marshals lost to
Conner Thursday. "This year
was a struggle for us."
Two times this season Graves
County' defeated Marshall County. But when the teams squared
off for the First Region title
last week. at Graves County' no
less, Marshall County walked
away with the ticket to the •
state tourney.
"This year's tournament is as
SAM as any of them for us,"
said Beth.
Since the legendary' Roy
Bowling stepped down at Laurel
County two years ago, Beth has
become one of the pre-eminent
coaches in girls basketball with
state championships in 1982 and
1984 and runner up in 1981.

.•

Andrews. who has Roger Clemens, Jack Nicklaus and Charles
Barkley among his patients, was
not immediately availahle for comment. but said Wednesday: '1 really think he's going to make it.
Maybe it's 20 years dealing with
this type of athlete. but I have that
Lanier Johnson, a spokesman for
Alabama Sports Medicine in Birmingham, said Andrews "is not
willing to make a statement as to
his exact condition until Bo has a
chance to see what happens with
that hip joint. Bo will be back in 30
days for another exam."
Meanwhile, Woods and USA
Today said the New' York Yankees
are serious about claiming Jackson
by today's 2 p.m. EST deadline.
The Yankees, the worst American
League team last season, have the
first chance to claim Jackson.
• USA Today, in today's editions,
said the Yankees will claim Jackson off waivers, thus guaranteeing
the $2.3 million contract Jackson

.

we

There are some - familiar teams
in Frankfort's Farnham Dudgeon
Center this week.
Besides Marshall County's 11
appearances. other schools have
made quite a few trips to the
Sweet 16,
Four-time champion Laurel
County and one-time thlist .Tiger-t-award winners from the Murray High basket
Louisville Southern are each
.row: Bart Crum, senior award. field goal percen ball banquet, held Thursday night (from left g front
tage. academic excellence: Willis Cheaney,
playing in their ninth tourney.
senior, free
throw percentage. assists: Allen Rayburn. senior:
Jason Joseph. rebounding, field goal percentage,
Clay County (1989- winner) and
senior.
back row Mike Foster. senior: Heath %ails, defens
iar. senior, coaches: Mark Simmons, senior,
defending champion Lexington
sersice
award.
Henry -Clay - are in the field for
Staff photo by David Ramey
the eighth time.
Sheldon Clark and Clark
County are contenders' for the
seventh time while West HopkFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
h against Clark County
Rechelle Cadwell, Marshall
Clark County has cast its sped_ or.
ihs
is in the sixth, Rowan
e.
Conner (34-2 .faces County's all-slate forward, then
-hitthe -Girls State Tournament with a
HeereCl
34-2) in the evening a 16-footer. but Osborne hit two --County for the fifth, Louisville
style of play that lulls fans to sleep
Mercy, and Whitcsburg for the
testeet.
free throws for a 35-26 lead at fourth_
and. teams to -defeat: and Conner for the third.
esli-state guard Christi Osborne 2:58.
The fifth -ranked Lady Cardina:s.
Owensboro Apollo and Todd
es of her 33-points during a
After Cadwell hit a jumper in the
despite hitting only 12 of 29 shots
Central are making their second
eer. in the third period to lane. Pickett 'conn
ected on a
trips while CentraleH-ardin and
from the field, used a tenacetaa
st•e•-k Conner into the second
10-footer from the baseline to give
Bullitt East 'are Sweet 16 teams
defense to force 28 turnovers by
re eite
Conne
r a comfortable 37-28 lead at
for the first time.
West Hopkins in taking a 3Ia-2.7
before and
say 2:09.
victory' in the first round Thurseaa. it agyr: area
say it after I've
Tirst-year school 'Central tHardMarshall. County, making its
'We were - eery- patien
seen- al: the tetiin the state tour- "I l'th straight
i," seed
in. a consolidation of West and „
appearance in the
Clark County coach - Lisa Good.e.
aid Conner coach Tim Sweet 16. closed to within
East Hardin high schools, is
47-43
'•Sorne pe,ople may think we're
She.
cies "Tnere's no better player on Cadwell's free
really
no stranger to the tourthrowwith 4:25
boring, and that's fine because it
in, tee state of' Kentucky than left in the ,game
ney. West Hardin played in the
.
it's boring for us to.wait for 0.7
C1.7N:, Osborne.
19'76 tourney and East Hardin
But Marshall County's chances
shots and play our game, that's.
"1 eon': know if she'll wan it or for .an upset
earned a spot in -198-8.-were dashed four-secnh.C; but she's my Miss onds later
what we're - going to do.'
when Cadwell picked LID
Basket el:
In terms of streaks, Henry
her fifth personal foul trying to
In Other first-round games No. 1
Corner's Lon Schmidt
'.Clay ranks behind Marshall
Louisville Mercy beat 13,illitt East
stop Osborne.
opeeet: the third quarter 'With a
49-3.9. No. 6/Conner defeated-NtarOsborne hit eight of eight free 'County with six straight appearshort arnper to give Conner a throws in
ances. Southern. Clay County
etall County 58-49 and Nee 2 Lexthe final 2:19 to keep
27-2h :hid. Marshall County (28-6) Conner
and Clark County are making it
atioe Henry Clay. the eefending
at a safe distance.
..:Lec.; :no n-:,trg:n to three points
four in a row and West
'We got down and when you
aiterneion. downed Centra, Hardin
when Shannon Gossom hit two free give
Hopkins.
ea-59.
a team like Conner the lead
errows and Mary Roberts hit a and a chanc
In quarterfinal play today
e to control the tempo.
:5-footer.
• • • •
you're in trouble,- said Marshall
.Farnharn Dudgeon Center, Laurel
Osherne came baek with a layup County
coach
Howar
d
Beth:
.
County (30-5) meets Clay County
a.d8-footer and Michelle
Lexington Henry Clay is /flipCadwell finished with 21 points.
(11-1, and Whitesburg (33-1) takeSt sank a :6-footer to pushCoppage
flopping in this year's
Conner 15 coming in the second half. and
on Louisville Southern (26-3) in
oet to a 13-24 advantage with 4:16 Laurin
tournament.
da Drown added 10. Schmidt
the afternoon session and Mercy
th: in :he period
Last year the Lady Devils
contributed 10 points for Conner.
played the first game of the
tourney. This time they're in
the last first-round garbe. '
"I don't think it really makes
any difference," said Henry
Clay coach Bob Tripure. "Fairsigned on Feb. 18.
Francisco.
and based on having been around
dale did OK playing the last
"Bo and the Yankees could be a
"If he's already undergoing Bo and knowing that he always is
game, last week."
match made in heaven," Woods chondrolysis, it means he's already ahead
of schedule."
Fairdale had to play four
said. "New York is New York, the damaged his hip joint itself." said
The agent said Andrews "has no
games in 48 hours to win the
Yankees are the Yankees and Bo is Sampson.
,
a99.--hacii his remarks reason to slant the truth and he told
Boys State Tournament.
Bo. The Yankees are the gre.
atest on news accounts of Jackson's us that he is very optimistic. He
franchise in history and Bo could condition.
expects Bo to definitely play again.
breathe new life into a great
Woods, in a telephone interview
He says it's a good chance that he
organization."
from Mobile. said that "any doctor will play again this year, but that
Laurel County coach Walter
Yankees general manager Gene who comments on a patient who
he he doesn't know that and he can't Hulett reached a goal in going
Michael said the team was still has not examined and
whose be certain of that."
to the tourney in his second
deciding what to do.
records he has not seen is way' off
Woods said Jackson had been season at the 12th Region
"We haven't put in a claim base and is violating
the most advised not to rule out playing school.
yet," he said Thursday in Fort minimum medical standa
football this year for the NFL's Los
rds. A
"I'm excited." he said. "It's
Lauderdale, Fla. "We haven't done doctor who has not
Angeles Raiders.
diagnosed Bo
great
and special. This is why
anything yet. We're still discussing certainly cannot comme
"He will be examined on a
nt on the
you
coach
- to be in the
it. We have a lot more things to prognosis."
month -to-month basis. and if the Sweet 16.
talk about. We're going to know
Woods said he talked with Jackprognosis changes any time, we
• • • •
more tOTTIGITOw.son on Wednesday night.
will make any adjustments that we
Kansa§„,City put Jackson on
"He was in the best mood he's
need to." Woods said.
waivers 'Tuesday after its doctors
Stacey Reed of Laurel County
been in-in a long time," the agent
In addition to chondrolysis.
was voted the Gatorade Circle
said he has destruction of cartilage said.
"He received very optimistic Jackson is suffering from avascular
of Champions Player of the
in his hip joint, a condition known report'
s from the medical team at necrosis. the partial loss of blood
Year for Kentucky. She has
as chondrolysis.
Birmingham. He is anxiously wait- supply to the head of the femur. the
signed to play at Kentucky' next
"I haven't seen his X-rays. but ing to
see what will happen and "ball" in the ball-and-socket hip
season.
absent a miracle it's unlikely he'll
what team he'll be playing for." Joint.
Previous state winners include
be able to return to professional
Woods said he thinks Jackson
That probably resulted from a
Michelle Clark, Mary Taylor.
sports." said Dr. Thomas Sampson, will
return to baseball this year. hip dislocation and fracture that
Kim Pehlke, Lisa Harrison and
an orthopedic surgeon in San "base
d on listening to his doctors Jackson sustained .
Gwen Doyle.

West Hopkins, Marshall eliminated
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Bo goes fishing as Yankees debate waiver move
BIRMINGHAM. Ala. (AP) While much of the sports world
wondered about .his future, Bo
Jackson went fishing.
"I asked him,'Can you fish with
your hip?"' his agent Richard
Woods said Wednesday. "He said.
'I can do anything with my hip.'
He knows his priorities, and bass
fishing sometimes comes ahead of
football and baseball.
"He said, 'If they will pay me a
little money. I will quit both of
them and go hunting and fishing all
the time."
While Jackson fished Thursday
in Florida, Woods said he disagreed with published reports that the
two-sport star will not be able to
return to baseball or football due to
his hip problems.
"It could be a three-month healing process or it could be six
months," Woods said. "Only one
specialist has examined Bo, and
that's Dr. James Andrews in Birmingham," he said. "He's the
most renowned and respected
sports medicine specialist in the
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Kansas, Arkansas post
easy wins in Southeast

CHARLOTTE. N.C. (AP)- Mark Randall wants a championship nng
the old-fashioned way - he wants to earn it.
The Kansas center received a ring as a member of the school's 1988
NCAA national championship team. but he won't wear it. He's looking
for another one, and the Jaahawias moved closer to helping him get one
after an 83-65 victory over In iana .9 the Southeast Regional.
The Jayhawks (25-7) moved into the -fl against Arkansas. 93-70 winners over Alabama in the other semifinal.
"I did everything with the team that year.- Randall said. "I guess I
reaped the benefits and got two rings that year. But the ring's sitting back
home in Denver in a safety deposit bott with my mother. I'll never wear
the thing because I never actually contributed to it.''
In terms of numbers. Randall had a modest part Thursday with eight
points and six rebounds. But the most imposing figures were those by
Terry Brown, Sean Tunstall and Adonis Jordan in the first half - seven
3-pointers between them. Six- of them were in the first eight minutes Brown getting four - as the Jaahassks ran up a 26-6 lead.
'When we got the big lead. it ‘A-as a comfortable feeling,- Randal
l
said. "But you can't get too comfortable. We knew we had to remember
what got us that lead and stay Witt'.
Kansas didn't exactly stick with. that plan. getting only one more
3-point basket in the second half. Then again. Indiana t29-5) got no closer
than 74-61 on Calbert Cheaney's runner with -2:21 to play. That meant
the
Hoosiers wouldn't get anySt.here 7`,.i7 the Hoosier Dome. site of this
year'e Final Foer as thee were 'e'to thelr atith.S1 NCAA to Urnae
m nt loss
•
es
':it WaSit.t I
- WO teams going at e.--eeh
eoaeh . Behhe
Knight \said. "It was.. one team going' at anther.
BrOn finished with 23 points for Kenses.Tn.. nad 5 ancleAtOnze
Jamison -14, Cheancy led Indiana .- sett 21
atte. Damon Bailey got 2'
before fouling out.
Kansas coach Roy Williams wouldn't eve L.:.7 attention :. -erkare
sas.
but he left little doubt the Razorhaeks had made an
'
172. 7
beating of .the Crimson Tide.
"They. just sort of 'annihilate peottle.... Wiitiams said. "The\ just
toy
around with you. really got that feeling cite there watching 'becau
se I
think Alabama's awfully _good. _Arkansas is so eettrert2SSi1:C,.11'.:
scary::
"
- kit traas
eettie. e :
frighe into Arkansas:The
Crimson Tide tied the score at
- s;
7.7. 7'efOrC 7.1:1....,rrle and
.., trailed 40-37 at the -nreakt
-• Then. Lee Nlayberry stepped
seteped Alabama 17. :t•
:racks. After just one free throw and hoer messed not in the first half.
Mayberry unleashed a 6-for-s performer-he 47.Lt
of Arkeesas.
first nine points to open the seeone
Todd Day went into the final 20 rethetes .te
poiees and firesned
with 1 t. Maeherry got -thie- credhe
eest sr the effeese. he: fie the
defense.
"We feel very good- when Lee'son eeense. Arkansas coacn Non
Richardson says. "When the geas get iiet there and start toaatting it
foir
us. it's just ;
s contagioes; )...r.tt.n Lee starts toeching it. a lot of guys
atart picking up touches. and the next thiea.aou enow our defense it juse
ferocious. I like to think of it as a a- wee rabies. You'd better get
_
,out, of
the waybCc.anse We're - after y..... •
Alabama (23-1(1) got four Kee
;hems frene a hobbling fehette Horry
and got within 4947. Arkansas 14-3,
'f 8-1
and 12-2 to break it open and tees
s
in the 'round of 16.
'The pressure won't bother you if aottinat e a coo: head.- Horra
of the relentless Arkansas attack. "Bet we eidn•t have a cool head aed
the pressure caused turnovers.**
Twenty-six turnovers, to be exact.
Oliver Miller sat out
m eetes 'est het;
quick foes. He returned r..
finished with 15 points.
James Robinson. another interec Aiabama
.ed the Crimson Tide
with 21. Homy had 18.
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Actions & Reactions
KARATE - LOCAL

•

•

TRACK - LOCAL
Mike Rum* of Akerray is a member of Centre
College track team A 1990 graduate of Ca)loway County, Rucco will compete in the high
Jump The son of Michael and Diana Ruccio, he
is also a member of the Centre College soccer
team

PRO BASKETBALL
Ten straight wins isn't enough to satisfy Nous
ton Rockets coach Don Chaney. It's not that
Chaney wasn't happy with the latest victory, a
98-87 victory over the Sacramento Kings or
Thursday night Its lust that he doesn't want his
team to get too pleased with itself Its great to
keep the streak gong: Cnaney said after the
Rockets broke a team record for consecutive
victories, set in 1977 ''l tried to get our guys 10
forget the hoopla Of the streak The law of averages is going to catch up with somebody i stilt
feel were not sharp Maybe we're in a comfort'
zone_ In terms of 48 minutes, we need to be
sharper and show some re-dedication," Chaney
said Kenny Smith scored 12 ol his 29 points in
the third quarter and
is Thorpe added 11
fourthouarter points for Houston, which has
won 22 of Is last 26 games after going 20-29
their twat 40
*In other NBA games, it was Orlando 105, San
Antonio 102. Utah 100, Charlotte 94. and Golden State 136, Denver 118

PRO HOCKEY
By now. goaitender Ron Tugnutt is used to facng a Of of shots in the Quebec Nordiques' net
And Thursday night was no different ... up to a
point Then it got ndiculous. "I've never been in
a situation before where an Opposing player
told me to take a bow in his own building, but
Mars what Cam Neely did," Tugnun said after
coming up with a near-record 70 saves in a 3-3
re with the Boston Bruins in the Boston Garden The total shots faced by Tugnutt was 10
shy of the NHL record of 83 faced by Chicago's
Sam LoPrestt in a 3-2 loss to Boston on March
4 1941 While falling short of the NHL record.
:he Bruins cl,c1 tie the second-highest shot Iola.
Dy a team That nappened when the old New
York Americans-tired 73 in a 3-1 victory over
trie
Pittsburgh Pirates on Dec. 26, 1925
•In other NHL games. it was Pittsburgh 5, the
New York Rangers 4 in overtime; New Jersey
2, Chicago 2. St. Louis 4. Philadelphia 1, and
Washington 6. tie New Your Islanders 2.
- • • •
MONTREAL - Kelly Chase of the St
Louis
Biues and Mike Peluso of the Chicago Biackhawks received automatic 10-game suspensions that vitt carry into the
playoffs because
may left the bench to_loirt a_f_i_ght during a game
March 47, the NHL announced. The
league
aiso gave St Louis defenseman Scott Stevens
a two-game suspension for his altercation with
Cnicago's Dave Manson and fined the teams
a
total of $28.703 for the two brawls in the game,
won by Chicago 6-4

GOLF

F

UMass moves to semis

FOOTBALL
Notional Footbeit League
HOUSTON OILERS-Agreed to teems we Rid
Graf
Inaba:keg
LOS ANGELES RAMS-Signed Rodney Thomas
comerbed
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
NI-41--Suipended Keay Chase St
Lass Blues Mir!
wing end lAke Peluso Chicago
itself king
for 10 games for leaving Si. Ninon&kidney/
to ion a NM March
17 Suspended SC011
Sleotlea. St LCene dellemernen
for two games, CIO Oka leisnan Chop
colon
55 000 and Brian Sutter. St Loaas coach
12 500 and
seat 441,1_310 000 Fined Peluso
Dave Manson Steve
Lerner Stu Grimace. Trent Yawns"
and WON Gans
of Chicago and Chase, Stowe. Herold
Shapes Glen
Featherstone. Darrin 'Untie end Rod Brind'Am
our of St
Last 5100 ho' agnong Mardi 17
VOLLEYBALL
US VOLLEYBALL TEAM-Named Paul Muslim?
)
MD team physician
COLLEGE
CATAWBA-Named J D Swain football down
LAWRENCE-Named Ted Farah interim
miens erns
coach for the 1991 season

Ware Harper associate director for grounds
maintenarsce at Murray Stale. won three goo
medals in the senor division of the AAU Kentucky Karate Championship at Morehead State
this past weekend Harper competing in the
35-45 age group, took gold in kobudo (weapons
form), kale (empty hands form), and kurnile
(free fighting) He was among 150 who participated He won four golds and a silver in 1990

NBA STANDINGS
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
• L Pct. GB
...Bottom
50 18 735
PhiladePns
37 29 561 12
New Vont.
34 33 507 15.4
Washington
23 42 354 25'4
New Jersey
22 44 333 27
Mani
20 47 299 29'4
Central Dioleiell
x-Chicago
50 15 7609
x-Detroit
41 26 612 10
x-IAlwaukse
40 27 507 11
Manta
37 30 552 14
Indiana
33 34 493 111
Cleveland
23 42 354 27
Charlotte
19 47 268
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Ididweel Division
• L Pct. GB
1-Utah
44 22 667
1 -San Antonio
42 23 646 1'h
- Houston
42 24 636 2
Dallas
24 41 3116 19's
Orlando
22 43 334 at'S
liennesola
21 44 323 274
Denver
18 49 260 264
Pudic Division
v-bortand
48 III 727
i-LA Laken
48 10 718
x-Prosno
46 20 807 2
Golden Slate
36 30 545 12
&tame
31 34 477 18'n
LA Clappers
23 44 343 254
Sacramento
18 47 277 294
xcinched playoff berth
Thursdsy's Games
Orlando 105. San Antonio 102
Houston 96. Sacramento 87
Utah 100, Charlotte 94
Golden State 136 Diener 116
Friday's Genes
Boston at Indiana, 6 30 pm
San Antonio at Marrs 6 30 pm
Chicago at %Adolphe. 630 pm
New Jersey at Dwrot 7 pm.
Cleveland at Minnesota, 7 pm
Atlanta vs Washington at Balmoral. 7 pm
New York at Dallas, 730 pm
Seattle at Proems, 830 pm
Charlotte at LA Mors, 9130 PmMeade* at LA Lakes, 9.30 p rn
Setainlay's Game.
Mama at Atlanta 630 pm
hew Jersey at Cleveland. 630 pm
Dallas at Orlando. 830 pin
Philadelphia at Washington, 630 ern_
,ndana at Chicago 7 30 pm
New York at Houston. 730 p.m.
Mavairkee at Denver 8 10 pm
Minnesota at Utah 8 30 pm
LA Copiers at Golden State. 930 pm
Phoenix at Sacramento 9 30 p
Sunday's Garnett
Detroit at San Antonio noon
Cnarions at Portend, 7 pm
Seattle at LA Laker:, 930 pm

NHL STANDINGS

NEW ORLEANS - Torn Watson. Billy Mayfair,
Phil BlaCkfmar. Dillard Pruitt and Sam Randolph
snot 5-under-par 67s to share the first-round
ead in the USF&G Classic, with 51-year-old
Jack Nicklaus continuing his strong play of late
with a 68 Nicklaus, who fintshed fifth last week
at Dotal, was the leader of a pack one stroke
back that also included Kenny Knox, Ronnie
Back. Bob LOhr. Barry Jaeckel and Karl
K rnball
PHOENIX - Cathy Gering overcame tha.ran.
vend and ccnd to shoot a 3-under-par 70 for a
iwo-stroke -ead after the opening round of Ine
LPGA's Standard Register tournament Betsy
King, whowon this event in 1985, and Carcaine
Keggi were the only other competitors to break
par on the 6,514-yard, par-73 Moon Valley
Country Club course, each carding a 72 OkHee Ku, the venner here in 1988, matched par
and was ioned at 73 by Donna White. Meg
Mallon, Lenore Rittenhouse, Cindy FiggCurrier Jody Anschutz arid Nancy Harvey

WALES CONFERENCE
Patrick Division
W L T Pts GF GA
39 31 5 83 320 283
j•Y
N PillAb
Rangt
u
34 29 12 80 276 245
New Jetelly
31 31 13 75 260 248
p%
Washingt
ladobb
h na
34 34 6 74 241 245
32 34 9 73 238 247
NY Islanders
21 42 10 56 212 276
Adams Division
y-8ostoe
41 23 11 93 273 246
r-Monthel
37 29 10 84 262 237
28 29 17 73 265 257
Ir•-kaauttrdlorcli°
31 34 10 72 222 250
01.41:9C
14 48 13 41 214 335
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division
• L T Pts GF GA
1-Chicago
45 22 7 97 259 194
x-St :Cute
42 22 11 95 292 241
33 34 8 74 260 274
xMI
x: PID "
n nesota
t
26 3.4 14 66 219 244
Toronto
21 44 10 52 227 304
Smythe Division
x-Calgary
44 24 7 95 319 240
rloe Angeles
42 23 10 94 317 237
I-Edmonton
35 34 5 75 253 251
Vancouver
26 42 9 61 235 305
Viinn000
25 40 11 61 251 276
x-cfnched playoff berth
y-cInchecl division trtle
Thursday's Genes
QueOec 3 Boston 3. le
Washington 6. N.Y Wanders 2
St Leos 4 Philp:NOW 1
Pittsburg', 5 NY Rangers 4, 07
New Jersey 2. Chicago 2. as
Friday's Games
Toronto at Detroit 8 35 p in
Minnesota at Weehrigion 706 p m
Winnipeg at Vanaxiver, 935 pm
Saturday's Grass
N Y Rangers at Philadelphia. 12-06 p.m
auflato at Boston, 1235 pin
Chicago at Pittsburgh. 12 35 pm
Sr Lass at NY Islanders, 635 p.m
Hartford at Quebec. 635 pm
Wnnipeg at Edmonton. 705 p.m. New Jersey an Momreal, 7-05 p
Detroit at Toronto. 706 pin
Calgary at Los Angeles. 935 pm.
Sunday's Gann*
Boston at Washington, 12.35 pm
Philadelphia at Buffalo. 1:06 pm
Minnesota at Chicago, 135 pm
NY islanders at NY Rangers. 635 pin
Los Angeles at Edmonton 705 pm

TENNIS
KEY BISCAYNE. Fla - Gabnela Sabatin
mane a stunning comeback after an 0-8 first
se1
to defeat arch-rival Sten, Graf 0-6, 7-6
(8-6),
6_1 in the International Players Championship.
In the final, Sabatini wal,tace top-ranked Monica Sells, who overpowered Mary Joe Fernandez6-3 In'rherf'S -play, No 1 Stefan
Edberg and unseeded David Whpatort won to
advance - TO The semifinals. Edtterg' Overca
me
'0..•• ser points in the second set as he beat
Sanche2 6-2, 7-6 I8-6).

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES-Sent Mom Mussin.a. oche.
to
Met minor league camp tor reassignment
Dave Mani nez Franosco de la Rosa and WeOpboned
Unite,
Wore% to Rocneste of the International League
CLEVELAND INDIANS-Waived Alan Cockrell
.
outfielder
DETROIT TIGERS-Sent Jose Ramos. Wont"
outngM.
to London of the Eastern League Sent Curt Ford.
Outhelder, to trier manor league camp for
reassignment
NEW YORK YANKEES-Sem Steve Adkins, and Damn
Criapin anchors Berne Willem. and Gerald
cudeidems to Columbus of the International League
Sent WIN.' Smith, pions,. to Albany of the Eastern
League Sent Brad Arento and Dave Sax catmers.
Mks Gadela pitcher, By DeJardin infielder, arid
Van Smiler put5oidar. to their manor
league camp for
reataignment
SEATTLE MARINERS-Optioned lAke Gardner. Brian
Givens. Brent Knacker! Dave Richards and Clnt Zaver.
as McNees and Frank Bolick infielder to Calgary
the Paafic Coast League Claimed Man Cockrell. outof
herder on wavers and optioned tarn to Calory Sent
Vance Loyeace and Jose Meander. pitchers,
Steve Springer imbeds. to their minor *ague campand
for
%assignment
National League
NEW YORK METS-Sent Kevin U.?, inAlader, to that
MnOr league camp for reassigment
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS--Opacitted Johrirry And.
Ocher. ix Pnoenv of the Pealc Coast League
BASKETBALL
Continental Bsaketbell AibeeCiatten
ALBANY PATROONS-Sigmed Randy Alen.
thrift!
Untied Steles Basketball
NEW HAVEN SKYHAWKS-NernedLents,
Wheel Dolka
director of markeeng
ihniLADELPHiA SPIfieT-Nerned BI Lang coach and
Jim Cabandf director of player personnel

ALBANY, N.Y.(AP)- It was only fitting that one
of the Minutemen
made the shot heard 'round the National Invita
tion Tournament.
That man was Tony Barbee, and his 3-point shot
day night gave underdog Massachusetts an 80-80 at the buzzer Thurstie and new life against
Siena.
The Minutemen then played some tenacious defens
denly tentative Saints scoreless in overtime. Meanw e, holding the sudhile, Jim McCoy hit a
17-foot jumper with 50 seconds left, the only points
to give Massachusetts (20-11) a stunning 82-80 of the extra session,
victory and a berth
against Stanford in the NIT semifinals Monday night
at Madison Square
Garden in New York.
Stanford advanced with a 78-68 victory over
Southern Illinois. In
Thursday night's other game, Colorado beat Arkan
sas State 81-75 to
move into the semis against Oklahoma. The
Sooners beat Providence
83-74 on Wednesday night.
"Tony made the shot of maybe the century for the
University of Massachusetts," said third-year coach John Calipari, who
has resurrected a
woeful program. Only four other Division I teams
had
ing the 1980s than Masschusetts, which won 103 and worse records durlost 203 games from
1979-89.
"Our basketball image in the state was so bad that
we wouldn't be able
to get any players from the state who would be
good enough to help us
win," Calipari said.
Not any more, thanks to a 78-74 victory at
Fordham in the second
round and another upset Thursday night that was
fashioned in a matterof
seconds in front of a hostile crowd of 14,084.
"The biggest thing you'll find from this game is
Calipari said. "They (Siena) deserve to be in the we never gave up,"
final
They're that good. I knew it would be a tough game, four of the NIT.
that it'd be an upset
if we came in here and won."
Trailing 80-77 with only 2.9 seconds to play
in regulation, Calipari
called timeout to set up one last play. The plan
was to go to either
McCoy, his top scorer, or Rafer Giles, his
best 3-point shooter.
Instead, Anton Brown found Barbee along the right
side with a long
pass and his jumper gave the Minutemen five
more minutes.
"I didn't even see the ball go in," said Barbe
e, who finished with 10
points and joined his teammates in a victory dance
the final buzzer. "I just heard the crowd screaming at center court after
and I knew I hit it."
'I thought that if we could get it into overtime,
or make it a close
game, we'd have an advantage,'' said Caliph,
whose Minutemen had
been in four overtime games during the season. "We
lost about six games
this way this year, so we were due to win a
game like this."
Siena (25-10) was unable to get a quality shot off
in
onds of the game. Marc Brown, completing his career the final 30 sec, missed an awkward layup attempt as time expired.
For the Saints, it was a bitter loss to swallow despit
e the team's exceptional showing in the postseason. They defeated
South Carolina 63-58
Tuesday night in the second round. but the failure to
make the trip to the
Garden will haunt them for some time to come.
If anything hurt the Saints, it was their free-t
hrow shooting. They
entered the game averaging just over 75 percent
but connected on only
57.1 percent (16-28) from the line Thursday night.
Two of those misses
were by Bruce Schroeder -- a 79.8 percent free-t
hrow shooter - with
1:30 left in the overtime.
Adam Keefe scored 24 points in leading Stanford over Southe
rn Illinois, 78-68.
The Cardinal (18-13), hitting on 64 percent of their shots
from the
field, took a permanent lead from the first basket of the game.
The
Salukis did come as close as a point at 43-42 with 15 minut
es to play, but
Stanford came back to build its biggest lead of the g-ame to
68-55 with
4:39 to play on a basket by the 6-foot-9 Keefe.
Helping to build that lead were Andrew Vlahov, who had 14
points.
and John Patrick with 12 points.
Southern Illinois (18-14), hitting only 37 percent of its field
goal
attempts, was led by Ashraf Amaya's 17 points.

Seton Hall ...

(Coni'd from page 8)
points.
Tarkanian'came out of the
UNLV dressing room and watched
the conclusion of the Seton HallArizona game. He was impressed
by the Pirates' effort.
"Right now, Seton Hall is playing really great ball," he said.
"Dchere is playing out of his
mind. And we have a great deal of
respect for P.J."
Tarkanian wasn't as impressed
with UNLV's game against Utah.
The Rebels went to their "amoeba" zone defense in the second
half after leading only 41-35 in the
first half.
"I was very disappointed that
we weren't able to take them out of
their offense," Tarkanian said.
UNLV got 23 points from Larry
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Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

That's
State Farm
insurance."

When you have a facility as good as ours,
you let it speak for itself.

753-7283

.!ate Farm Insurance Companies
Home Ott,ces Bloomington Illinois

NCAA Tournament

Al The lietrodorn•
filinneepolis
Thursday, March 14
Duke 102. Northam Louis,ana 73
76, East Tennessee State 71
EAST REGIONAL
Connecticut 79 Louisan' State 62
Fire Round
Xawor, Ohio 89 Nebraska 034
At Cote Fleidhouse
At Dayton Arens
Canoga Perk, lid
Dayton, Ohio
Thursday. Month 14
Friday, March IS
Okehomil State 67 kiew Memo, 54
St .lonn's 75. NOrthern linos 68
North Carolina Stele 1 1 4 Soidhem Willeseet
Texas 73, & Peters 65
k 85
Temple 80 Purdue 63
Ohio State 07 Towson Slate
86
Richmond 73 Syracuse 69
Georgia Tech 87 DePaul 70
At Ttte Corner Dome
Second Round
Syracuse, •Y
At The kletrodorme
Friday, March 15
lien ohs
Eastern Michigan 76 Msesaapp State 56
Seturdey, *limn 18
Penn State 74 UCLA 69
Duke 85. ,ovia 7'
Noon Carcana 101 Now-ear,
s 66
Connecticut 66 ;aver Chit) 5C
Viand% 50 Pnnceein 48
At Dayton Arena
Second Round
Dayton, Ohio
At Cole Feldhouse
Sunday, March t7
College Park, kid
Ono State 65 Georgia 'eel 61
Saturday, klatch 111
St John s 84 Texas 76
Temple 77 Richmond 64
Rsgional Sernrfinals
Oklahoma State 73 North Carolina State 64
At The Stiverdom•
At The Carrier Dome
Pontee, Mich
Syracuse, •Y
Friday, March 22
Sunday, March 17
Ofno State 127.3i vs St Johns ,22-81. 640 pm
North Carolina 84 Woman 69
Duks_128-7) vs Connoctrout :2410; 30 servers after
EaeWn Michigan 71 Pan' Slate 68 or
COMO of arsi game
Regional Semdineks
Regions' Champonehp
At The Ideedowiands Arena
At The Silverdome
East Rutherford, N.J.
Pontiac, Mich.
Friday, klarCh 22
North Cardre 275)r
vs Easter?, tallchtiotn 126-61 6 32 Duke-ConnecticutSunday, Merck 24
wine. vs Onic State-St Johns
pm
Tempi (23-9i ra Oklahoma State (24-7) 30 minutes wirer 3 p
• • • •
altar comp of Irst game
WEST REGIONAL
Regional Championship
Fin Round
Sunday, March 24
At The Jon It Huntsman Center
At The Meadowlands Arena
Sett Lake City
East Flutherlord, N.J.
plo
hurederm
owo y, March 14
Temple -Oklahoma State einnai vs Nor...,
St
Catolna-Eashen thchigar rennet 12
40 cm
Cr
S ePgrhtH
o
n
all64
7
1.New
Wilco State 56
• • • •
Brigham Young 61, VirpiNa 48
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
Arizona 93 St Francis. Pa 8C
First Round
At The McKee Center
At Freedom -Halt
Tucson, Am...
Louisville, K'y
Friday. March 15
Thursday, March 14
Michigan State 60 Wisconen-Greer Ban 58
Fattsbi..rgri 76 Georgia 68 or
Lnar 82 Sown Alabama 72
Kansas 55 hew Orleans 49
Georgetown 70 Vanderbilt 60
Florida Stale 75 Southern California 72
uf•LV
99 Montana 65
[Mena 79 Coastai Carolina 69
Second Round
At The Omni
At The Jon U Huntsman Center
All.
City
Friday, March 15
Saturday, March 16
Arkansas 1 1 7 Georgia State 76
Arizona 76 BnghamS.Y
n CtLrige
ak 6,C
Arizona State 79 Rutgers 76
Seto, Hat 81 Graviton 69
Alabama 89 Murray Stale 79
At The McKee Center
Wake FORMS! 71 Louisiana Ted, 65
Tucson, Ara,
Second Round
Sunday, March 17
At Freedom Hall
Uta• 85 micni;an State 84 207
Ky
UNLV 62 Georgetown 54
Saturday, March 16
&prone' Serniftnele
Kaneas 77 Pinsburgn 66
Al The Kongdome
indent 62 rionda State 60
Suit.
At The Omni
Thursday March
Atlanta
Senor irall 8' Arzonk 77
Sunday, March 17
JhL 83 '...nan 66
Aabarna 96 Wake Forest 88
Regional Championship
Arkansas 9' Arzona State 90
At The Kingdom*
Regional Sernrfinals
At The Cherette Coliseum
Saturday
,March
. ls
23
Charlotte, •C.
Setor Has i'25-8. vs ONLY 133-0) 6-0
3 Thursday, March 21
•
•
• •
Arkansas 93 Asoarre 70
THE FINAL. FOUR
Kansas 83 Indiana 65
At The HOO•Iff Dome
Regional Chempionship
Indianapolis
At TM Charlotte Coliseum
Charon*, N.C.
Saturd
Sim
ay,diMarch
ais 30
Saturday, March 23
East crampon vs Southeast champion
•ansas '25-'* vs Aniansas '34-31 3 40 p in
Midwest crampon vs West cnarrapor
• • • •
Championship
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Serri'ma, sonnens Monday' April
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Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages

Rossinsurance Agency
=fall

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

Our salute to the U.S. Armed Forces.

Announcing the Ford Military
Appreciation Purchase Program.

11-12
13-14
15-16
16-18

Right now we're offering all United
States active-duty military personnel
or their spouses substitrOt1 sayings off
the ManufacturcesSiiiggested Retail
Price on any new 1990, 1991 or 1992
Ford, Mercury, or Limaln car or any
Ford light truck throtigh F-14) series
pickups and the EconOline

REGISTER SATURDAY, MARCH 23RD
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
at:

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

V
-

11..1a, a fttne

970 Chestnut St.

And,only one ‘ehicle can be purchased per household.
The Fottl Military Appreciation Purchase Program is our way of saying
thanks. go come in and say "You're
welcome."
FORID
MERCURY
LINCOLN

To be eligible, just prove yoUT activeduty military status as of March 1,
1991. You must take delivery of your
new vehicle by December 31, 1991.

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut St., Murray
753-8844

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St., Murray
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Lorry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
759-9888

Parker Ford says "Thanks."

Ages 5-6
Ages 7-8
Ages 9-10

uznsy t Fusel( liodses

a

Like a good neighbor
State Fara •,?ere

Murray
Calloway County
Baseball Association
1991 Baseball
Registration
Leagues:
T-Ball
Pad( League
Kentucky League
Little League
Pony League
Colt League
Senior Babe Ruth
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SCOREBOARD

Johnson and 15 each from Augmon
and 7-foot reserve Elmore Spencer.
Utah (30-4) was led by Josh
Grant's 17.
Utah coach Rick Majerus was
impressed with UNLV, but he
wasn't overly impressed.
"I think they can be beaten," he
said. "You can lose to anyone in
the tournament. But they've got the
whole package and you've got to
play well yourself. We didn't play
that well."
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Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies,
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding .
506 Industrial' Road
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Blessed are the
poor in spirit
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FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
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SERVICE
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753-9164

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.•10 30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p m.
Midnight on Weekends
5r-17 '. l:
753 8841
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Call In Orders 753 7101

"For God so loved the world that he sent

his only begotten son that whoever
believeth in him should not perish but

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice

PITT MAN' WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
408 N . 4t h

759-4796

have eternal life"

John 3:16

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT PIIL=P
-Hut.

Pizza-

Pasta

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

••

Sandwiches

12th & Chestnut • 759-4646
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Jesus saith unto Inm, 'I am the
war, the trutha
, nd the hfe: no
man cometh unto the Father,
hut hr me."
John 14:6
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"Modern Technology for Today's Printing
Needs•'

just as He said. Come,see the place
Where He was lying...Matthew
28:6
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"He is not here,for He has risen,
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"We Do Chicken Right"

'Therefore ifany man is in Christ,
he is a new creature; the old
things passed away; behold, new
things have come."
2 Corinthians 5:17
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Speakers, music and activities for Sunday releas
ed by churches

Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday. March
24, as follows:

the Rev. Randolph Allen, Rick Beam,
will sing and anthem, With the Waving
Pace will direct the niusic with Claric
Brent Evans, Calvin Todd, Max Dowe
of the Palms'Church School will be at
Norswothy and Janice Hays as accomdy, John Brittain, Anthony Manning, 9 45
a m , Reach-out Callers IV and
panists Assisting will be Jayson Key,
Bob Tanner, David Lee and Michael
UMYF Parent'Youth Dinner at 5 p m
Martha McCallon, Keith Norsworthy
Cutini. Sunday School will be at 10
Elm
Grove Baptist
Brooks Chapel
and Phill McCallon. Sunday School will
a m and Junior Church at 11 a m
The
Rev David Brasher pastor, A
United Methodist
be at 10 am
Glendale Road
speak at 11 am and 645 pm serThe Rev Don Barnett, pastor, will
Christian Science
Churc
h
of
Christ
vices Music will be directed by Donald
speak at 11 am and 6 p m. services
Services will be at 10 30 a m SunJohn Dale, minister, will speak
Smith with Glenda Rowlett and Teresa
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
day and 7 30 p m each second Wedabout 'Jonathan, David's Friend" with
Suitor as accompanists Special music
Bethel United Methodist
nesday Reading Room will be open
scripture from I Samuel 2316-18 at 9
at morning hour will be by Bobbie Bur The Rev Don Barnett, pastor, will
from 12 noon to 3 pm on Wednesday
a m service and about 'The Unfinkeen,
Juanita Lee and Donald Smith
speak at 9 30 a m. service. Sunday
and Saturday
ished Restoration' with scripture from
Sunday School with. Dwayne FutkerSchool will be at 10:30 a m
New Life
Matthew 7:15-20 at 6 pm service
son as director will be at 10 a m arid
First Christian
Christian Center
Jerry Bolls will direct the song service
Church Training with Bill Outland as
Dr. David C Roos, pastor, will
The Rev Mark Welch, pastor will
Assisting will be Randy Young, Roddirector and Junior Choir at 6 p ai
speak about 'Terror on Everyside" with
speak at 11 am service The
ney Lowe, Bill Looney, Lonnie Furr,
Rev
scripture from Mark 111-11 at 10:45
Hazel Baptist
Karen Welch and Tony Powell will
Ron McNutt, Jon Rose, Roy Harmon,
lead
a.m Palm Sunday service. The
The Rev. James T. Garland pastor
praise
and worship. Sunday School
Charles Lamb, Jack Ward, Earl Nanny,
Chancel Choir with Lee Kem as direcwill speak at 11 a m service arid the
will be at 9 30 a.m. The church is open
Wayne Wilson, Dennis F Burkeen,
tor will sing 'Were You There" The
Re Jack Jones at 6 30 p m service
for prayer at 9 a.m.
Garry Evans and Larry Pea Bible
Children's Palm Processional will be
Ge e Orr. Miller will direct the music
Kirksey Baptist
classes will be at 10 am
prior to the service with the children
with Oneida White and Roger Hutson
The Rev Van Russell. pastor, will
West
Fork
Baptis
t
pinning palm branch crosses on each
as accompanists The Choir will sing
speak at 11 am and 630 pm serThe Rev. Lawson Williamson, pasone present. Assisting will be Bailey
'At the Cross" at morning hour Joe B
vices W A Erwin will direct the music
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m
Gore, Barbara Pursley, Marie ForresAdams will be deacon of the weep
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
services. Music will be directed by
ter, Bob Boeschel, Mike Ridley, Scott
Sunda
y
School
with Adams as director
as accompanists Sunday School with
Alvin Usrey with Brenda Wyatt and
Marvin, Tern Benton, Jim Boone,
will
be at 9 45 a m and Discipleship
Lewis Warner as superintendent will
Janet Arnold as accompanists
Helen Campbell, Jo Crass, Raylene
Training with Charles 0\.••-ast as
be at 10 a m and Children's Church at
Daphne Turner will sing at morning
Gagel, Hester Gray, Ron Gray and
director at 5 30 p m
11 a m
hour and Children's Choir at evening
Judy Lyle Sunday School will be at
South Pleasant Grove
Coldwater United Methodist
hour. Dale Arnold will be deacon of
9:30 a m., Good News dinner at 5 30
United Methodist
Dr Robert Farless, interim pastor,
week. Sunday School with Phillip Bazp m and Elders meeting at 7 p m
The
Rev Jim Alford. pastor 6
will speak at 11 a m service with Rex
zell as director will be at 10 a m
speak about 'Were You Tr,ere
First Baptist
Smith as song leader and Jimmy Wilw".
Imman
uel
Luther
an
Dr. T.T Crabtree, evangelist, will
scripture from Matthew 27 45-50 at
son as pianist Sunday School with
The Rev Clarence W Helmich,
speak at 10:45 a m and 7 p.m ser10:45 a m service. Truman Whitfield_ TC Hargro
pastor, will speak about 'Jesus Christ
ve as director will be at 10
vices. Jim McMurtne will be guest
will sing 'Filled with Excitement' and
am
is Lord" with scripture from Philippians
musician with Gina Scaggs and Lisa
will direct the Choir while singing
Murray Church of God
2 5-11 at 10.30 a m. service, Junior
Ray as accompanists Don Herndon
'Sing, My Tongue, the Glorious Battle'
Daie Rooinson pastor, will speak at
Confirmation will take place in worship
will be deacon of the week McMurtrie
with Tommy Gaines and Kathy Erwin
11 a m and 6 p m. services. Sunda
service with the two confirmands being
y
will sing a solo at both services. Speas accompanists Assisting will be
School will be at 10 a m
Jamie Frisk and Sarah Ramsey
cial music will be by Sanctuary Choir
Darren Clark, Mitch Jackson. Gary
Assisting will be Alice Witte. organist.
Murray Baptist Mission
at morning hour and Youth Choir at
Cooper, Darrel Clark and Phil and
Doug Helmich, Randy Hjetland, Ralph
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
evening hour. Sunday School will be at
Marylin Liddle. Sunday School will be
Lorenz, Arnold Ronna. and George
speak at 2.45 p.m service Bible
930 a m., Adult Handbells at 4 30
at 945 a.m. and Eldora Friebel. A reception for the
Study will be at 2 p.m.
p.m., Acteens and SS Directors at
Grace
Baptis
t
newly-confirmed will follow. Sunday
Ferguson Springs Baptist
445 p.m., Youth Choir at 5_50 p.m ,
The Rev:Terry Sills, director of misSchool and Bible Class will be at 9.30
The Rev Darvin Stom, pastor will
Discipleship Training, GAs, RAs, Sign
sions for Blood River Baptist Associaam
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Language Class and Revival Choir at
tion, will speak at 8 30 and 10 50 a m
New Concord
Roy Skinner will direct the music with
6 p m and Praise at 8 p.m
and 6 p m. services. His morning topic
Vivian Stom as accompanist Sunday
Church of Christ
will be it Is Finished' with scripture
First Presbyterian
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at
from John 1930. Buel Downey will be. School will be at 10 a m
The Rev Thomas Schellingerhout,
9:50 a m. and 6 p m. services. AssistCalvary Temple
deacon of the week. Kevin Rudicil wit
pastor. will speak about 'Day of SymThe Rev E.F Clere. pastor, will
ing will be Kenneth Geurin, W.T Patdirect the music with Dwane Jones
bols with scripture from Matthew
speak at 11 a m. and 6:30 p m serterson, Jason Haley, Cary7 Alexander
211-11 at 10:45 a.m. service. The
and Susan Jones as accompanistc
vices Sunday School will be at 10
Hugh Fuqua. Rudy Brawner. Ed HenMorning soloists will be Steve Adams
Chancel Choir will sing an anthem, "All
a rn
don. Gus Yarbrough. Willie Smith and
Hail The Power of Jesus Name" with
and Ann Rudicil The Choir will sing at
Shea Sykes. Bible classes will be at 9
Oak Grove Baptist
evening hour. Sunday School will be at
Michael Buerhaus as choir director
am. and 5.30 p.m.
The Rev Calvin Wilkins will speak
9 45 a m.
and Pat Bomba as organist A service
at 11 a m service and the Rev. SamWestside Baptist
of dedication will also be held. Church
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev Glynn Orr. pastor, will
my Cunningham at 6 30 p.m. service
The Rev. James. H Cain, pastor
School will be at 9 30 a m
speak about 'The Strait Gate' with
Jimmy Key will direct the music with
will present a lesson on *His Agony
St. John's Episcopal
scripture from Luke 13 22-30 at 10 30
Jennifer Downey as pianist Sunday
His seeming Defeat, His Victory' in the
The Palm Sunday liturgy will be at 8
School with Dan Billington as director
a m service Tommy Scott will direct
10 a m. .preachingiteaching session
and 10 30 a m Blessing of the Palms
will De at 10 am
the music with Patsy Neale and Susie
Evangelistic service will begin at 6
will be on the patio at 1030, followed
Scott as accompanists. Reid Hall will
Palestine United Methodist
pm
by the procression into the church. Fr
sing a solo, Susan Tibbets will play a
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
Memorial Baptist
Andre Trevathan will be assisted by
piano offertory, and Adult Choir will
speak at 11 a m. service Stanley DunThe Rev. Jim Simmons. pastor will
Nancy Schempp, Kathy Mowery and
sing a hymn medley. At 7 p m. the
can arid Mary Conner will direct the
speak at 10:50 a.m. service. Assisting
Barbara Malinauskas
Church Music Ministry will present an
music with Faye Childress as pianist
will be Randall Winchester, deacon of
Eastwood Baptist
Easter musical of Restoration, in the
Sunday School with Jimmy Burkeen as
the week. Kurt Simmons. minister of
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will speak
Garden.' Sunday School will be at
director will be at 10 a m.
music, will direct the music with Janet
about The Subject of Money' at 11
930 a.m.
Finch and Tonya Simmons as accomPoplar Spring Baptist
a.m service and about Will A Man
The Rev Dennis Norvel, pastor, will
First United Methodist
panists Eva Hale will sing a solo at
Rob God" at 6 p m. service. Greg MayThe Rev. Nowell Bingham. pastor
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p m. services
morning hour. The Easter pageant.
all will direct the music with April Mack
will speak at 8.30 and 10.50 am serMark Hardison will direct the music
'The Lamb,' will be presented at 7
and Susan Reynolds as accompanists
vices Acolytes will be Morgan BlankSunda
y School with Marty Futrell as
p
m.
Sunda
School
y
will
be
at 9 ap
Pam Trees and Greg Mayall will sing
director will be at 10 a m and Church
enship and Angie Fitch Randall Black
am
solos at morning hour A stewardship
will sing 'Calvary" at both services
Training with Ricky Stewart as director
University
banquet will start the evening service
The Chancel Choir with Kim Black as
wit be at 6 p.m.
Church of Christ
Assisting will be the Rev. Steve Todd,
directeor and Joan Bowker as organist
Martin's Chapel
Charley Bazzell, minister will speak
United Methodist
at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. services His
The Rev. Thomas E Cary Jr pasmorning topic will be 'A Priceless Pair
tor, will speak at 9 30 a.m. service.
with scripture from Phil 217-30 Ernie
Ralph Robertson will direct the music
Bailey will direct the -song service
vvittl--Edwrna Petrie as pianist. Sunday
Assisting will be Sam Parker . Bill
By H.C. CHILES
School will be at 10 30 a.m.
Boyd, Kim Wallis, Hampton Brooks,
Good Shepherd
Todd Brooks, Joey BaZzell. "Chris
Freedom And Responsibility
not give anybody a just cause for Hays, Jeff Dunman. Tommy Reid. Tim
United Methodist
The pastor the Rev Thomas E
I Corinthians, 8:8
offense.-When you are contemplating Erwin. Larry Lilly, Walter Mehr. Jimmy
Cary Jr., will speak at 11 a m service.
An important probleth arose in the
a certain course of conduct always Ford, Bobby Spiceland and Larry
Diana Tatlock will direct the music with
Corinthian Church. It was the questhink of whether or not it will be Painter Bible classes will be at 9 am
Margaret Kennedy and Betty Poole as
St.
Leo
Catholic
tion as to whether or not it was right
helpful to others. To Paul the welfare
Masses will be at 6 p m Saturday' accompanists. Sunday School will be
for Christians to eat me•it which had
at 10 am and UMYF at 5 p.m.
of others was a far greater importance and 8 and 11 a.m. and 8 pm Sunday
Coldwater Baptist
been offered to idols and later sold in
than eating some meat Following his with Fr. Larry McBride as pastor
The Rev. Jackie Geunn, pastor, will
Assisti
the 'public markets. Let us be most
wil!
ng
be
Chrit
Paradi
se, Jason
instructions and his noble example.
speak at 11 . a m and 6 p.m. services
Tidwell
Auer, Karen Bal4er Al
considerate to the well-being of
we shall do well to relinquish any Paluch,, Tom
Bobby Manning will direct the music
Linda Shepard. Victor and
others, striving to provoke them to
with Marge West and Jennifer Culp as
personal rights that might have an Lynn Fromm, Louis Charette. Richar
d
accompanists Sunday School will be
good works, rather than to cause them
Kirby, Virginia Smart, Bill Whitaker
injurious effect on others.
at 10 am
to stumble and to sin. Let us guard
Jane Blankenship. Cheryl Gressler,
Christians are not to seek their oWn
Lynn Grove
against anything that would cause our
John Mikulcik, Joey Woods, Chanter
United Methodist
Casper, Dana Sublett, Gerry .Kelly.._
weaker brethen to stumble and fall. selfish interests, but they are required
The Rev Coy Garrett, pastor, will
Chris Fuhrmann, Joseph Fuhrmann,
to live for the welfare of others, and
I Corinthians 9: 19-23
speak at 9 30 a m service. Judy Kelso
Donald
Burke.
Max
Cariady. Judy and
will be organist. Sunday School will be
Paul adopted mercy as a way of life. most of all for the glory of God. By the
Larry Krouse, Sr .Mary Anne, Dick
at 10 30 am
He considered his proclamation of the glory of God is meant the bringing of
Maddox and Pam Schell
Spring Creek Baptist
His attributes into prominence and
Goshen United Methodist
Gospel an act of mercy. Motivated by
The Rev Terry Powell, pastor, will
worki
ng
The
out
of
His
Rev
purpos
Susan
es,
and
Allsop
this
-Atkin
a desire to introduce sinners to Christ,
son,
speak at 11 a.m and 7 p m. services
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m service
Paul was willing to undergo strict we do through obedience to His with
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Marlen
e Beach as lay assistant
expressed will. We are admonished to
Coles Camp Ground
self-discipline.
Acolytes will be Dana Parker and
United Methodist
Grateful from his freedom of law, recognize God in all our plans, pur- Samantha Gibbs Joe Lawrence will
The Rev Kendrick Lewis. pastor
poses, and pursuits - His ownership of direct Children's Church Others
sin, and death, Paul understood
will speak at 9 a m. service with
us, His authority over us, His love for assisting will be Madeline Parker ,. Donclearly God's will for his life and
Donald Williams as song leader and
na
Parker
,
Pat
Brunn
faithfully proclaimed the Gospel. As us, and His provision for our needs. Cochrum Sunday School and Robert Dean Stephenson as pianist Sunday
with Ronnie
We can live to the glory of God by Hutson as directo
School with Jerry Lassiter as superinlong as basic Christian doctrine and
r will be at 10 a m
tendent will be at 10 a m
ackno
wledg
ing
Him, by seeking to
Kirksey United Methodist
moral conduct were not involved,
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor, will
Paul did not hesitate to alter his know Him better, by loving Him
speak
about
'Don't
The Rev Charles Anderson. pastor.
Sweet Talk Me, If
methods in order to introduce people devotedly, and by serving Him faith- You Don't
Mean II' with scripture from
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m serfully.
to Christ and get them to be submisMatthew 18 19 at 11 am. service Ron
vices. Sunday School will be at 10

a m and Church Training at 5 p rii
Temple Hill
United Methodist
The Rev Kendrick Lewis, pastor
will speak at 10 a m service with Janina Hopkins as music director Sunday
School with Benny Herndon as superintendent will be at 11 a m
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev Sammy Cunningham, pas
tor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p rn
services. Sunday School with Russell
Moss as superintendent will be at 10
am
Russell Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev Calvin Clark pastor, will
speak at 945 a m service with Red
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
Brown as pianist Sunday School will
be at 10 45 am
New Providence Baptist
The Rev Odell Colson. pastor. will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Sunday School will be at 10 a m

. Independence
U,iited Methodist
1
Rev Kendrick ewis, pastor,
will speak at 11- a.m. service with
Richard Dowdy as song leader and
Patricia Lassiter as pianist. Sunday
School with Howard Coy as superintpndent will be at 10 a m
Mason s Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev Dan Leslie. pastor, wiii
speak from Mark 15 at 11 a m. service The Youth Choir will slog. Karer.
Coles and Sharon Myatt will be
:niiipanists Sunday School with
a(,
Frank Coles as superintendent wtI
at 10 am
Hardin Baptist
Hie Rev. Ricky Cunningham, pas
tor, will speak at 8.30 and 10:30 am
arid 6 p m services Max Lawience
will be song leader with Martha LOU
Lawrence arid Sheila Clark as accerr'oarct
Sunday School will be at 9

Holy Week services planned
Holy Week services will be conducted at area United Methodist
Churches from Sunday, March 24.
to Wednesday. March 27.
Independence -United Methodist
Church, located east of - Almo off
Highway 464, v. ill conduct Palm
Sunday services on Sunday at f,
p.m. Church members will be
assisted by the Adult and Youth
Choirs of Mason's Chapel UniteLI
Methodist Church.
Alison Eldridge, Emily Les:
and Aileen Leslie will sing "H.'
Died For Mc," accompanied hv
Toni Jones. Samantha Hall
sing "The Lord's Prayer." accorr
panied by Patricia Lassiter_
On Monday, March 25. at 7 pr

:1 S'
I Liited Meth( ji
11. lot,at,.•d off Highway 12
Sou:li, New C'oncord Road,
(..Lctrt‘ .Corner. .1-1Q- Rev.
lot ••
c.0‘. i
rs;ict(ir, v. ill speak.
Unitel 'vlethndisi
L•itirL ti. h'cated oll LS. Highway
iith at Calloway Marshal
County Line, will have the servic.
on
March 26, at 7 p.n
I he Rev. Jim Gloss, church risto•
.pE;i1‹
I he sr i. ice
2 7. al 7

on Wednesday
p.m. will be ai
1.Mted Methodist Church
Highway (94 East. wit).
p?...r,-.-th71),cv. r,"n Barnett. as

Si
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FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S RAPBOOK
(
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)1 SC
lly Jam
•

es 11. ('ain
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I. Too many people don't c.re 0.H li ,:Teri; ., long as
doesn't happen to them.
2. The poorest man is one wit!' n( . , ,T1g. l),.1 P)olio,
3. You can't really take it easy ut•i:2s, tli.'rels something y •,::
should be doing.
4. Woe to the man who has not le.:,.i.: I to ii.,pe to love, and to
put trust in life.
.
in •:7'11 ii.'g1ity hard. jus'
5. If you want to make an ca
keep putting off ning it. 6. Reducing: Wishful shrinking_
7. A small business man is one v.1.0 is willing to sell his pro
ducts without hiring a researcher to find out v..hy s 'i want it
Wall Street Journal

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

sive to the Lord's will. Through
following his example we can honor
and glorify Christ and be the agents
through whom mercy can be shown.
Corinthians 10: 31-11: 1
Paul made a practice of solving
problems of personal conduct by great
truths to regulate the smallest duties.
He was far more concerned about the
welfare of others than he was about
his own interest. Paul remarked, "All
things are lawful for me,but all things
are not expedient," meaning that they
were not appropriate, wholesome,
advisable, constructive, helpful, and
edifying. Any act that causes another
to stumble and fall into sin is wrong. A
Christian must take into account the
effect of his conduct upon others and
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CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES

Corrpietery erected, ncluoing concrete fioorc t4 . ..-,,-, • ••.,,, ... 7
We offer you FREE estr-ates. referer'ciais a,.: ,yia''• -: :.---.:.-ora"aniy

• - ;_irials
. - w'fe-

.

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING

With hardboard siding
1' 1 car 112x20)
2 Car 08120)
Large 2 Car (22122)
2 1 Car (24:24)
Large 2' 2 Car (24130i

Delt,v• Models
$2,475
1 i Car (121201
$3.175
2 Car (181c20!
S3475
Large 2 Car (2202.i
$3,675
2 2 Car 124x24)
$4,i75
Large 74 Car (24130)
Pius ott ,eyr! •'•.t•
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

siding
$2.675
$3.575
$3 975
$it 075
$4675

VIri

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Melber, Ky.

-I

• i502) 674-5530

First United Methodist Church
503 Maple Street

HOLY WEEK SERVICES
March 24 - 31
Palm Sunday - 8:30 & 10:50 Worship

TUCK'S VgaTd-

"Jesus' Anger & Ours'

"The Factory Outlet for Building Supplies"
Hwy. 45 South • Martin, TN 901-587-3000
Prices good thru 3-31-91
1
_
Tuck's has
..
!It
the biggest
,
_di 1 I
selection and
best prices
•
for doors In
Aluminized Roof Coating
the area.
.t...
5 Ga'
Insulated
• $
Steel Doors
As Low As
-'16' Masonite Siding
.
/ea

, siili„.

"I

.

'89'

,---,--.

- 16" Chipboard

fl.

.s

MANAGER'S

White Commode

SPECIAL

7"
1
- 4ffill.
Find A Large Selecton And Best Pnces
Preflnish Vanity .
& Marble Top
$27'

Starting at
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Dr. Ben Boone - Fiist church. Benton

Wednesday - 12:05 to 12:30 - Chapel
Rev. Jim Alford - Sentl! Plea.: nit Grove

Thursday - 12:05 to 12:30 - Chapel

$4.99 ea.
$15.50 ea
$35.00 ea.

Dr. Cecil Kirk, First Church, Mayfield

7:00 p.m. - Sanctuary
Holy Communion & Tetiehrae Service

11

4"

Friday - 12:05 to 12:30 - Chapel

Thick Storm Doors

Rev. Susal Allsop Atkins

$69.00 ea

.• •

,

••

#.

4 ,.. k • tf

"The House of Laughter"
A light lunch will be available following the noon service
s Monday through Friday
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Goshen

Easter Sunday - 8:30 & 10:50 Worship

$25e0a

":•ft
,

*

-

Tuesday. - 12:05 to 12:30 - Chapel

.

Quantities Are Limited
Locatod on Hwy. 45E • One NM South of DovmtoWn • Martin,
TN • Phone: 901-587-3000
Firs.: Mon.441. 7:30430; Sat 7104:00; Now Accept
ing VISA/Mastercard & American Express

East Main St. 753-4461

Rev. Harrell Nation - Trinity Church, Paris

Limited Size & Selection
You'll Find Over 100
PreflnIsh Paneling
Selections at Tuck's

Need A New Bat Vanity? At Tuck's You Will

Daily & Weekly
Rates
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Auto Rental

$18.99
$4.99

3.4 BC Plywood.
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Monday - 12:05 to 12:30- Chapel

This Month's
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Torture victim

Teacher certified
candidates invited
to attend Teacher
Career Day at MSU

Humanely
Speaking
••••-•• -

Teacher certified candidates are
invited to attend Teacher Career
Day on Tuesday, March 26, from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Curris
Center ballroom at Murray State
University.
School administrators and recruiters from 17 school systems in
Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri and
Georgia will provide information
about vacancies and information
about the school systems for mother certified candidates in an informal setting.
For more information, call the
Murray State Cooperative Education and Placement Office at
762-3735.

Calloway Co.
Humane Society

•
a,ol,* Ile 'acct.,*
LENDING A
HELPING HAND
Most people, when they hear the
Humane Society mentioned, probably
first think of money. Certainly, our
paw is often stretched out for the
funds we need to operate the county
animal shelter and conduct our extensive program of humane education.
Without money, we could not function very effectively.
But we have another need just as
pressing - volunteers. They are the
lifeblood of the Society.
-- Again, the image of long hours
spent cleaning cages at the shelter,
endless committee meetings and demands on an already busy schedule
come to mind.
But one need not become a beast of
burden or-become involved with some
of the more heartbreaking aspects of
working at the shelter to make a big
difference to the Society and to the
animals we help. The activities of the
Society are so extensive and varied
that you can almost "do your own
thing" and give only as much time as
ou can spare - when it is convenient
to you.

- a car or truck may be needed. It
needs someone handy with tools who
might fix a hole in the fence, fix a
leaky faucet, do minor electrical or
carpentry repair, etc. It needs people
to sort newspaper and cut up carpet. A
dozen different errands need to be run
at the Shelter to relive the burden on
the regular staff when things get
hectic and busy. Now and then we
need a typist for an hour or two, or
someone to do some work on a
computer. We sometimes need help at
the Shelter on holidays.
Producing our newsletter can involve writing. soliciting ads, helping
Refugees at a camp near Saryyan. Iraq • look
with folding. stapling, and addressat
Four members of the music
Abdul-Razaq said he was taken prisoner short the scars on the chest of Najwat Ahdul-Razaq NIonday
ly after Iraq's inyasion of Kuwait and tortured
ing, etc. This might involve an hour or faculty at Murr
ay State University .
with a razor
blade by Iraqi soldiers for allegedly stealing
so only three times a year. Hardly
a car.
will present a recital to begin at 2
.•I a.c-P!•.oa,
burdensome if a dozen willing hands
p.m. Sunday, March 24, in the Farpitch in.
rell Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center on the campus.
Without sufficient volunteers, the
Scott Erickson will perform on
work falls on the few, and we cannot
open,n:ceting for supporters
the
bassoon and the saxophone, and
ard. a field representative in the will provide answ
help as many animals or solve as
ers to many of
of Dr. Floyd C P:vore, as well as
John
Schlabach will perform on the
Poore for Governor Campaign.
many
prob
the questions abou Poore. his
elms relating to the animals
others uno
.se to become
trumpet. They will be assisted by
Millie Ward. a Calloway County background, his philot
in
the
comm
unit
y
as
we might othersophy and his
more fa rn
:he Democratic
pianists Dr. Stephen Brown and Dr.
co-chairman (with Randall Patter- stand on
wise do. Our old hands. those who
the issues facing
a:and:dale
governor of Kentucky
Richard Scott.
son of Hazel) in the Poore cam- Kentucky.
have
helpe
d us for years, can provide
._"•:
primary election. is
The program is open to the publpaign. said the meeting will last no
"We invite and encourage any the training and guidance to the new
Thu-sday ever.ing.
ic
at no admission charge.
more than an hour.
hands who volunteer. As we have
one who would like
7.a,. 7 p.m in the Circuit
Music will include a bassoon
"Interest is beginning to pick up ter informed befor to become bet-Besid
es
opera
'
ting
the
Anim
al
indic
Shelated, there is a wide variety of
e making a com7 of -the %Iiller Courtsonata by Eder. a saxophone conin the primary campaign.- Ward mitment
ter and caring directly for needy tasks to be
of support in the Demodone - some big (which
Fourth and Maple
certo
said. "and more and more people cratic prim
by Glazounov and various
anima
ls.
we
have
exten
sive Humane can be broken down into smaller
ary to-sec- the video and
trumpet works by Handel, Honegare asking about Dr. Poore as they. meet
educa
tion
prog
rams
whic
h
invol
"bite
som.e .0.1 the.pcople in the locs). many small - but vital - which
ve
will include the
ger, Neruda and Peaslee. Schlabach
consider the candidates and the al comm
giVing or assisting in giving)classses many can
unity who believe in Dr.
manage. donating only an
,-7,71,17:S or
will perform the same works at a
issues in the Democratic primary.- Poore.- she said.
on animals and kindness in the public hour or
two a week or month.
-erriark N orris How Unive
rsity of Missouri recital in
She said the 30-minute video
schoo
ls. publishing articles on huA lifelong Kentuckian and lifeColu
mbia
We
, Mo. in April.
77,171e.
know
_
subjec
most
t.s in the newspapers.
people have a
long Democrat. Poore was born in
Schlabach and Scott joined the
since
re
pri:,!1:cing a newsletter,
conc
ern
for
the
anima
Grant County and grew up on a.
ls of this
working with
faculty at Murray State in 1983.
P.AWS i our youth group) on such community. and we have enjoyed the
farm near Williamstown. .A first Erickson in 1985 and Brown in
suppo
rt
nroie
of
cts
hundr
as Pet Therapy (taking anieds, even thousands
generation college • graduate. he
and
1982.
.
to give them the very
mals to visit the elderly and sick in of citizens as we have cared for the
earned the B.S. degree at George'flci./ancE :-:•ectton and service we best
anima
n.z.sing homes)or our annual Pet Fair.
ls these past fourteen years. But
can
town College and the NIT): datee
a.)tc.- ,de na they expect and deserve It
we need a commitment. just a small
maki
ng
poste
at
rs
the
Unive
for
rsity
displ
ays
of
and
Louis
progviile
.
d Ike oDe one of our V I P 's give
rams. etc.. etc. Volunteers might spare personal commitment,from a number
us a
Poore practiced medicine 21
years in Florence before changing only an hour or two a month to pick up of those who share our concern. With
careers and serving state govern- and deliver a projector. serve as a each of us doing just a little where and
ment from 1983 to 1985 as Sec-et- teacher s aide to the person giving a when we can, we can build a complete
Area students will participate in
ary of the Transportation. Cabinet. school program, pick up animals at program and we can continue to
a mathematics competition at Murprovi
de
kind,
Ilia
_Shelter and deliver them to a
humane care for ani- During that time. he • adrrih s4C7 Maple St
ray State University on Tuesday.
753-4451
tered a bienntal budget of St40 nursing home. do art work. help mals, and expand our scope of care in
March 26.
million. oversaw 6400 employees supervise a PAWS activity, drive a the future.
Approximately 400 students
car.
etc etc. etc. You can do'a variety
and directed construction. of 56
Remember, the animals cannot from 30 high schools and junior
million in roads and bridges in of thIngs on your own terms.
high schools will take one of four
speak for themselves - they depend on
Kent
ucky.
orIR
paw,
us, and on you. If you would like to examinations in the areas of algebHe also served as public II ason.
The Arartial Shflter often needs volunteer for
a project or want more ra I, algebra II, geometry and comin the governor's off'ce from someone to pick up supplies, old infor
mation on how you might help, prehensive math at 9:30 a.m. in
1988-90.
carpet. newspapers. etc. around town please call the
Shelter at 759-4141. Murray State's Faculty Hall. Junior
high students are eligible to take
only the algebra I test.
An awards ceremony will be
held at 1 p.m. in Racer Arena. Trophies will be given to top individuFRANKFORT - TransportaIR al scorers in each test, top three
people of Kentucky to replace over
1989 Pontiac Grand Am
County will provide travelers with
Secretary and Commissioner 0: 1.030 bridges thro
schools
ughout the Comith air. AMIFN1 stereo
safe,
effective passage. I am schoo in each test, and the overall
Highways Milo D. Bryan: has monwealth deem
l team.
ed unsafe and
•h
extremely pleased with the efforts
announced that construction. of a unable to hold
In
addition, the top four scorers
large amounts of
being made."
bridge in Calloway County .b.is weight.- Bryant
in the comprehensive math test will
said.
Bryant estimates the cost of the
been added to the state's 1990-':,
"This is being done under our
project in Calloway County to total be awarded MSU scholarships. A
Rural• Secondary.Program. - County Bridge Replacement Progapproximately $75,000, which will S500 scholarship will be awarded
The project entails the const.r-U,."-- i'ain and I am extremel
y
happ
y to
be financed through the Rural Sec- to the first place winner, S300 for
tlon of a bridge over C.ar.s River
-5.-446I
work
with the governor on this
E.Main 8. Industrial Rd
ondary Special 'Emergency Fund. second. S200 for third and $100 for
on County Road 1356. S—irr. H
the fourth place winner.
effort. Many of our county bridges Forces in Call
oway County will be
land Road.
The math contest is sponsored by
are in need of replacertient or
comp
leting all phases of work on
"Governor Wilkinson has
Kenlake Council of Teachers of
repair. and this program along with
the
proje
ct
and will begin as soon
an extraordinary- -promse -tr• the 'projects like the
Mathematics and the Murray State
one in Calloway
as time permits.
Department of Mathematics.

Poore supporters plan open meeting

MSU music faculty
to present recital

Our Customers Are Very Important People

r

Students to attend
math competition
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State to replace Holland Road bridge

S5995

Holland Motor Sales

The Best Shrimp
Value In Town
Is Going On Now!
Go

An Oak Tree Stands
As A Symbol
Service To You

MILLER
We stand on the strength of our serv
ice

Great Taste, Great Prices, Great Value

•

South 12th St.

GOLDEN RULE

753-3822

MasterCard and Visa Accepted Limited Time Only Ai Participating Golden
Corral Restaurants Please Si) Sharing
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We gave a :,-Jr of thought before choo
sing a symbol to represent our firm
's
Miller Funeral Home. We chose the
sturdy symbol of an oak tree beca.
•.,se .•
represents .alues we think are impo
rtant.
The oak tree is a proud smbo.
common ty fond in this area. It stan
ds tall and strong, and yet its
resilience to move. grow, and change.
Those afe values also represented
at M.
Funeral Home. Were locally operated
by people you know and trust. We
know no.... •
provide families with qualtty Seni
ce. yet be flexible enough to mee
t their char,: •
needs.
We admire the oak's stability and
flexibility. It symbolizes that we stan
the strength of our service at Mill
d
er Funeral Home.
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Boggess to serve as guest
speaker at PSI banquet
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Dr. Gary Boggess will be the
special speaker f6r the Murray
chapter of Professional Secretaries
International (PSI) Executive Night
Banquet. Dr. Boggess is the Dean
of the College and a professor of
chemistry at Murray State
University.
Boggess, a native of Hardin
where he still resides, received the
B.S. degree from Murray State
University in 1962 with majors in
chemistry and mathematics. He
received the M.S. degree from
Purdue University in 1966 and the
Ph.D in chemistry in 1973 from the
University of Tennessee.
He taught at Murray High
School before joining the chemistry
faculty at Murray State in 1966. He
accepted the deanship of the College of Science in 1978.
He is a member and past president of the Kentucky Academy of
Sciences and currently serves on
the board of the Kentucky Science
and Technology Commission.
A staunch advocate of the progressive role of the administrative
assistant, Boggess has played a significant role in providing careerdevelopment opportunties for the
faculty and staff of the College of
Science at Murray State.
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Stuart Sprague calls them the
Civil War's unknown soldiers.
"I suspect the number was probably about 150 — the number spoken of in 1864 — although the
number bandied around is usually
400," said Sprague, a Morehead
State University historian. He
means women who marched off to
battle pretending to be men.
Many Union regiments headed
south through Kentucky. "It is not
Surprising that a number of these
men-women were found out in
Kentucky," Sprague said.
He started keeping track of
women discovered masquerading
as male soldiers after he ran across
a reference to "male impersonators" in a Civil War newspaper.
Sprague knows of only one Kentuckian who posed as a man —
Lizzie Compton of the llth Kentucky Cavalry, a Union outfit.
Army authorities turned up others
in Kentucky.
"There was Harry (actually Harriet) Brown of Chicago who was
arrested on her way back from
Lexington to Chicago," he said.
Brown had soldiered in an Illinois
infantry regiment.
Annie Lillybridge's secret was
safe until she got shot in the arm
and landedt in a Louisville hospital.
She had shouldered a rifle in the
21st Michigan Infantry.
The Yankee brass took a dim
view of women in the ranks. "At
Smithland, a female soldier was
discovered with the 63rd Illinois
regiment on board the steamer Lehi
Lcoti, en route for Nashville.
"She claimed that her lover was
a member of the regiment and her
object in donning the uniform was
to be near him and share all of his
hardships and dangers. She was
sent ashore and when the boat
started up the Cumberland, she was
left on the bank, crying."
Sprague also cited a 19-year-old
bugler of the 8th Michigan who
turned out to be a woman. She was
described as a "first rate horsewoman ... who assisted in burying
three female soldiers at different
times, whose sex was unknown to
any but herself."
The bugler joined the Union 2nd
Tennessee Cavalry at Bowling
Green and was wounded in the
bloody battle of Stone's River,
Tenn.
Sprague -said some women went
through the war undetected,
although he's not sure how many.
The cover of two women wasn't
blown until long after the war.
"Albert D.J. Cashier of the 95th
Illinois was not discovered to be
Jennie Hedgers until 1913 when
she was hospitalized for a broken
leg while Otto Schaffer, a hermit
farmer from Butler County, Kan.,
was not discovered until death,"
Sprague said.
The historian has documented
women who sneaked into the
Union Army from several states
including Kentucky, Illinois,
Michigan, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Ohio, New York, New
Jersey, Missouri and Indiana.
Among female "rebs" was "Sam"
— wife of L.M. Blalock — who
volunteered in the 26th N.C.
Infantry.
Sprague would be happy to
supply names of the women to
genealogists interested in their
Civil War ancestors. "I can use all
the help I can get in finding out
more about these women and about
others like them."
Sprague isn't the first researcher
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Calloway County speech team members winning
KHSSL tournament included (left to right) David awards during the
Smotherman, Andy
Rose, Tom Richter, Lauri Jo Parker, Derek Smee
and Wes England.
Not pictured is Molly Willis.

Dr. Gary Boggess
"Changing Professipn for a
Changing World" is the theme for
this year's Secretaries' Week, April
21-27. The Executive Night Banquet will be held on Monday, April
22 at 6:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom. The Boss of the Year
and Secretary of the Year will be
announced that night. The public is
invited. For reservations or information contact Lisa Hill at
753-1893.

Calloway Middle Speech Team
captures fifth place at state

•

•.•
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NEWPORT, Ky.(AP) — Mayoi
Steve Goetz says he hopes politics
isn't delaying funding for two state
construction projects that he considers vital to the city.
Goetz said the state has failed to
deliver $750,000 set aside in the
1990-92 budget to cut through the
Ohio River floodwall and improve
access to Riverboat Row.
Money for a lighted recreation
area also has not arrived.
Goetz said he worries that his
support for Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones
in the Democratic gubernatorial
primary might be behind the delay.
Jones' opponents include Martha
Wilkinson, Gov. Wallace Wilkin-

Christian Co. officials create
three new agriculture districts

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — bell and Interstate 24,
about 10
Christian County officials have miles west
of Oak Grove.
authorized formation of three agriSteve Hunt, one of several dozen
cultural districts in recent months, of property owner
s in the district,
including the largest one in Ken- said his goal was
to protect agriculwell, Bill Shaffer, Melody Parker, tucky
at more than 15,000 acres. tural land for future generation
Erica Rowlett and Erin Grogan.
s of
The districts primarily prevent farmers.
• • • •
farmland from being annexed into
Hunt, who farms 1,500 to 1,800
Melody Parker, daughter of Sam
cities and becoming subject to acres with his father
and greatand Janie Parker, was the junior
municipal development and taxes, uncle, said the land was not In
winner of the Blyton award, preaccording to Lorin Boggs, a con- immediate danger of being
sented annually to one outstanding
servat
ionist with the U.S. Soil Con- annexed. But forming the district.
student from junior and senior level
he said, allows farmers to conduct
who exemplifies the qualities of servation Service.
"It is designed to protect agrilong-range planning without worryexcellence in speech and theater
cultural land," Boggs said. "Faring about annexation.
aod who has contributed to these
mers would be wise to take advanThe Conservation District board
areas on the school, community
tage of that in some areas."
has approved two other farm disand state levels.
One of the districts that have
tricts, including 1,071 acres along
The award is presented in honor
Kentucky ,272 on the western edge
of Gifford Blyton, founder of the been approved by approved by the
county Conservation District Board
of Hopkinsville. The other district
Kentucky High School Speech
of Supervisors is a 15,113-acre
consists of 3,402 acres south of
League
tract roughly between Fort CampHopkinsville.
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Melody Parker won the Gifford
Blyton Book Award during the
KHSSL tournament.
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
legend of the egg and the vernal
equinox may have some cracks in
it.
As the story goes, eggs can be
balanced on end at the moment of
vernal equinox, which occurs
around March 21. This year it
arrived at 10:02 p.m. Wednesday.
The vernal equinox occurs when
the sun crosses an imaginary line in
the sky known as the "celestial
equator," said Tom Troland, an
associate professor of physics and
astronomy at the University of
Kentucky.
Believers insist that, because the
equinox is a time when the Earth's
axis is at a right angle to the sun,
the gravitational force makes it
easier to balance an egg on its end.
Skeptics say it can be done at anytime of year — depending on the
egg, of course.
Troland is one of the skeptics.
"There is of course absolutely
no physical basis for that," he said.
"But legends can be fun, kind of
like Groundhog Day."
It might be noted that Groundhpg Day, Feb. 2, was relatively
sunny in Lexington this year. Thus,
in accordance with that legend,
springlike weather did not arrive
until recently, about six weeks
afterward.

••••••••••'

-

son's wife.
"We have been told all it needs
is the governor's signature," Goetz
said of the money for the floodwall
project near Interstate 471.
"But we have been hearing that
for six months now. I would like to
think it's not politics. I would hope
it has somehow been overlooked,
but no one has come back to us
with any questions if there is a
problem."
David Little, Wilkinson's assistant press secretary said he could
not comment on the situation
because he had no knowledge of
the projects or details about any
delay.

Calloway County Middle
School's speech team was wellrepresented during the recent Kentucky High School Speech
League's State Speech Tournament, with the CCMS team placing
fifth in the state while eighthgrader Melody Parker claimed the
prestigious Gifford Blyton Book
Award.
Only four points separated fifth
from third place during the tournament, held March 15-16 at Western
Kentucky University in Bowling
Grw.n. iridividual winners for
CeMS included Andy Rose, first in
broadcasting and third in extemporaneous; Lauri Jo Parker, first in
prose: Tom Richter, third in broadBy Berry
BLONDIE
casting: and Molly -Willis, fifth in
Craig
storytelling.
AR EN 40L+
iu NOT SPEAKING TO YOU
GOING 7'0
4E - UNTIL. YOU AOMtT
In the Lincoln-Douglas Debate
r-OW
SPEAK TO
Aft:IONS YOU WERE!
intrigued by the subject. In 1909. competition, Derek Smee took third
EVENI
NG ."
g
the famous muckraking journalist, place, David -Smotherman fourth
Ida M. Tarbell, set out to write and Wes England fifth. Smee was
,L
about women soldiers in the Civil also third in the "top speaker" comWar.
petition for debate.
"She wrote the National ArcOther CCMS students in the
hives but evidently was unable to semifinal round included Jared
get enough material to get an arti- Lassiter, Erica Hulse, Rebecca Tidcle out of it. Sprague said. "So. 4
as I put it, these are truly our
3- 22.
yii"...,4•rs,.. DR*,
unknown soldiers.
CALVIN and HOBBES
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Newport mayor worried over funds

Historian documents Civil
War's unknown soldiers

ubl;oon
:onbus
neg)ach
at a
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melee
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020

Legal
Nona

PUBLIC NOTICE
f
Sealed bids will be received by the Mayor and
Council. City. of Murray. Kentucky, and the Board
of Education. Murray Independent School Sy-stem,
at the office of the City Clerk, Murray City- Hall.
located at 5th and Poplar Streets, Murray. Kentucky, until 2:00 p.m. on the 1st day of April 1441.
as required for resurfacing and recoating of five
existing regulation tennis courts. Copies of the
plans and specifications may- he obtained from the
City. Clerk's office.

i •

130

Legal
Notice

VCR Service
All

AGE Pr

Brands

Ward-Elkins

Unless still in School
or
College,
their
family group hospital

753-1713
Entire Stock
Winter

•

Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers

Come
Meet ZT1,
Us!
Newcomers
and
longtime residents are
invited to a reception
Sun. March 24. 2-4
-Pub-lic Library. Meet
the members of the
Calloway. Co. Humane
Soc.
We will share the
Society goals for the
future. Please jolts. us!

EXPERIENCED grill cook
full time $5'hr depending
on qualifications Apply in
person Majestic Royale
Holiday Inn Murray Ky

comprehensive

benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call

and %lore
MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
Specializing
in
front wheel drive,
overdrive, foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

EXCELLENT INCOME'
Easy workl Assemble
simple products at home
1 504-641 7778 Ext 2329
24 hours

insurance may have
expired due to age

75% „fr

Notice

EASTSIDE BP pickup application before 12 noon
only No phone calls 119
Main, Murray

SON OR DAUGHTER

Sportswear

020

155

220

For Sala
Or Truk

Notice

FEDERAL government is
hiring $16 500 $62 000
per year Amazing recorded message reveals
details (901)642 1416

Jerry McConnell

BRIGHT'S

Insurance 753-4149

Dovntown
Murray

KIRKSEY UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
would like to solicit bids for
lawn mowing
Call
489-2341 or 753-1568

Jar' err.ice

Lease For Less at
CIWAttl TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Camaro RS, loaded
s1.13445 $31230 me*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Pius Tax, Tin* & License
08 Mc Closed End Lease

1,. ACRE near Titusville
Fla Sell or trade for equal
value Murray area
753-0790

Appliances

Musical

19cu tt REFRIGERATOR
frostfree side by side
753-4167 after 12 00pm

5 PIECE Slingerland drum
set Cases and cymbols
included $700 753-5899
after 5pm

LARGE chest freezer
$100 753-7820
160
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

Homo
Furnishings
19' COLOR TV, bedroom
suit, full size mattress and
springs, refrigerator table
and 4 chairs, rocker
753-0315 753-6506

CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove 527-2932
JUNK cars and trucks Ask
for Larry 753-3633

3 PIECE bedroom turn'
ture dresser with mirror,
chest, full Sae bed 1 floral
couch shades of green and
cranberry, 1 off white Irving
room couch Call 753-3895
after 4pm

MOTORIZED treadmill
435-4336
OLD Winchester rifles
single action Colt pistols
civii war artifacts Guns
swords etc Ask for Larry
753 3633

270

COFFEE and end tables
brand new, solid wood
$195 753-4026 after 5pm

Mobile
Homes For Sae
1265 2br with double lot
474 0124

3BR hoc
753 9826

6ft 3' BALDWIN grand
piano Ebony, completely
restored $8400 Very nice
437-4432

1988 14)(80 CLAYTON mo
bile home 3br 2 bath on
nice lot 3mi east of "Mur
ray 753 0218 or 753-5592

HOME stereo Pioneer receiver 100 watts per channel, Technics double cassette deck 20 band equalizer, 100 watt DB plus
speakers Over $1000 invested asking $450 Days
753-6593 after 5pm
759-4187

24tt PERRY travel trailer
self-contained skirted in
sulated underpinned Ex
cellent condition brick pa
bo privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

240
iliscoNansous
HP pump for deep well
$100 436-5005

SNAPitti

1-800-432-9346

CUSTOM
DOOR SHOP

SMALL ti
east of P
now Ron
reference
side pets
4pm or

30 YEAR financing 104
Interest Keith Baker
lls 79E Pans, In 1,44 isi12.
I-800-53/ 15nit
INVENTORY Reduction
Sate Save thousands of $$
Keith Baker Homes Hwy
79E Paris Tn 644 0012
1 800 533 3568 .

'MARCH Special" Double
USED and antique furniCOOK 1 year old storage wide blowout All homes
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- ture glass tools quilts
CONTEMPORARY styled building 1012 $1169
reduced
Keith Baker
INGS NEED a lob/ A 901-642-6290
•• LEARN TO DRIVE
queen size sleeper sofa
753 4614
Homes Hwy 79E Paris TN
GED? Hope for the future?
TRACTOR-TRAILER
Good condition 753-6613
You may qualify if You do
0 0 1 2
S'•P" n•E NE* •EA.
FOR sale or trade 2yr old 6 4 4
after 6pm
not
have
your
GED
high
or
gas
2 ton furnace Trane 1-800-533 3568
••11•• • F
school diploma 'You are
COUCH and 2 chairs earth - brand $225, woodstove MUST sell
1470 3br
ALLIANCE
between the ages of 16 &
tone like new $325
with blower $90 1981
1
bath
1985 mobiie
21 We are an E 0 E This
753-4716
Grand Prix loaded bad mo- home Unfurni
shed avail
project is funded by the 12 Place sett.ngs
tor $475, 1979 Olds Cut- able immedi
ately Asking
COUCH
chair
SPECIAL NEEDS
earth
tone lass 2 door for
Western Kentucky Private Wedgewood china.
parts, 1981 $10,200 but will cons-de'
ADOPTION PROGRAM
Cavendish pattern Never plaid $75 753-8478 after Toyota Tercel
Industry Council JTP A
wrecked any offer 759 1552 be'Dre
4pm
used
Retail
$148ea
sellCall
TP
J
A
operation a!
Out Of School
20.000 on motor 1975 6pm
ing
all
for
$700
•t•-usea • :4aiort• PCS •01141.4 RESOURCES
7 5 3
759-93
07 COUCH, matching chair Chevy pickup for parts
9 3 7 8
after 5pm
8a m -11 30a m
and rocker Good condi- good trans and rear end
.•••! 45 I 414110 so el Mort.,
280
rally wheels for Chevy truck
15tt AC disc harrow dual tion $100 753-2094
PART
TIME
service
Mobile
station
587-3000
112-th-4tc
$100,
rally wheels for Cut
attendant Reply to PO wheels excellent condi
Homes For Rent
EARLY American 3 cush- lass $100,
400 small block
bon 492-8425
Box 1393 Murray. Ky
ion sofa earthtone Excel- Chevy
engine good shape 2BR trailer
42071
11111001•=111111.1=1.1111MMOI.IMONI.
for rent Extra
lent
conditi
on
$100
1 RECORD player 1 tape
2 rust $275. 1972 Chevy grain
111
=11....M141.1=1.1101=1•
.
11 11MINI
01.
nice No pets $285 mo
•=1111•1=1.0M1.141M.111=1=•
111.
1.
1
••••
i.
..••• .........,
RF-SIDE•sT ,IANAGER to player $50 both 753-2347 swivel rockers $25 ,each
.. ....
truck
12tt
midwes
t grain $285 deposit
•
,
11=1.
753 6633
759-4464
assume responsibilii.s. for
bed metal sides with dump
F4CE BRICK ..,
''
u•
•
2 FORMAL prom dresses
...
c2
apartme
now does fibergnts in Murrais,
•
2 or 3br
Prices 5:art Al =
1 aqua, 1 black metallic 1 FACTORY DIRECT FUR. $1000 Dan Wesson 357 SHADY Oaks
Pfrefer manager to live on
111.11
lass nail extenMI
wedding gown Will sell NITURE Factory overruns, mag pistol pac 3 barrels 2 electric or gas Walking dis
Mali
IIMI
•ite Apartment furnished
grips and carry case $375
lance to college 753 509
$
sions and nail
—C
0.1•11
cheap Size 7 753-5474 c_loseouts, first qualit), mer
MS
A, part
of compensation
5
MUM
chandise. Odd sofas, Sealy 759-1070
strengthening.
after
3pm
LIMELL & amm rmies to include renting
Run
ad 3 days
arid Simmons mattresses, sec,11.•
SON INC.
MINI
units, appropriate paper 2 for 1 Special
get 1 day
uonals, bedroom furniture, LAWN
Mobilo
Niartr., TN ,t'• Ant = ,urk. processing
chairs of unugual
mainte- 7 , x3
WILLIAMS pool some slightiv damaged No
....
Horne Lots For Rent
753-1682
....,
wooden
design
Also
snake
OGNIMINO.01.1.1•1=601M.
.
1 1111=. nance requests, et: !tapertable 1 - solid slate top
prices h phone Woodcraf- bone earring
1.1•=1•11.1=1.11111.1
.
.
..M=
.M•11
111 11
s 759-4401 to
0.1/1111—a•MM•11.1=1--11111
MOBILE home lots for-ren
...
R.Tice preferred hut not ah- 753-0405 days 753-7266 tors Murray.
K. Nest to order
in the country Weter turn
sulutcl!. ne.essarN. Send after 6pm
Kman
shed 6 miles north of Mur
5 la,-2
y '•et 9 eta yS-3 180 .,er,
resume and references to
MOWER blades Over 400
ray 753-5786
Ad, PO Hos 4.3o-R51, Un- APPLF :lc computer ln
sizes
in
stock
Snappe
r 30"
Non-Smoking
NICE sofa and matching
nd stand
The safe is open to every,one, as
ion
3g2isl
blade
$6
99. Snapper
long as
chair 753-9229
Woman
nd soft
clud'SO/
they meet the following requirements:
drive disc $4 49. Snapper
RN or LPN needed part ware $2
_
676
ONE Simmons hide-a-bed 68' belt $5 99 Wallin HardII, 5 3C &Cr(
time(away 24-32hrs per
✓ Ads must run three consecutiv
ATTENTION investors 87 one traditional sofa two ware Downtown Paris Tn
e days.
I. for ,n home private
OE' y. Have
✓ No changes will be made
in copy.
4 CAR shop with office Call
Dark air-cured, duty Ped atr'ic case in marquise diamond natural recliners 753-6118
V Paid days will run first.
• 'e'e'er*OeS
fancy pink $14 950 Seri- 436-5810
753-4509
Paris
7n
Excelle
MULCH
nt
pay
pickup or delivery
✓ No rebate will be given if cancel
dark fire-cured
ous inquiries only by apled
including weekend ditfe
Also buyers of standing um
PINE
bedroo
suite
m
Triple
before expiration.
Call 753-2355
or burley base. rental co. more informa- pointment 753- 8811 In dresser. bed, chest. 2 night bet and logs McKnight
or 753-2048
tion cal 90 1 -664-5709 mans Jewelry
Apartments
All standard rates on classified reader
stands excellent condition Saw Mill 753 530 5
Please Call
EOE
753-1132
For Rent
BROKEN engagement bar
ads will remain in effect. tf you
753-6803
"
,orre
leave
are a
gain, Get a real deal on a
regular classified customer and your
4928566
SALES
MAN
1
ad is
CHRIS
and
28R apartments in
needed to sell
TOPHER'S COINS
QUEEN s,ze
-essage
ed $60
already scheduled for March, you will
aspha t material around ladies cLamond engage
king
1 w ith is still at Ox Yoke Antiques county No pets 753-8848
after 5 p.m.
rr.ent and wedding ring set
automatically receive the benefit from
Murray area Serious in.the
head SO/
4985 (Hazel) Treasure House before 8pm
Call 753-3913
sale.
qut,.es only 901 542-6927
and Book Rack (Murray)
afte J
1BR apartment' furnished
Also mail-order service
EASTER Sale 25% off on
dose to university and hos
S T'ER needed for 2 child
Send'
for free price list and
doll houses 100/. off on doll
pital Some utilities paid
ren ages 4 & 6 Saturday eirrLture Discoun
"Collection A'15 different
OFFICE SPACE
ts good
Call 753-8756 or 753 4012
arid Sunday in Murray area
S coins 'Collections B
the month of March Wood
FOR RENT
Cali 753 1525 Sta-ting
21 different foreign _coins. 28R 1 bath duplex inNorthN Craft Cuba Road May
April 60
, •
$6 95 "each. $1295 both
E white male
wood $285 mo 2br 2 bath
field Ky 247 5936
OLD
ORIEN
TAL
RUGS Post-pa
▪
to
—0lbs Light SOMEOl'.E to babys:t
id, 2-wk satisfac- duplex All appliances turn Wanted
any
size or condiin my
MARTIN houses 6 room
Call
Square on 5th St
Drown ha • Je eyes, ath- home Ncn
tion Call 1 800 443 7740 tion guaranteed Free gift shed $350 mo 759 4406 ,
smoker Refer- $2699 12 room $3999
18
ietic educated excellent ences
with every inquiry Christo5'50 00 per month
required 753-8530
room $57 99 24 room
lob beautiful home Am
pher's Coins 1605 West 2BR 2 bath duplex Ap
Call Ted Delaney
170
pilances furnished with
$69
99 Telescoping pole
searching for that special TENNESSEE State Home
Main, Murray, Kentucky
753-196 for more
Vacuum
someone to walk hand in- Health Services current), extends to 1511 $3499
42071 We buy coins and microwave 1008A North
to place your ad.
wood Dr No pets Now
Osaneets
'orrhattehand with into the sunset taking app ,cations for Wallen Hardware Down
appraise estates
available $450 mo
RN s Aoply at Tennessee town Paris Open all da, GENERATION III
and live happily thereafter
753-4161
vacuum
753-2905
Dts yeab • this is for real' State Ficime Health Ser- Saturdays
with shampooer by Kirby
TANNING beds for sale
Phone * and photo with vices Watson Bidg E
Under
MATCHING couch chair
warranty $700
Wolff and others New and 28R house or 2br apart
reply to Dan 5835 E Avon Spring St Dover 7n
merit near downtown
$200 microwave and cart 753-9475
used Sale service and
37058
St inverness F 32652
or
call $ 1 75
759 19 1 4 or
supplies Financing avail- 753-4109
1•800- 727- 1 049 or 762-64
57 Ask for Scott or
able Suntanning Unlimited 2BR duplex in Northwood
61 5-232 5050
Media
753-9274
Appliances furnished
WOOD—CUTTERS with
ACROSS
$285
mo 759-4406
Answer to Previous Puzzle
Mil..
TOPPER fOi LWB pickup
ow- 7.1-,a,n saw. 753-8292 LIONAIRE
'et :
•!li4•S PA"(;. FORD 200 new rubber
753-64
46
6pm
after
energy
28R
efficient du_DST long hair Chihuahua after 6or^
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK good hydraulic excellen
•
t?.• does
A
plex New paint, extra
in Aimo area Reward
'WOO
DEN
storage
MLRRAY. Charlie • condition
35 •=r-dr example
build
$3150
B -0-.
clean Central H A ap753-6253
ings 806 starts at $1095
753-1788
atbr
Satel Pharmac!.
pliances Available now
B.E"
36 Rex or ,N Ills
1016 $142450, 1224
".'
Coleman RE 753-9898
NEW Holland 357 feedmill
ORDER the spa designed
3' Platform
A
$2395 Other sizes avad
wr!tter
for you Murray Hot Tubs auto hay feed Exc cond
39 Softened in
able -Acree Portable Build
T S 111
S
A
• '7,,
3BR duplex 753 9400
WILL keep and care for a 115 S 13th St
759 1330
temaer
aie
, ngs '502 247 7831
435 4214
L AI T
U
lady
B
or
husban
and
wile
d
42 Toward
in
'3 Ran easii,
E
rely home in Hazel Exper- PARKER Ford Lincoln Mer
T E
SAD
RE
shelter
38R family room fireplace
4 Crony
-EN
part
time
pecpie
xi?, Dines
enced and good refer- cury has heavy duty oil
A T E
P ID
living and dining room
colioo
.M.E —Dneeded
barrels
1st
five
for
to
qualify
sale
44 Thus
Good for
ences 492 8510
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Central HA, stove and re
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'
S
will receive free gift Ca.
trash burning $6 00 each
46 Find fault
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frigerator
No pets
FA
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MA
S
Errand
Service
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of
N
71
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SOLOFLEX exercise ma
'9 Ceremony
492-8634
fers housesitting grocery PROM dress Sapphire chine
48 Causes
N
TABOR
FORl
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nt condition
bluerwhite with lots of lace
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51 ventilate
A d'UN Representatives shopping postal and bank
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1 year old $600 759-9931
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necessary Delayed oig.ng Mon Fri 8-5 References
23 Kept
appliances No pets
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27 Masonic
for kit crew gift with ad WILL babysit in East Y SEQUIN dresses for sale
753-7688 or 759 4703
56 Wallow in
Murray, 753 2641
doorkeeper
Assist
nights
Mg r
753
9866
area Have references
mud
3 Containers
29 Vesseis
1-800-666-2243 or
759 9668
SHARP copiers Author
5' Secret agent
4 Narrow
DUPLEX 2br Central gas
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SUNTAN booth 753 3.488
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vice supplies parts and
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modem printer all
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. 2 Save
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1C Chinese
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mailing Easter cards and
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2 Harem room
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FURNISHED apartments
goddess
Par 3 Golf Course
gifts For more information WILL do house cleaning
11 Everyone
TILLERS Front Tine Shp
WANT a faster refund? efficiency 182 bedroom
7 French
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availab
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le. All Briggs and
sed
16 Mature
Why pay more for elec
Golf Carts
Stratton engine
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6
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start at $20 00I Call Hodge
9
man Apts S 16th St
South Miami FL 33143
20 Halt
Driving Range
and reverse 5hp $649 99,
Noel and Associates the 753 6609
WOULD like to Sit with el
anima,
21
Beef
13
Blip $749 99 Wallen Hard'
4
InCOMe tax professionals at
GOOK full time 40hrs per derly day or night Cant lift
22 Color
Miniature Golf
LAKEFRONT efficiency
ware Downtown Paris
7536069 or 759 1425
week Must have experi- 474 2386 after 5pm
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'5
apartment in Panorama
17 18
Open all day Saturdays
ence Good working condiSoftbal
l
&
24
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s
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aaa
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270
lyric poem
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old child desires to relocate TOSHIBA copier model
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sphere Apply in person
25 Encomium
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sit references required No
aaa
Fern Terrace Lodge 1505 to this area Interested in
26 Recipiert of
Homes For Sale
pies 753-7011
adult care and estate care
2 1 22
pets 436 2484
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23 24
By
gift
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m View Dr EOE
25 26
taking Honest depend- WATE
,
Appointment
28 Goes In again
R heaters round
12x60
STAR
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turn
NEW 1000sq ft apartment
CUSTOMER Service able with references Tem- electric
•UU28
33 Permits
29
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
30
double heating eleished with patio central Gas heat1ow utilities Near
worker needed days part- porary live-in is a possibil
34 Taverns
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
ments 5yr glass lined
heatJar Located in view of college
Extra nice
time Apply at Ky Fried ay Please call collect tanks
36 Paper
33
Velvet Jones
30 or 40gal
31•
Ky Lake 8 miles from Mu' $395imo 753-8828
32aau
measure
Chicken 205 N
12th 205-882 6913
$14999' 50gal $15999
753-1152
ray Will sell to move or
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Murray
35
.36
Waller) Hardware Down37 38
NEW 2br duplex Ap
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MURRAY KY
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pliances energy efficient
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Saturdays
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000 2t3( 2 bath 2 decks
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457
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Combi
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4J
••
HOME based business
44
satellite dish nicely land
45
46 Evil
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European skin care No de
scaped on lakeview lot in
47 Falsehood
section 8 rent subsidized
46
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Panorama Shores
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(Spee
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—
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Grande
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50
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apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
start For information call
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48aaaa
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50 Crafty
52 53
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Man s
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Rrowood
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me
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for
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Wide selection of pert and
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restore your present grit to
greenwood Cut to your or
1988 1480 PACER mobile
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Ky.
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SAVE!
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CLASSIFIEDS
410

3BR house Central gas
753 9826
A mo
ath on
>f Vur
1-5592
trailer
ed in
d Ex
ick pa
See at
rt 94E

AVAILABLE April 1 Nice
2b
untry home 5 miles
out $300mo 753-3187 at '
ter 4pm
SMALL farmhouse 6 miles
east of Murray Available
now Rent cheap Deposit'
references required No inside pets 753-8349 after
4pm or weekends

)ouble
homes
Baker
is TN
2
3br
lot
Ask,r,-g

Serykes
Offered
CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753-3293

Big 2-Party
Yard Sale
721 Sycamore
8:00-7
Sat., March 23

NEAT and clean sharp
home 3br brick on
1 /2 acres Separate brick
workshop Central H/C
Bob Perrin RE 759 1881
evenings 753 3509

Exercise
bike,
Home
Interior,
shelves, cabinets,
new wooden rocking horse, brass, all
sizes of clothes R
Rain or Shine

t in

uct:oo.
sot $$
'3 Hwy
0012

530

Public
Sale

ble lot

FOR lease to highest bid
der 5 69 acres dark tired
tobacco for 1yr 753 8648
before 8pm

NEW carpet linoleum
paint 1991 2BR 2 bath
brick in city Bob Perrin RE
759-1881
evenings
753-3509

Garage Sale

3237 Sq. Ft.
Under Roof

Sat., March 23
7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
1415 Dudley
Boys small oicycie. riding
mower (need Motor) Tap
pan microwave. TEAC 'eel
to reel tape deck, boys
clothes size 46 & 16 to 20
Wor”en's clothes large
sizes & '010 12 Double
S.•a. bedspreads - golf
cL,bs, lots of odds & ends
Roya typewr•ter

370
Livestock
& Supplies
SADDLES Lamb barrel,
$325 Ryon s silver show
hand tooled $1000
436-2556
YOUNG registered polled
hereford bulls From weaning to service age Call
437-4667 Ed Mize

New 4 BR home Large
family
room,
LR,
kitchen/dining combination, utility room, 3
baths, lots of closets,
double garage, concrete
double driveway Patio,
sidewalks carpet. oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher, energy efficient, large wooded lot

Pets
& Supplies

Extra
5 mo
633
r 3br
)g dis
509

or
-ren
• turn
f Mur

3YR old female AKC registered Basset Hound dog
$200 OBO Call 753 7129
AKC Collie puppies Lassie
type
$125 each
901 247 5899 after 6pm
AKC registered Lab puppies Black and yellows
Call 759-1424 after 5pm
FINE watchdog Male German Shephard mix Owners must move 753-0667
after 6pm
FREE spade female cat
Tortoise shell coloration
Good mouser 18mo old
437 4290 after 4 30prn
HAVE an obedient, well
mannered safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified train
era serving Murray for -over
12 years 436 2858
Peg s Dog Grooming
7532915

its in
8848

shed
hos
paid
1012

orth
bat,
fur
1406

Ap
with
onh
Now
mo

410
Public
Sale

Multi-Family
Yard Sale
Saturday
8 a.m. to 1 p m.
1316 Vine St.
Infant and children's
clothes. maternity
and large size- women's clothes, bicycles, toys, baskets
an-TIode bird cage

iJar1
iwn

ood
red

iitra
ap
low

100

om
re
its

du
all
its
703

gas
es
no

om
ilso
ter
St

icy
ma
rn
DO
No

int
aar
,e

7", ACRES with storage
shed located on 464 near
Shiloh Call 753 8691 after
5pm

*Moving Sale*
Sat. March 23
2111 latesbcroug,11 Circle
9 a.m.- 4 p.m.
'No Earl], Sirs
'Cash Only'
Furniture, appliances,
dishes, patio furniture,
stereo
equip. toys,
children's clothes, baby
clothes, large screen TV,
lawn mower, 110 gal. &
130 gal fish tank.

Yard Sale
7 Family
Sat. March 23
7-1
505 South 6th
Clothes, baby, kids, ladies
lg size, toys, bicycle.
electric wall heater, sink,
window, twin bed
and
accessonef, mini blinds.
new curtains,trash compac
un, walker, stroller, medi
cine cabinet, bath shelf, ste
re°

FOR LEASE- 3000sq ft of
retail space Bel Air Center.
corner location Call
753 4751 Bam 5pm
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll tree
1-800 251 -HOME Eat
711L
AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your es
tate Call Wilson Real Es
tate 753-3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753-5086 or Dan
Miller 435 4144

1 LOT on Bee Creek Dr
North 4th City water,
sewer 1 lot in Grove
-Heights east of Murray City
water available 753 5200
KY Lake Lots, Calloway
County, 75x100 and
50x100 Numbers 330 and
" 331 undeveloped area, 1
- mile from lake Estate must
sell $500 for both
313-699-9809 after 5pm
3 LOTS on Kentucky Lake 2
minutes from boat dock 1
large lakefront lot on main
channel 489-2455
LOT for sale in a lakefront
subdivision $3000 $50 a
month for 60 months, $100
a month for 30 months No
interest. 753-4060 or
474-8826.
LOTS for sale Gatesboro
area 753-0800 759-4577
SHERWOOD Forest wooded site city water,
sewer gas Bob Perrin RE
759-1881, evenings
753-3509

100sq ft 3br 1 bath Gar
age 2 blocks from univer
sity Mid $40s 753-1404,
753 6128
2BR with appliances ceiling fan, carport fenced
yard outbuilding Priced in
$20's
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR with carport Low
maintenance Near University 753-3293
3BR 1 ,, bath brick Panorama Shores 2 car garage
many extras 753-6339

SPACIOUS 3br house
Central HA, carport &
shop Ready to be occupied Great for first time own
ers or retired couple
$26,000 Must see to appreciate Financing available Call after 5pm
492-8595
SPOTLESS, like new home
in Martin Heights subdivision Features custom
drapes fireplace, and quality throughout 3br 2 bath
livingroom, plus family and
utility $90's MLS 1772
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
THE view of the lake from
this waterfront home is gorgeous Brick bi-level, den
with fireplace, 2 bedroom. 2
bath patio/deck and excellent boat dock Nicely landscaped
MLS 1901
753-1222 Kopperud
Realty

WATERFRONT Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354-6006
YOU LL love the spaciousness of this newly built
home in western Calloway
County Large kitchen,
great room, master bed
room and spectacular master bath will win you over
$105.000 MLS 2787 Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
MI 'N. 12111

SI.

1REAT HOME IN
1.M01 $39,900 3 Rd
Brick ranch over I acre wit
ssumable VA loan
Man,
features S39,900 753-0530
HEST LOTS IN TOWN!
ADOUGATE ESTATES,
HomeSellers 753-0375
WNER WANTS OFFER,
1-rame home in good shape
Nice outbuilding on 300' dee
ot $28,500 817 S 4th St
753-8651 753-0375
AVF THOUSANDS WITH
110MFSFLLF.RS. CALL FOR
DETAILS 751-41175

The New Revolution
In Real Estate
170

3BR 2 bath brick on acre
lot 2 miles east of Murray
759 1751

Motorcycles
1980 YAMAHA 250 CC
Needs work $200
753-0667 after 6pm

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies
to give you the best possible rates. ben
efits. and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

4 companies

1988 BLASTER, good condition 1982 Virago 750
492-8617 after 2 30pm or
901-247-5137 before
2 30pm
YAMAHA Riva moped
$250 436-5501
480

_7 companies

NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies
CANCER INSURANCE
3 companies
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
3 companies
LIFE INSURANCE

5 companies

ANNUITIES

4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any of
the above insurance. Over 2,000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray. Ky
"Our 29th year of service"

Assess
Swim.
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500
485
Auto
parts
1982 28 liter engine Ex
cellent condition
753-9808
490
Liewf
Cars
1956 PONTIAC 2 door
good condition $1800
435-4196, 435-4116

1989 CHEVROLET SWB
black 350EFI auto ps/pb/
pw, AM/FM factory digital
equalizer, KMC wheels
low miles sharp $10 500
753-0724
510
Campers

1977 GRAND Marquis Call
Bob Wynn at 753-2975 or
753-4333

17tt SHASTA pull type
camper sleeps 4 $600
753-8691 after 5pm

1978 FORD Mercury Monarch Good condition. 6
cylinder, good gas mileage
753-9808
1979 CHEVETTE Good
transportation $550
759-9711

1972 21ft CAMPER Dual
axle, gas or electric refrigerator, 110AC. good
condition Will consider
trade for pop-up After 6pm
753-9827

1979 MONTE Carlo Good
condition $1000 1981
Dodge Miranda $1200 Call
527-9959

1976 SIERRA ScoM 15t1
Air, stove refrigerator
awning bath $1250 OBO
489-2841 after 5pm

1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
speed, blue, runs great
436-2174 evenings

1979 JAYCO camper 35ft
5th wheel New carpet very
good condition Extra
clean $6000 OBO
489-2744 daytime,
489-2196 after 4pm
1988 3211 INTERNATIONAL travel trailer
Barely used like new
$ 8 5 00
7 5 3 4 38 9
753-5960

1981 MERCURY Marquis
needs motor work Excellent body etc Make offer
753-2059

NICE 24x30 building on
small lot Ideal for small
engine repair or turn into
small apartment 6mi east
on 94 753-7151

TRAILER house and cottage on 5 lots in Crappie
Hollow Well and septic,
storage shed. $17,000_
Good rental property
436-5005

1976 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Supreme Newly rebuilt engine $1000 OBO
492 8675 after 6pm

1980 BUICK Century sta
bon wagon Good second
car, fisherman special
$750 753-4356

489-2126
Nights 489-2387

380

1974 CORVETTE Stingray
$6000, 1982 Chevrolet
Conversion Van $2500
753-7629 after 6pm

34 AIRSTREAM trailer
1000 Excella pkg Excellent
1983 CUTLASS $1550
condition 753-7866
1980 Nissan 200SX $1250,
1968 Mustang $1850 1966
Ford pickup $550, 1958
Ford pickup 40xxx miles
$650 Financing available
and no credit checks 10ft ALUMINUM Ion boat
492-8884
$175 436-2556
1984 CAMARO T-tops 14ft CHEROKEE alumi305 V8, beige $3500 num fishing boat with car759-9883 after 5pm
pet and seats 1984 John1985 CHEVROLET Ca- son 30hp nice trailer
436-5810
price station wagon
Loaded with options Great 14ft SEMI V aluminum
for larger families Priced to boat with good trailer 7 Shp
sell 436-2482
motor (checked and tuned 1985 WHITE Cimaron Ca- up Dec 1990 ) $525
753-9818
dillac Leather, stereo
auto tilt pl(pw 58xxx 1974 24tt HARRIS Flotemiles $4000 753-7761 af- tote 1980 55hp Evinrude
ter 5pm
Boat rebuilt 1990 New top
deck, carpet, trolling motor
1986 CHEVROLET Ca- depth
finder Full camper
price Classic Brougham, canvas
Very good condiexcellent condition, dean, tion
$4000 759-4464
Michelin tires fully loaded
$5600 753-7903 after 1988 MONTEREY 19ft runabout cuddy cabin Ste5pm
reo, depth finder 1651'0
1986 MERCURY Topaz 753-3682,
759-4884
GS $3000 492-8617 or
19ft
GLASTRON
901-644-0256
ski boat
Less than 40hrs of use
1986 TRANS AM white with
Excellent condition $8000
red interior T-tops and
753-3332
tinted windows 753-6705
281t HARRIS flotebote
1987 CHEVROLET Sprint.
120hp OMC 10 hardtop
45mpg, AM/FM cassette,
Depth finder marine radio,
30,000 miles. runs great,
good condition 753-0367
red, 2-door $3500 OBO
after 5pm
Call 762-6780
EBBTIDE 15tt runabout
1987 GTA Trans Am 350
with 100hp Evinrude motor
tune port, digital dash lumRuns good $1500 1982
bar seats, 33,000 miles
30hp Mariner outboard moLike new $8600 1986
tor runs good $400
IROC 41,000 miles Like
436-2528
new $6900 753-3704
1601 Loch Lomond Will NEW MUSSEL BOAT
trade
16ttx6ft inside '/. in bottom $1000 502-442-2155
1988 FORD Taurus L 4
door dark blue PS/PB
tilt, cruise Pit_ Must sell
759-9359 or 753-2244
1989 HYUNDAI Excel 4
door sedan Excellent condition Low mileage Will
sell for payoff Call Mike
753-3311 after 5pm
1989 NISSAN with air
$4550 1985 Cutlass 2 door
$1750 492-8884
1990 GEO Pram Factory
warranty Sell for payoff
Alter 5pm, 753-8099
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms.
MUST sell' 1981 Tornado 2
door AU electric leather
seats $1000 492-8384

BUILDER new homes
garages additions remodeling,healing decks patios solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate
JOE's Lawn Care Residential and commercial
mowing, trimming, fertilizing and rolling 345-2312

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bobber
759 1247 leave message. KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
CHIM Chim Chimney grain formica, all colors
Sweeps has 10% senior citi- Free estimates Wulff's Rezen discounts We sell chim- covery, Murray 436-5560
ney caps and screens
435-4191
A LICENSED electrical
CONTRACTOR Portable contractor JAMES C GALbuildings, pole barns, gen- LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
eral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus- courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
MOODY S mower repair
Williams 489-2663
Pickup and delivery All
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating work guaranteed
and Cooling Service Com- 753-5668
plete service on all central
cooling all makes and MOWING landscaping
models Call Gary at and tree work All odd jobs
Big or small Free esti759-4754
mates Good rates Have
DAVIDSON Roofing New references 753-4254
roofs and repairs Tear offs 753-2869
and re roofs Written guar
MR Chimney Chimney
antee Local references
cleaner 492-8561
753,5812

EXPERIENCED and dependable family business
needs yards to mow in Murray area 437 4171
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
fOr free estimate for lour
needs

GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing, tree work
436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267
l-fADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting,wallpaper carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 753-4251
HARDIN Painting Residential or commercial References on request For
tree estimate call 437-4221
or 354-8985 20 years
experience
HAULING yard work, tree
removal Mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

WILL do yard work and odd
jobs of any kind No job too
small 759-4401

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, dean ingservicing $15, most repairs
$35. all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

PAINTING Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL painting,
paperhanging, walicoverings furniture refinishing,
touch-up and blending
436-5002

YARD work mowing and
painting Free estimates
753-8463 after 3 30pm

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Berund Bunny Breadf
753-5940

rlfr-

COZY COUNTRY HOME!
Three bedroom, remodeled and redecorated home
on 5 acres. New,central heat and air. Offered at a
bargain price. $37,500. MLS 2709

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1229

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves- dishwashers - gas SE electric ranges

RILEY'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS Back from
Hurricane Hugo. Roofing our
specialty. 10% discount to
senior citizens. Phone
489-2693.

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

IkeidesAllbritten, Inc.

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763, 759-1823

Egyptian Collectors Association Inc Presents

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
tracts. two 45 acre tracts on the south side of
Highway #280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA
easement to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood
River Embayment. The property would be
good for any type development or the perfect
place for your lake home. Near Panorama
Subdivision, Miller Golf Course, only seven
miles from Murray.

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

Al TREE Service Stump
removal spraying hauling
yard work and mowing
Free estimates 753-0906
after 5pm 759-9816
753-0495

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No lob to large or to small
474-2300

WILLdo plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169

•All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

HOPKINSVILLE

GUN- SHOW
March 23 & 24, 1991
Saturday & Sunday - 9:00 til 5:00
GUNS * KNIVES * GOLD * SILVER * JEWELRY
MILITARY ARTIFACTS * CAMO CLOTHES * COINS
AMMO * RELOADING SUPPLIES * AND MORE

Open to the public, be sure to
bring your guns to
BUY - SELL - TRADE

A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller

AlA T ENTERPRISE Exc
Dozer, backhoe, trucks Levies roads driveways.
parking lots, septic tanks,
foundations, basements,
gravel, dirt, and etc
753-0577

WILL mow lawns and do
other yard work Will do
light hauling 436-2528

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels residential,commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

GENERAL office and
house cleaning References required 753-4897

LAWNMOWING Depend
able person 753-7027

Wingo - 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8418

At Western Kentucky State Fair

Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Egyptian Collectors Association
Tables $20 00

Inc

Admission $2 00

Post Office Box 138
Centralia, Illinois 62801
Phone 618/495-2572 or 618,548-5703

A clean house is a caring
house Invest your extra
money not your valuable
time, on a neat appearance
for fa/filly and friends For
more information call day or
night 759-4777

CARPENTRY. commercial
and residential work Remodeling additions decks
fences Fast quality ser
Vans
vice Call 759-1424 after
1986 CHEVROLET Astro 5pm
CL mini van 7-passenger
Loaded New Michelin ALPHA Builders Carpen
tires, low miles 753-6176 try, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, mainte500
nance, etc Free estimates
Used
489-2303
Trucks
ANY remodeling building
1957 CHEVY pickup New
painting & roofing Free es
rebuilt engine Good for retimates References
storing $800 437-4931
435-4632
1979 CHEVROLET Clean,
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
loaded Make otter John
Factory trained by 3 major
Deere 8hp Good condition
manufacturers Most parts
753-3942
in stock on my truck All
1986 MAZDA SE5 4 cykn- work and parts warranted
der 5 speed blue Excel- Ask for Andy at The Aplent condMon, high miles pliance Works, 753-2455
$2500 759-1693
APPLIANCE SERVICE
1987 FORD full size pickup Kenmore, Westinghouse
(F 150) Solid white gray Whirlpool 30 years expen
interior, fuel infection, 6cy ence Bobby Hopper
4 speed New radials, extra 436-5848
dean and nice $5000 Max
Parker 753-3153 office, BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, opera
753-7900 home
tor 30 years experience
1987 FORD XLT Lanat All Septic system. drive-ways.
power, 6 cylinder auto hauling, foundations, etc
S7C00 753-9486
759-4664

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
Ledger & Times classified department

1989 CHEVROLET S-10 BREAKING and disking
Topgun 5 speed, red, ex- gardens Yard landscaping
cellent condition Low mi- and bushhogging
leage $8000 753-7102
436 5430
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Otho Brent Hall

'
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•

The funeral for Otho Brent Hall
will be Saturday at 1:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home,
Mayfield. Hilton Royster will
officiate.
Entombment will follow in mausoleum at Highland Park Cemetery.
Mayfield. Military rites at the
cemetery, will-be-by American Legion Post 26 of Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Mr. Hall. 72, of 207 Macedonia.

s

F.

History winners

OBITUARIES

.

•.•• ••

ERMAN, MARCH 22, 1991

Burie Houser

Mayfield, died Wednesday at 9:40
a.m. at Veterans Administration
Hospital, Marion, Ill.
Mr. Hall is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Henrietta Moffitt Hall; one
daughter. Mrs. Margaret Louise
Thull, Chicago; one son, Glynn E.
Thompson. Seattle. Wash.; five
Ihrethers,-Lerrin.-fia it• -Dewey Hatt
and 011ie Hall, all of Murray. Clayton Hall, Pensacola. Fla, and Floyd.
Hall, Bardstown; seven
grandchildren.

Services for Burie Houser will
be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home,
Mayfield. James Shockley, Harvey
Lynn Elder and Jerry Mays will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Farmington
Cemetery.
Friends: May Call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today (Friday).
Mr. Houser. 80, Rt. 1, Farmington, died Thursday at 5:40 a.m. at
Community Hospital. Mayfield.
Mr. Houser is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Odell Woods Houser;
two daughters, Mrs. Wilda Jetton
and husband. Raymond. Murray,
and Mrs. Norma Oliver and husband, Kenny. Farmington; one sister, Mrs. Vaudia Riley, Gob: three
grandchildren, Barry Oliver, Lori
Wells and Melissa Oliver; one
great-grandchild. Kendia Oliver.

Mrs. Rachel E. Butler
•

Funeral rites for Mrs. Rachel E.
Butler will be Saturday at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of Brown Funeral
Home. !Mayfield. John Kachelman
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Jones.
Kenneth Butler. David Butler.
Jason Butler. Johnny Butler and
Alan Owen. Burial will follow in
Mt. Pleasant Church of Christ
Cemetery in Graves County.
Friends may' call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Mrs. Butler, 94, _Green Acres
Home. Mayfield. died Thursday at
2:55 a.m. at Community Hospital.
Mayfield.
Survivors are one dai.gnter, Mrs.
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LIMITED TIME OFFER.
Save 850 on fhe new Bellom• Oper;i!

Associated Press Writer

Roseanna McCoy love story are
equally' as interesting, she said.
"To me, this is the most beautiful part of it," she said. "The
background is so ignored. That
needs to be brought out as much as
the feud."
Johnson's prayers may soon be
answered.
The Kentucky Tourism Cabinet
recently commissioned a feasibility
study for an amphitheater in Pike
County. One of the plays that
would be put on there would deal
with the feud.
Dien Henson of - Danville was
Chosen to do the study. Henson,

who founded the Pioneer Playhouse
in Danville and was instrumental in
founding the My Old Kentucky'
Home's "Stephen Foster Story"
musical, said the idea of a feud
play was a natural.
While researching the project.
Henson said he asked himself,
"What are the magic words that
people around the country will
know? Of course, I came up with
Hatfield and McCoy because
everybody knows about the feud."
There already is an outdoor drama about the - feud at the Grand
View Amphitheater in Beckley.
W.Va.

1?+wilt
Me44 z
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"Where the price and service,
makes 'The pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whttnell
753-4175
Hours- Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Preston Barrett

BELTONE HEARING AID SERV-ICE
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY 42071
9:Q0 AM - 4:30 Pm
Caii to vnedule your-appointment today

519 S. 12th • 753-7688

502-759-9809
Expires: 4-5-91

_W./one-5a,

•Ne accept Blue Gross Blue Shtetd
PCS and eters
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HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.
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Area coming to grips with feud stereotype

HOG MARKET
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-

Two Murray Middle School students placed in the West Kentucky History
Competition held recently at
Murray State Uni‘ersity. keisa Bennett placed second in Middle School
U.S. History and Jason Shelby
tied for third in Middle School World Chilintion. Pictured with Bennett
and Shelby are Murray Middle
teachers Scott Turner and Da‘id Carr.

Alter carefully considenng purThe results of this study showed
PIKEVILLE, Ky. --- According
chase pnce, styling, fuel economy. that there was no difference in total
resale value, maintenance cost, nd- decision time between the two age. to the popular board game Trivia:
ing comfort,roominess and handling, groups, but that younger adults used Pursuit, the infamous Hatfield the 65-year-old Kentucky native twice as much information as older McCoy feud ended March 21.
decided he'd buy the brand-new adults to make a decision. This sample, 1891. with a marriage in Pike
Venture.
Johnson says, shows that older par- County.
But historians of the feud aren':
I'entare '
ticipants were more efficient decisure what the game's researcher;
"Aell,it \-•.oidc iike it mightbe the sion -makers.
name of a car. and we wanted to make
"The older group tended to use are talking about. And there certhis ta.sk as real sL1 as possible."_says
hat we call an 'elimination-by-as- tainly are no celebrations of the
Johnson. LK post-doctoral fel- pects strategy,-looking at one char- event planned in Pike Counts'. Ky..
low in the Department of Behavioral acteristic for eac h car, purchase price, the N1cCovs' roost, or Mingo
Soence.
for -example, and then eliminating County, W.Va., where the HatJohnson and re.se.an:h assistant Mary some of the cars on that basis. The fields ruled.
Many Appalachians -have been
Pietrukow ici
younger group much more often
Londucted
ashame
d of this chapter 01
study ot rricrr,or an:1
s - mak - employed an 'intra-alternative stratmg with yt,ung arid older adults. The egy.'examining all of the feature's of history. and :have done
researchers worked with 76 volun- one car, then going on to the next." promote the legend as
attraction. But area offic:+i.
teers re-I.ruited hy the Sanders-.Brown
The first approach, she says, is
Center on .Agin:. at I .K These retire- more efficient because a buyer can historians say it's time people came
ment-aged ol Linker- were s,ree.ned eliminate those characteristics that to grips with the feud's - legacy. Pikeville's jrno_gene Johnson is d
to appriocimate th'.• e.da,.ational level are unimportant and nattOW the field
student
of the feud and can trace
and health st.a t-us
tne •'h college her roots back to both clan( She
age party,Tani- fr,•. freshman psy Johnson, just . incidentally, was- said much of the feud
legend wa
chology
shopping around in Lexington recently created, by- hyperbolic
K
languag
e and
The main decision-makinc task for a new car. Which of these strate- pictures in
the press of the day:
invoked ,.(iIunteers Lomparinc in- gies did she use?
"I feel the press attackred.eastern •
formation on six fictitious Lars and
"I gave up on new cars myself," Kentucky." she said. "Tt".e pros
the paru,want.. suhseciuent dot son she says. "I got an old VW bug."
got it wrong."
about hkh one they would buy.
The feud: had its roots :n tne
Instructions and task- were presented
Civil Wiar. One historian traced iLs
to each person by a portable-lap-top
COfilryients, suggestions or ques- origins to 186-3- :aric10
-v -e-affa:r
computer 4. hiL h nxonied the amount, tions about "L:K Science & Your" may between - Johnson Hatfield a•type, and se.qt...m.e of the intorno_ he directed to the Communications Roseanna McCoy, whom he
u.,ed
and Advancement Office, Kinkead jilted.
.••u.;•rimar:::
in an- Hall, University of; Kentucky. LexHowever it began. the can war
swering tw- resear..h ocstions," ington. KY 10506-0057
fare did not erupt in bloodsh,:d
Johnson say s "First. ar:: oi/Jer adults
until the 1)'0s. Before it was over
more likely than young..r adults to
the conflict Would claim 10
make
decisions!' Second,
lives, raise the possibility
are older adu.:_s more tisely than
embroiling the National Guards ot
younger adults to employ strategies
the two states in open warfare an :
te Karket •e.rt Stroce Starch 23. 149
and experience to ...ornpensate for enhette••1-Sut
brand Appalachians as g_'
tar•y Parr haw Ares lios
rtet R epos-t include,
possible :nf>rriau r prrx.essing dc 14.orni Stations Recupts, '.0. 02 'Lot_ VA Barrow,& barbarians.
1.t5• 1.2,' to 1.35 hIgher Sows feed, to 1.00 t.liglter
Johnson. .who has spent
Johnson explains that the 1 s 1 1 30-254 .54
S50,04-40 2
1 2 210-234 'be
SC 00-4930
research
ing the feud. admitted thai
cooccPti
pcpulat
on..b that hal people S 2.3 234-244 •
*49•50.54 44
S 3.4 1.4-re
the story of the killings and trial.
S44 44-44.54
get to he 65 or older memory suns
fascinating. But the socioeconomi.
failing and it b(xornes harder to make ! 1 1,2 2-*•3•0
see oe-42 oo
300.400 15.._----------$4105.43 00
factors behind the feud and 'the
decisions-_- that people het,orrie more
S 1 3 400-424 lb.
S4334.44 00
cautious or Loriser.air.e_ with asad- 1 •• 1•3 525 404 _
14!0O-4'.O4)
1 s1.3 340-544 lb.
S99 00-44 00
able information
4
,
4,1 1.30.00-34.54

Stock Market
Report
Ingu,triel N%erage
Proinuk Close
1 r Products

Novella Henderson, RL 5, Mayfield; two sons. Paul J. Butler. Rt.
2. Wing). and Jack A. Butler.
Mayfield; one sister. Mrs. Nova
Williams. Murray: 10 grandchildren: 12 great-grandchildren.
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